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Summary

Enforcing security policies to IT systems, especially for a mobile distributed system, is challenging. As society becomes more IT-savvy, our expectations about security and privacy evolve. This is usually followed by changes in regulation in the form of standards and legislation. In many cases, small modification of the security requirement might lead to substantial changes in a number of modules within a large mobile distributed system. Indeed, security is a crosscutting concern which can spread to many business modules within a system, and is difficult to be integrated in a modular way.

This dissertation explores the principles of adding challenging security policies to existing systems with great flexibility and modularity. The policies concerned cover both classical access control and explicit information flow policies. We built our solution by combining aspect-oriented programming techniques with static program analysis techniques. The former technique can separate security concerns out of the main logic, and thus improves system modularity. The latter can analyze the system behavior, and thus helps detect software bugs or potential malicious code.

We present AspectKE, an aspect-oriented extension of the process calculus KLAIM that excels at modeling mobile, distributed systems. A novel feature of our approach is that advices are able to analyze the future use of data, which is achieved by using program analysis techniques. We also present AspectK to propose other possible aspect-oriented extensions based on KLAIM, followed by a discussion of open joinpoints that commonly exist in coordination languages such as KLAIM. Based on the idea of AspectKE, we design and implement a proof-of-concept programming language AspectKE*, which enables program-
mers to easily specify analysis-based security policies with the help of high-level program analysis predicates and functions. The prototype is efficiently realized by a two-stage implementation strategy and a static-dynamic dual value evaluation mechanism. We have performed two case studies to evaluate our programming model and language design. One application is based on an electronic health care workflow system. The other is a distributed chat system. We considered a number of security policies for both primary and secondary use of data, classical access control and predictive access control - control access based on the future behavior of a program. Some of the above mentioned policies can only be enforced by analysis of process continuations.
Det er en vigtig udfordring at kunne håndhæve sikkerhedspolitisikker i mobile og distribuerede IT-systemer. Efterhånden som samfundet bliver mere og mere afhængigt af IT stiger vores forventninger til sikkerhed og privathed, hvilket leder til ny lovgivning og nye standarder. I mange tilfælde giver selv små ændringer i sikkerhedskravene anledning til ganske omfattende ændringer i større distribueret systemer. Det skyldes at sikkerhed går på tværs af de sædvanlige modularitets-principper og derfor ikke kan håndteres modulært.
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Ensuring Security in Distributed Systems. In modern society, ensuring security of IT systems, especially for a distributed system, is challenging. This is because in such a system, trusted components have to work with untrusted components. For example, while a user of a chat system trusts the programs running at the service provider’s computers, he or she might want to run a client program developed by an untrusted third-party. In such a case, we need to ensure that the untrusted third-party program does not perform malicious operations. For another example, in an electronic health record (EHR) workflow system, while we allow users to define and perform workflow processes on patients’ medical records, we must ensure the user-defined processes, which can not be fully trusted, do not illegally access and/or use the patients’ private sensitive information intentionally or unintentionally. This dissertation will tackle the issue of enforcing challenge security policies to such untrusted, distributed and mobile systems.

Coordination models and languages such as tuple space systems [Gel85, FAH99] provide a very elegant and simple way of building distributed systems. The core characteristics of a tuple space system is the shared network-based space (tuple space) that serves as both data (tuple) storage and data exchange area. Its simple yet expressive distributed primitives can easily operate on these data through the shared space. As the tuple space systems have simple yet powerful language features for building distributed and collaborative applications, we choose it to illustrate our security solutions for distributed systems.
Separating Security Concerns from Main Logic. Although there is broad agreement that security and other non-functional properties should be designed and integrated into IT systems from the beginning, it is also recognized that, as society becomes more IT-savvy, our expectations about security and privacy evolve continuously. This is usually followed by changes in regulation in the form of standards and legislation. On the other hand, the functional aspects of IT systems change as well, which requires security and privacy concerns to be able to easily adapted and enforced to evolving systems.

Following the good software engineering practice that one can only obtain adequate security if it is catered in the original design of system rather than being added as an afterthought, we would still agree that security should feature in the initial design of a system. However, we shall also argue that there is merit in separating out security and other non-functional properties so that they can be updated without disturbing the functional aspects of the system. One objective of this dissertation is to explore the principles behind separating security concerns out of the functional aspects of a distributed system with appropriate language support, so that the security concerns could be easily added to existing programs at various development phases, e.g. from the beginning, or after the system has been fully developed and deployed.

The traditional approach to enforcing security policies is to use a reference monitor \cite{Gol99} that dynamically tracks the execution of the program. It makes appropriate checks on each basic operation being performed, either blocking the operation or allowing it to proceed. In concrete systems this is implemented as part of the operating system or as part of the interpreter for the language at hand (e.g. the Java byte code interpreter); in both cases as part of the trusted computing base. Sometimes it is found to be more cost effective to systematically modify the code so as to explicitly perform the checks that the reference monitor would have imposed \cite{ES00}. In any case, even small modification in the security policies may involve substantial changes in the code for checks and the underlying system.

The aspect-oriented programming \cite{KHH+01,KLM+97} is an interesting approach to separate concerns. This technology enables us to program non-functional concerns in the so-called aspect program, which could then be merged into the main program and enforce the properties defined by the aspect program. Security is an obvious candidate for such non-functional concerns, because e.g., the security policy can be implemented by more skilled or more trusted programmers, or indeed because security considerations can be retrofitted by (re)defining the aspect to suit the (new) security policies. The detailed definition of the aspects will then make decisions about how to possibly modify the operation being trapped. This calls for a modified language (like AspectJ \cite{KHH+01} for Java) that supports the use of aspects and incorporates a notion of trapping oper-
lations and applying advice. It is possible to systematically modify the code so as to explicitly perform the operations that the advice would have imposed (e.g. \cite{KHH+01}).

In many cases the aspect-oriented approach provides a more flexible way for dealing with modifications in security policies \cite{Dan07,GDY+04,GRF02,PS08,WJP02} than the use of reference monitors. It facilitates to develop frameworks for enforcing security policies that may be well suited to the task at hand but that are perhaps not of general applicability and therefore not appropriate for incorporating into a reference monitor. In this dissertation, we take the aspect-oriented approach as the basic policy enforcement mechanism, and our focus is to explore and improve the type of security policies that can be naturally expressed in aspects.

**Enforcing Explicit Information Flow Policies.** There exists a variety of security policies proposed and used in modern IT systems. When inspecting them from the data-usage point of view and taking EHR system as an example, many security policies regulate the primary use of data (patient data collected for use in direct health care service), but there is a trend for the secondary use of data (re-use existing data for new purposes like public health care research, commercial activities) and thus a number of policies are proposed for regulating their usage \cite{And00,Can02,SBH+07}. The latter is more challenging as we need to explicitly address issues of data access and information (data) flow, possibly throughout the entire data life cycle, which is hard to deal with by traditional access control methods. Therefore the enforcement of policies that rely on explicit information (data) flow is one of the main themes in this dissertation.

One way of enforcing data-flow policies is the *runtime monitoring* approach. Essentially, we keep track of execution state of each variable. Although the data-flow information can be precisely recorded, this approach produces large execution time overhead and lacks mechanisms to look into future events.

On the contrary, the *static analysis* approach is a collection of techniques that can check a program before execution \cite{NNH05}. They could simulate all execution paths of a program, including future events, and could make sufficiently precise safe-approximation of the properties of a program statically. Their innate characteristics suggest they could obtain data-flow information of a program earlier than the runtime monitoring approach, which sometimes is much more preferable. After all, detecting and preventing the execution of malicious/unsafe code in the first place can save potential cost of failure recovery. In this dissertation, we combine static analysis approaches and aspect-oriented programming to enforce challenging data-flow security policies.
1.1 Preliminary Summary

The main thesis of this dissertation is to show that Aspect-oriented programming provides a flexible way of enforcing security policies in distributed systems, more specifically, within the tuple space paradigm. Static program analysis techniques can enhance the expressiveness of security aspects and elegantly support the enforcement of security policies that rely on information flow.

For this purpose, we proceed by formally designing and practically implementing an aspect-oriented programming language on top of the tuple space system, where static program analysis components have been elegantly integrated. We considered and applied our language to two application domains to show its usefulness, which are studies about enforcing security policies on relatively a large scale application such as an EHR workflow system, and on a lightweight application such as a distributed chat system.

More concretely, first we design a core process calculus AspectKE based on KLAIM [DFP98], which is equipped with formal syntax and semantics so as to clarify the essential idea of our approach. We choose an EHR workflow application as a running example to illustrate the design features of the AspectKE programming model. Second, we discuss the aspect-oriented tuple space programming model in a more general setting, by presenting the design of another process calculus AspectK and the concept of open joinpoint. Third, we extend AspectKE into a more practical prototype language AspectKE*, developed an efficient runtime system AspectKlava, and demonstrate the usefulness and practicality of the theoretical model developed in the first part. A distributed chat system is mainly used to illustrate the practical work.

Though AspectKE, AspectK and AspectKE* are based on KLAIM, the techniques developed in this dissertation can also be applied to other distributed frameworks, especially those based on process calculi. We believe it is useful for monitoring, analyzing and controlling the behavior of the mobile processes, under a distributed AOP execution environment.

1.2 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation consists of, apart from the introduction, eight chapters.

Chapter 2 presents the general research background behind our language design.
In particular, the coordination language KLAIM [DFP98] is presented and chosen as the basis for our work, because of its favorable features for implementing mobile and distributed systems.

Chapter 3 starts to present the formal syntax and semantics of the process calculus AspectKE, an aspect-oriented extension of KLAIM. This chapter only focuses on the basic features of this language, while more advanced features are presented in Chapter 4. Here we show how aspects can trap the actions of KLAIM, how the language is useful for enforcing a number of classical access control models, and how multiple security policies can be integrated into existing systems thereby allowing policies to be refined at a later stage. The enforcement of primary use of data policies are demonstrated in this chapter.

Chapter 4 continues Chapter 3 by presenting the advanced features of AspectKE. Here we show how aspects can trap processes of KLAIM and exploit the ability to analyze the behavior of remotely executed processes as well as the future use of data in the current process. The enforcement of secondary use of data policies and predictive access control policies are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 5 presents an extension to the basic part of AspectKE, namely AspectK. This chapter also discusses other possible aspect-oriented extensions of the tuple space system and argues that open joinpoints commonly exist in coordination languages.

Chapter 6 and the following chapters present the practical work based on the AspectKE* model. This chapter describes the language design of the AspectKE* programming language, which particularly features high-level program analysis predicates and functions that can provide information on future behavior of a program. Moreover it builds a secure distributed chat system with the proposed language constructs.

Chapter 7 presents the runtime system that supports the realization of the AspectKE* language. It discusses the efficient two-staged implementation strategy, the dual value evaluation mechanism, the design and use of the AspectKlava runtime Java package, and how static analysis - interprocedural data-flow analysis - is performed and integrated into the aspects.

Chapter 8 demonstrates the usability of AspectKE*, and assesses the expressiveness and performance of this language through case studies and benchmarking.

Chapter 9 re-states the major contributions of this dissertation and outlines directions of future work.
Introduction
Chapter 2

Setting the Scene

In this chapter, we will present background material for better understanding this dissertation.

Section 2.1 introduces the research background together with related work, which covers work in different research domains that our dissertation draws on, including static program analysis, aspect-oriented programming for enforcing security policies, process calculi, security of coordination languages and tuple spaces. Some of this work directly inspires our work. Related work that is not suitable to discuss here but also relevant for our work is discussed at suitable places in the subsequent chapters.

Section 2.2 formally presents KLAIM [DFP98], a process calculus for modeling distributed tuple spaces with process mobility. A running example in the electronic health care setting is also demonstrated. KLAIM provides the basic building blocks for our language, as AspectKE, AspectK and AspectKE* are all essentially the designs and implementations of an aspect-oriented KLAIM model.
2.1 Research Background and Related Work

2.1.1 Static Program Analysis

Static program analysis is performed without actually executing programs, and in most cases is performed on source code or object code. It can predict safe and computable approximations to the set of values or behaviors generated dynamically when executing a program \[ \text{NNH05} \]. Examples include to compute where values originate from and might flow to, what possible values that expressions might be evaluated to, what values might reach a certain program point of interest, etc.

Traditionally, static program analysis is used to optimize code \[ \text{ASU86} \]. A growing number of static analyses have been used in the verification of properties for safety-critical software as well as discovery of bugs in potentially vulnerable code, e.g. \[ \text{BBC}^+\text{06} \].

The analysis provides approximate properties of the programs being analyzed, which are usually divided into three classes according to their analysis nature:

- **Over-approximation** captures the entire behavior of a program. It estimates the program behaviors that *may* happen along all the execution paths.

- **Under-approximation** captures a subset of all possible behaviors of a program. It estimates the program behavior that *must* happen along all execution paths.

- **Undecidable-approximation** can’t decide whether the approximation behaviors belong to the program or not. Its result usually can not give meaningful information.

The nature of the properties determine the type of analysis technique that will be adopted, in order to get a satisfactory analysis result. In this dissertation we use the over-approximation analysis to ensure the capturing of all behaviors (intended and malicious) that *may* occur in a program.

It is important that the program analysis should be semantics based, which means that the information obtained from the analysis can be proved to be safe (or correct) with respect to the semantics of a programming language.

There are various types of analysis techniques for answering analysis questions on programs with different language constructs, such as Data Flow Analysis, Control Flow Analysis, Abstract Interpretation and Type systems \[ \text{NNH05} \].
Recently, Flow Logic [NN02] has been proposed which bridges the gap between these approaches and can cope with a wide variety of programming languages as well as process calculi.

Model checking [BK08] is complementary to static analysis techniques. For a given a model, it can test whether this model meets certain specifications by performing exhaustive exploration of the possible states in a system. It is a powerful technique for precise verification of software and hardware, but suffers the so-called state explosion problem, and becomes intractable for program with large state spaces and undecidable for infinite ones. The problem can however be addressed by using abstraction techniques.

In this dissertation, we use static analysis to find potentially malicious code, and restrict ourselves to Data Flow Analysis, an analysis technique for collecting data-flow information of variables in a program. In Chapter 4, we propose a simple form of data-flow analysis, named behavior analysis, to illustrate the essential idea of integrating static analysis into aspect-oriented process calculus AspectKE. Chapter 7 gives a more elaborated illustration of the actual data-flow analysis developed on Java bytecode, which is used for implementing our experimental programming language AspectKE*.

2.1.2 Policy Enforcement Mechanisms

In this subsection, we relate our work to the state of the art techniques for policy enforcement. In particular, we outline existing aspect-oriented programming techniques for providing data-flow and control-flow information, and highlight our research directions.

2.1.2.1 Inlined Reference Monitors

Various techniques for enforcing security policies exist, and the most traditional one is a reference monitor that observes software execution and mediates dynamically all access to objects by subjects (introduced in [A+72]). Instead of mixing monitoring code in target system, Inlined Reference Monitors (IRM) [ES00] use a load-time, trusted program rewriter to insert security code into a target application, bringing in a self-monitor application which performs security checks when it executes. There are many IRM systems implemented by various program rewriters (e.g. [UES00,ET99,BLW05,Ham06]), ensuring that different applications obey their corresponding security policies.
2.1.2.2 Aspect-oriented Programming

Independently, the aspect-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm \cite{KHH01} emerged and acted as another effective mechanism for tackling the same issue. The main aim of AOP is to address so-called crosscutting concerns that exists in traditional programming models like object-oriented programming or procedural programming. Crosscutting concerns are parts of a program which rely on or must affect many other parts of the system, which often cannot be cleanly decomposed from the rest of system, and can result in either scattering, i.e., code duplication, and/or tangling, i.e., significant dependencies between systems.

For example, Listing 2.1 shows a very simple method for transferring an amount from one account to another in a banking application.

```java
void transfer (Account from , Account to , int amount){
  if (from . getBalance () < amount) {
    System . err . println ("Insufficient Funds");
  }else{
    from . withdraw(amount );
    to . deposit (amount );
  }
}
```

Listing 2.1: Bank Transfer Function

However, this method overlooks certain concerns that a practical application would require. For example, it lacks mechanism to check whether the current user has the permission to perform this operation, and it does not contain any logging facilities to generate system log for diagnostics purpose. Listing 2.2 shows one example to address these concerns in traditional programming approach, where Lines 2-4 implement the logging facility and Lines 5-6 address the security concern.

```java
void transfer (Account from , Account to , int amount){
  Logger logger = new Logger ();
  logger . info ("Transferring " + amount + " from " +from . user + " to " +to . user );
  if (! checkUserPermission ( this . user , from )){
    System . err . println ("Insufficient Funds");
  }else{
    if (from . getBalance () < amount) {
      System . err . println ("Insufficient Funds");
    }else{
      from . withdraw(amount );
      to . deposit (amount );
    }
  }
}
```

Listing 2.2: Bank Transfer Function with Security and Logging
As Figure 2.1 illustrated, these extra concerns not only tangle with basic transfer functionality as shown in Listing 2.2, but might also scatter across numerous other methods. Improper handling of these (crosscutting) concerns leads to loss of modularity and thus decreases the comprehensibility and maintainability of software systems.

Indeed security (and logging) is naturally identified as one kind of crosscutting concern that aspect-oriented programming was designed to deal with. Instead of using a rewriter to inject monitoring code as in IRM approach, security policies are directly encapsulated in aspects which are automatically invoked when the target program executes certain actions. The most popular AOP language AspectJ [KHH+01] uses the pointcut and advice model, where the join points are points in a program where additional or alternative behavior can be introduced, through a weaving procedure, by advice with a pointcut that specifies join points of the program. The language developed in this dissertation also adopts this model.

Listings 2.3 and 2.4 present a logging aspect and a security aspect in AspectJ. They can be weaved into Listing 2.1 to achieve the same functionalities as Listing 2.2 does. Both aspects contain: 1. pointcuts (Lines 3-5 in Listing 2.3 and Lines 2-5 in Listing 2.4) that specify when and where to insert additional behaviors - in this case when invoking the transfer function; 2. advices (Lines 6-10 in Listing 2.3 present before advice, which shall be executed before the execution of transfer function; Lines 6-13 in Listing 2.4 present around advice, which takes over the execution of original transfer function. Notice proceed statement at Line 11 returns back to the execution of original transfer function.) This dissertation
will not present syntax of AspectJ in details, but rather introduce the core concepts of AOP.

```java
aspect Logging {
    Logger logger = new Logger();
    pointcut trans(Account from, Account to, int amount):
        call(void Bank.transfer(Account, Account, int))
            && args(from, to, amount);
    before(Account from, Account to, int amount):
        trans(from, to, amount){
            logger.info("Transferring " + amount + " from "+from.user + " to " +to.user);
        }
}
```

Listing 2.3: Logging Aspect in AspectJ

```java
aspect Security {
    pointcut trans(Bank bank, Account from, Account to, int amount):
        call(void Bank.transfer(Account, Account, int))
            && args(from, to, amount)
            && target(bank);
    void around(Bank bank, Account from, Account to, int amount):
        trans(bank, from, to, amount){
            if (!Bank.checkUserPermission(bank.user, from)){
                System.err.println(bank.user + " has no permission ");
            }else{
                proceed(bank, from, to, amount);
            }
        }
}
```

Listing 2.4: Security Aspect in AspectJ

Compared with Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 shows that aspect oriented programming can improve modularity of a program by implementing crosscutting concerns as aspects.

### 2.1.2.3 IRM, AOP and Static Analysis

There is a close connection between AOP and IRM. Hamlen and Jones [HJ08] propose an aspect-oriented security policy specification language SPoX that is enforced by IRMs, which establish a formal connection between AOP and IRMs. JavaMOP [Che05] implements IRM using AspectJ aspects as the instrumentation mechanism. Our work takes the AOP approach to internalize the reference
2.1 Research Background and Related Work

Most researches focus on the class of security policies that can be enforced by monitoring execution of a target system [Sch00]. Some research efforts are taken towards enforcing more demanding policies that cannot be easily enforced alone by using the monitoring based approach, but require combination of other techniques, for example, static analysis. Jif [MZZ01] extends Java with a security-typed system, which supports not only access control but also information flow control. In [SMH01], the authors outline several promising methods such as IRM, type systems and certifying compilers, for enforcing more demanding security policies and also argue that synergies among these approaches will achieve remarkable results. We consider our approach – aspect-oriented programming with data-flow analysis – is a comparable research direction to IRM with type systems, for enforcing challenging security policies. In addition, our approach potentially has better modularity for defining security policies.

2.1.2.4 Data-flow and Control-flow in AOP Languages

Much work has been done in aspect-oriented programming communities, that provides various language constructs and techniques for identifying the data flow and control flow between join points. Those language constructs can serve as powerful policy enforcement mechanisms. AspectJ’s cflow [KHH01] captures the control flow between join points. dflow pointcut [MK03] identifies join points based on the data-flow information. Tracematches [AAC05] gives advice based on the execution history of computation. However, these systems can only refer to the past and current events.
A few AOP languages propose mechanisms to trigger aspects by future control flow of a program, e.g., `pcflow` [Kic03] and `transcut` [SMH09]. However, they lack support for providing data-flow information in the future. Some advanced AOP languages (e.g., [AM07, CN04]) offer methods for referring to future behavior of a program in aspects, which in theory can be used to specify security policies depending on future control flow and data flow. However, they usually lack formal semantics and offer only access to low level (e.g., bytecode-level) information of a program, which makes it hard to understand and to develop appropriate underlying analyses for enforcing security policies. As they lack high level abstraction for presenting analysis results, it is not trivial to use the results for composing security policies.

In this dissertation, the formal semantics of a process calculus AspectKE (presented in Chapter 3 and 4) clarifies how to develop useful behavior (program) analyses to obtain future data flow of a program. AspectKE presents the analysis results through appropriate language abstraction, and formally paves the way for integrating program analysis techniques into policy specification and enforcement procedure. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 describe our experiences of building the practical prototype language AspectKE* with static analysis components included.

### 2.1.3 Security with Aspect-Oriented Programming

There are many papers that explore AOP techniques to enforce security policies. One line of work directly or indirectly uses the popular Java-based general purpose AOP languages like AspectJ [KHH+01], Hyper/J [OT00], CaesarJ [AGMO06], to express and enforce security policies.

Some have reported their experiences of using the above languages for enforcing access control policies. For example, In [WVD01] the authors present general guidelines for how to compose access control aspects in AspectJ. In [VPDW+05] an enforcement of application-specific policies in an access control service is implemented in CaesarJ. Some explore the expressivity of these AOP languages regarding security policies. For example, Phung and Sands [PS08] identify classes of reference monitor-style policies that can be defined and enforced by AspectJ. They also present a method to realize some history-dependent security policies which cannot be naturally expressed in AspectJ. Some use these languages to implement classical security models. For example, Ramachandran et al. [RPW06] discusses using AspectJ for implementing multilevel security and demonstrate how aspects, in comparison with traditional programming, can guarantee better security assurance.
Some have indirectly used these languages: they first define their policies using certain policy languages with formal specification, and then translate or map them into the concrete aspects of AOP languages, instead of directly coding the policies into the aspects. Oliveira et al. [DOWKK07] use their own rewrite-based system to express access control policies and map them into an AspectJ program. In [CCBR06], availability requirements are expressed in a formal model that combines deontic and temporal logics, and then translated into availability aspects in AspectJ. One common advantage of these approaches is that policies can be formalized through security oriented languages that are naturally more suitable for security considerations than other general purpose languages. Another advantage is that some policy languages have formal semantics that enable formal verifications. Our language is designed with security in mind and has a formal semantics (AspectKE) which enables us to reason about the defined policies when needed.

Even though these well-known AOP languages have industrial strength and can be readily used for policy enforcement mechanisms, they have their limitations; it is quite difficult to apply these AOP languages to the types of systems we have been studying. For example, the languages are designed for programs that run on a local machine. And they do not natively support pointcuts for a distributed system. They also lack a pointcut mechanism to capture the future execution of a program, and thus are unable to enforce predictive access control policies – policies that rely on the future behavior of a program. All the above issues are explicitly addressed by our work. In particular, to the best of our knowledge few, if any, proposals have ever reported how to use aspect-oriented programming techniques to enforce secondary use of data policies, which is becoming increasingly important in large IT systems, and provide a predictive access control policy enforcement mechanism.

Some researchers design their own special purpose aspect languages or systems to study security enforcement mechanisms. For example, HarmlessAML [Dan07] is an aspect-oriented extension of the functional language Standard ML, and has a type system that guarantees well-typed harmless advice does not interfere with mainline logic computation. Our work has a different research focus on enforcing access control policies to a distributed computing model and on studying how properties obtained from behavior analyses can be used to specify access control policies. As mentioned earlier, in [MK03] the dataflow pointcut is proposed which can specify where aspects should be applied based on the origins of values in the past execution, and it is useful in situation where flow of information is important. Our work tackles the similar issue, but checks the flow of information in the future, which is particularly useful to enforce predictive access control policies.
2.1.4 Process Calculi

Process Calculus (or process algebra) is a formal approach to describe and model concurrent systems. It is a useful tool for succinctly describing interactions, communications, and synchronizations between independent processes.

A system represented with process calculi normally consists of several processes, which are recursively defined by one or more syntactic categories (including itself). These processes are essentially defined by operators working on basic primitives of a process, e.g., actions or events.

The semantics of the process calculi describe how a system, represented in a process calculus, may evolve. A common way of describing its semantics is through Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [Plo81], which defines the behavior of a program in terms of transition relations. In this way one can easily consider the system defined by process calculi as a well-specified transition system. Other approaches such as denotational semantics and axiomatic semantics [NN07], primarily used in programming languages, can also specify the meaning of a process calculus. In this dissertation, we take the SOS approach to present the meaning of our calculi.

2.1.4.1 Process Calculi with Process Communication and Mobility

Classical process calculi such as CSP [Hoa78], CCS [Mil82] focus on describing synchronous communication among different processes. For example, CCS includes operators for describing parallel composition (\(P|Q\), which allows computation in processes \(P\) and \(Q\) to proceed simultaneously), choice between actions (\(P + Q\), either proceed with \(P\) or \(Q\)) and process handshaking (when processes \(c.P\) and \(\overline{c}.Q\) executed in parallel, they can synchronize their execution on communication channel \(c\), when the handshaking succeeds they continue as \(P\) and \(Q\))

The \(\pi\)-calculus [MPW92], developed from CCS, is the most influential calculus for mobile processes. It could naturally express processes that have changing structure. In \(\pi\)-calculus, the name is the central notation which can represent both communication channels and variables. The communication is performed by input prefixing \(c(x).P\) (a process waiting for a message to be sent by channel \(c\), and bound with variable \(x\)) and output prefixing \(\overline{c}(y).Q\) (a process sending a name \(y\) on channel \(c\)). Note that the communication can only occur if both sides of the channel are ready to execute. When \(c(x).P\) is executed in parallel with \(\overline{c}(y).Q\), name \(y\) will be delivered through the channel to the receiving process, and variable \(x\) inside \(P\) will be bound with \(y\). The process \(P\) can then use \(y\) as a channel name and, if other processes are blocked and waiting for communication
on that channel, it could trigger execution of other processes in parallel.

The KLAIM process calculus introduced below is influenced by these process calculi.

2.1.4.2 Process Calculi and Programming Languages

Calculi (or also Process Calculi) are high-level abstractions of computing models. They are often used to formally describe and clarify the essential features behind various practical programming language designs. Just as $\lambda$-calculus [Bar84] is a useful model to study theory of functional programming languages, and typed $\lambda$-calculus [Bar92] inspired the development of typed programming languages (such as ML or Java), etc, process calculi can formally express the core idea of a computing model, explore its properties of the concurrent computing model, and inspire the development of practical systems.

Here we mention examples merely in the coordination language domain: Linda [Gel85] inspires the design of practical tuple space system JavaSpace [FAH99], and KLAIM [DFP98] is the model of X-KLAIM [BDNF98] programming language (realized tuple space system with process mobility). We will introduce these in details below.

Again in this dissertation, we first introduce process calculus AspectKE and formally present our computing model. Then we develop the practical programming language AspectKE* based on the formal model.

2.1.5 Coordination Languages and Tuple Spaces

2.1.5.1 Tuple Space Languages

Coordination languages allow two or more parties to communicate via coordinating operations to accomplish shared goals in a network.

Linda [Gel85] was the first coordination language that is based on a shared global environment tuple space. Coordinating activities among several parallel processes are performed by basic asynchronous communication primitives. A tuple space is a repository of tuples that can be concurrently accessed by processes using the provided four basic primitives. These primitives enable a process to write and retrieve (through out, read/in actions) data to and from a tuple space based on pattern-matching, and to create a process for execution (through the eval action). Linda implementations can be found in programming languages such as Prolog, Ruby, Java or Lisp. The Java implementations of
Linda includes IBM’s TSpaces [LCX+01] and Sun’s JavaSpaces [FAH99].

KLAIM [DFP98] is tuple space based process calculi for programming distributed tuple space system that supports process mobility. It uses classical primitives from CCS and π-calculus, and additionally, integrates the primitives from classical tuple space languages such as Linda. A KLAIM program contains multiple shared tuple spaces distributed over a network, instead of a single globally shared tuple space like in Linda. Consequently, node is an important concept in KLAIM, which serves as an abstraction of host computer which is connected to the network that accommodates processes and a tuple space. Besides the standard actions to access tuples, a KLAIM process can create new processes on a local or remote node (through the eval action), and create a new remote node (through the newloc action). We will formally present KLAIM in Section 2.2 and use it to introduce our aspect-oriented version of KLAIM in the subsequent chapters.

KLAIM has later evolved to the KLAIM family (reviewed in [BBD+03]), including cKlaim, OpenKlaim, HotKlaim, OKlaim and X-Klaim etc. The prototype language of KLAIM is X-Klaim [BDNFP98], whose runtime system depends on Klava [BDP02]. Klava is implemented in Java and has proved to be suitable for programming many distributed applications involving code mobility. Our AspectKE* prototype language is built on top of it.

2.1.5.2 Security in Tuple Space Languages

Generally, secure shared tuple-space coordination languages can be classified into two categories in terms of the underlying access control mechanisms [FLZ06]. The entity-driven approach (additional information, associated to resources such as tuple spaces, tuples and single data fields, list the entities which are allowed to access the resources) e.g., Secure Lime [HR03] and KLAIM [DFP98]; and the knowledge-driven approach (both resources and processes are decorated with relevant additional information, and the processes can only access resources if they prove to keep those relevant additional information) e.g., SecOS [VBO03] and SecSpaces [GLZ06]. Our language is suitable for expressing access control policies that fit both an entity-driven approach and a knowledge-driven approach, as the additional information is essentially expressed in aspects and is not embedded in resources or processes. Moreover, this additional information is not limited to the past and current facts used in previous work, e.g., password [HR03], locks [VBO03] or partitions [GLZ06], but also facts about the future, e.g., how particular data will be used.

Regarding policy enforcement to KLAIM based languages, some authors use control and data-flow analyses that are written in Flow Logic approach (e.g. [HPN06].
### 2.2 KLAIM

AspectKE, AspectK, and AspectKE* are essentially all extensions of the KLAIM (Kernel Language for Agents Interaction and Mobility) coordination language [DFP98] with support for aspect-oriented programming. In this section we will review the fragments of KLAIM used in the following chapters.

KLAIM is a language specifically designed to program distributed systems with mobile components that interact with each other on multiple distributed tuple spaces (databases). KLAIM uses a Linda-like generative communication model. However, instead of a global shared tuple space (shared database), KLAIM associates each node with a local tuple space. Each node can also have processes associated with it. The KLAIM computing primitives allow programmers to distribute and retrieve data and processes to and from locations (nodes) of a net, evaluate processes at remote locations and introduce new locations to the net.

#### 2.2.1 Syntax of KLAIM

The syntax of a KLAIM fragment is displayed in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1: KLAIM Syntax – Nets, Processes and Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N \in \text{Net}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P \in \text{Proc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a \in \text{Act}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c \in \text{Cap}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell, \ell^\lambda \in \text{Loc}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[DFP00, DFPV00, DGH+08]. Others use type systems (e.g. [DFP00, DFPV00]), and [DGH+08] combine these two lines of work. They can be used to enforce very advanced security policies, however, all of them require users to explicitly annotate policies in the main code (e.g. attach policies to each location). Our approach, however, avoids this by specifying policies inside the aspects, thus achieving a better separation of concerns.
tuples. For simplicity, components of tuples can be location constants only. Nets must be closed: all variables must be in the scope of a defining occurrence (indicated by an exclamation mark).

A process (in Proc) can be a parallel composition of processes, a guarded sum of action prefixed processes, or a replicated process (indicated by the * operator). We write 0 for a nullary sum, a.P for a unary sum, and \( a_1.P_1 + a_2.P_2 \) for a binary sum.

An action (in Act) operates on locations, tuples and processes. A tuple can be output to, input from (read and delete the source) and read from (read and keep the source) a location. Processes can be spawned at a location. New locations can also be created. The actual operation performed by an action is called a capability (in Cap) – this is a key concept when formalizing uses of data in later chapters. We do not distinguish real locations and data: all of them are called locations (in Loc) in our setting, which can be location constants \( l \), defining (i.e. binding) occurrences of location variables \( !u \) (where the scope is the entire process to the right of the occurrence), and use of location variables \( u \).

**Well-Formedness of Locations and Actions** To express the well-formedness conditions we introduce the functions \( bv \) and \( fv \) for calculating the bound and free variables of the various kinds of locations that may occur in actions. The definitions are standard, in particular, \( bv(l, u, !v) = \{v\} \) and \( fv(l, u, !v) = \{u\} \). In later chapters we will also make use of another function, \( lc \), to extract the location constants appearing in an action.

An input action (and a read action) is well-formed if its sequence \( \overrightarrow{\ell_\lambda} = \ell_1, \cdots, \ell_k \) (for \( k \geq 0 \)) of locations is well-formed. This is the case when the following two conditions are fulfilled:

\[
\forall i, j \in \{1, \cdots, k\} : i \neq j \Rightarrow bv(\ell_1^\lambda) \cap bv(\ell_2^\lambda) = \emptyset \text{ and } bv(\overrightarrow{\ell_\lambda}) \cap fv(\overrightarrow{\ell_\lambda}) = \emptyset
\]

The first condition demands that we do not use multiple defining occurrences of the same variable in an action. The second condition requires that bound variables and free variables cannot share the same name in a single action. Thus we disallow \( \text{in}(!u, !u)@l \) as well as \( \text{in}(!u, u)@l \).

We do not impose further restrictions on the syntax of output action, the process evaluation action and the location creation action.

---

1 Compared with the original KLAIM, we do not allow processes to be components of tuples.
2.2 KLAIM

Semantics of KLAIM

Informally the meaning of a KLAIM program is as follows:

1. a node is selected for the next step of execution
2. if the process at the node is a choice, then one of the enabled choices is chosen non-deterministically and executed as described in the following four steps
3. if the prefix of the process is an output action, the output is performed
4. if the prefix of the process is an input (either destructive or non-destructive), the input action is enabled if there is a matching tuple at the target location, and the input is performed and appropriate variables are bound in the remainder of the process
5. if the prefix is an eval, the process is spawned at the target location
6. if the prefix is a newloc, the network is dynamically extended with a new location and the continuation process is given the address of that location
7. then return to Step 1

Notice that we do not need to deal with parallelism and replication within nodes because, at the cost of having duplicate addresses in the network, these can be lifted to the net level.

More formally, the semantics is given by an one-step reduction relation on nets and is defined in Table 2.3. We make use of a structural congruence on nets; this is an associative and commutative (with respect to $||$) equivalence relation and the interesting cases are defined in Table 2.2. The semantics also assumes that all location constants referred in a Klaim program do exist, and a static check is performed before execution to guarantee this property. Notice this is a slightly simplified way to formulate the semantics rules originally presented at [DFP98], where it differentiates real sites from logical locations and will check
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\[
l_s :: (\text{out}(\overrightarrow{t})@l_0.P + \cdots) \rightarrow l_s :: P \parallel l_0 :: \langle \overrightarrow{t} \rangle
\]

\[
l_s :: (\text{in}(\overrightarrow{\ell})@l_0.P + \cdots) \parallel l_0 :: \langle \overrightarrow{t} \rangle \rightarrow l_s :: P\theta \quad \text{if } \text{match}(\overrightarrow{\ell}; \overrightarrow{t}) = \theta
\]

\[
l_s :: (\text{read}(\overrightarrow{\ell})@l_0.P + \cdots) \parallel l_0 :: \langle \overrightarrow{t} \rangle \rightarrow l_s :: P\theta \parallel l_0 :: \langle \overrightarrow{t} \rangle \quad \text{if } \text{match}(\overrightarrow{\ell}; \overrightarrow{t}) = \theta
\]

\[
l_s :: (\text{eval}(P')@l_0.P + \cdots) \rightarrow l_s :: P \parallel l_0 :: P'
\]

\[
l_s :: (\text{newloc}(!u).P + \cdots) \rightarrow l_s :: P[l'/u] \parallel l' :: 0 \quad \text{with } l' \text{ fresh}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
N_1 \rightarrow N'_1 & N \equiv N' & N' \rightarrow N'' & N'' \equiv N'''
\end{array}
\]

\[
N_1 \parallel N_2 \rightarrow N'_1 \parallel N_2 \quad N \rightarrow N'''
\]

Table 2.3: KLAIM Reaction Semantics (on closed nets)

\[
\text{match}(!u, \overrightarrow{\ell}; l, \overrightarrow{t}) = [l/u] \circ \text{match}(\overrightarrow{\ell}; \overrightarrow{t}) \quad \text{match}(\epsilon; \epsilon) = \text{id}
\]

\[
\text{match}(l, \overrightarrow{\ell}; l, \overrightarrow{t}) = \text{match}(\overrightarrow{\ell}; \overrightarrow{t}) \quad \text{match}(.; .) = \text{fail otherwise}
\]

Table 2.4: Matching Input Patterns to Data

dynamically whether a logical location (refereed in a Klaim program) associates with an existing site.

The rule for \text{out} is rather straightforward; it uses the fact that the action selected may be part of a guarded sum to dispense with any other alternatives. The rules for \text{in} and \text{read} only progress if the formal parameters \overrightarrow{\ell} match the candidate tuple \overrightarrow{t}. The details of the matching operation are given in Table 2.4 (explained below). If the matching succeeds and produces a substitution then the rule applies; if no substitution is produced (due to a fail in part of the computation) then the rule does not apply. The rule for \text{eval} will spawn a new process at a specified location before continuing with the following process \( P \). The rule for \text{newloc} will create a fresh empty location and substitute it for \( u \) in the continuation process \( P \).

The matching operation of Table 2.4 returns a substitution \( \theta \) being a (potentially empty) list of pairs of the form \([l/u]\); if the list is empty, it is denoted by \( \text{id} \). Notice that the definition does not apply to location variables because tuples in the tuple space may only contain location constants and the reaction semantics is restricted to closed nets.
2.2 KLAIM

2.2.3 Running Example

Health Care Information Systems are gradually becoming prevalent and indispensable to our society. An electronic health record (EHR), part of a system’s database, stores a patient’s data and is created, developed, and maintained by the health care providers.

To illustrate the use of KLAIM, we now introduce a typical EHR system, which is inspired by [EB04], and the scenario presented here is used throughout the dissertation.

The EHR database (EHDB) stores all patient healthcare records and we assume that there are two types of data for each patient: medical records (MedicalRecord) and private notes (PrivateNote). Medical records are entries created by doctors and so are the private notes. However, the latter are of a more confidential nature. Also we distinguish between past records (Past) that have been entered into the EHR system previously and recent records (Recent) that have been created since the patient was admitted to the hospital. We therefore assume that the EHR database contains tuples with the following five fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>patient</th>
<th>The name of the patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recordtype</td>
<td>The type of record: MedicalRecord or PrivateNote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>author</td>
<td>The author of the record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createdtime</td>
<td>The time of creation of the record: Recent or Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject</td>
<td>The record’s content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example \(\langle Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, text \rangle\) is a recent medical record of Alice, created by DrSmith and it has content text.

Doctors and nurses, as well as the patient, can access a patient’s record. We model these actors as locations in a network. The process at the location represents the actions of an individual and the data is the individual’s local “knowledge”. As an example, the following process expresses that DrSmith reads one of the Past medical records for Alice created by DrHansen before she was admitted to this hospital, writes some of the information in her own note (in location DrSmith) and then creates a new medical record for the patient:

\[
\text{DrSmith :: read}(Alice, \text{MedicalRecord}, DrHansen, \text{Past}, !content)@\text{EHDB}. \\
\quad \text{out}(Alice, content)@DrSmith. \\
\quad \text{out}(Alice, \text{MedicalRecord}, DrSmith, \text{Recent}, newtext)@\text{EHDB}
\]

Here DrSmith will first consult location EHDB and read a five-tuple whose first four components are Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, and Past respectively and the corresponding fifth component is assigned to variable content. The second action will write the content read at the first action to the location associated with DrSmith. The final construct will write a new five-tuple to location EHDB.
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for this patient whose last three components indicate that the author is DrSmith, it is a Recent medical record and the content is newtext.

To illustrate the semantics of KLAIM let us consider the following net, consisting of locations EHDB and DrSmith:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext} \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext} \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \text{read}(\text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, }'\text{content}'@\text{EHDB}). \\
&\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice, content}@\text{DrSmith}). \\
&\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext}@\text{EHDB}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The execution may proceed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext} \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext} \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \text{read}(\text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, }'\text{content}'@\text{EHDB}). \\
&\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice, content}@\text{DrSmith}). \\
&\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext}@\text{EHDB}) \\
\rightarrow \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext} \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext} \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \text{out}(\text{Alice, alicetext}@\text{DrSmith}). \\
&\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext}@\text{EHDB}) \\
\rightarrow \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext} \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext} \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \text{out}(\text{Alice, alicetext}). \\
\rightarrow \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext} \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle \text{Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext}@\text{EHDB} \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \text{out}(\text{Alice, alicetext}). \\
\end{align*}
\]

DrSmith first reads the tuple \langle Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext \rangle from EHDB; the binding of the variable content is reflected in the continuation of the process. In the second step DrSmith outputs a tuple that consists of Alice together with a bound content (alicetext) to her own tuple space. In the final step, a new tuple that represents a new medical record is written to location EHDB.

2.3 Concluding Remarks

Our research work does not happen in a vacuum. This chapter presented the essential research background and related work that our research directly builds upon, and some of this work challenges and inspires our research. We also
presented the KLAIM process calculus, from which we designed AspectKE, AspectK and AspectKE*. They will be discussed in the following chapters.
In this Chapter, we show how to integrate aspects into KLAIM by presenting the basic features of AspectKE (Section 3.1 and 3.2), particularly on how aspects trap actions (except the \texttt{eval} action) in a KLAIM program. We leave the advanced features of AspectKE, i.e., how aspects trap processes of a KLAIM program, to Chapter 4. In the last section of this chapter (Section 3.3), we explore the expressiveness of the introduced language constructs by enforcing various classical access control models (mandatory access control, discretionary access control and role based access control) and advice for retrofitting policies to an evolving system. This is introduced by the electronic health care setting introduced in previous chapter, Section 2.2.3.

In AspectKE, we consider a global set of aspects. The base semantics is that of KLAIM (Section 2.2). However, before performing any action, we check first if any aspect applies to the action and combine the advice of all applicable aspects before executing it (all actions in a KLAIM program are potential join points). An advice is either that the action be allowed to proceed or not. We resolve possible conflicts by ensuring that any aspect that disallows an action has priority. In the formal semantics, aspects are applied in definition order but, because aspects can only allow or disallow the join point to proceed, the order is actually immaterial.
Table 3.1: AspectKE Syntax - Aspects for Trapping Actions

\[
\begin{align*}
S \in \text{System} & \quad S := \text{let } \overrightarrow{asp} \text{ in } N \\
asp \in \text{Asp} & \quad asp ::= A[cut] \triangleq \text{body} \\
body \in \text{Advice} & \quad body ::= \text{case (cond) sbody ; body} \mid \text{sbody} \\
\text{cut} \in \text{Cut} & \quad \text{cut} ::= \ell :: ca \\
ca \in \text{CAct} & \quad ca ::= \text{out}(\ell_t)@\ell \mid \text{in}(\ell_t)@\ell \mid \text{read}(\ell_t)@\ell \mid \text{newloc}(\_) \\
\text{cond} \in \text{BExp} & \quad \text{cond} ::= \ell_1 = \ell_2 \mid \text{cond}_1 \land \text{cond}_2 \mid \text{cond}_1 \lor \text{cond}_2 \mid \neg \text{cond} \\
\text{set} \in \text{Set} & \quad \text{set} ::= \{\ell\} \mid \text{set} \cap \text{set} \mid \text{set} \cup \text{set} \\
\ell, \ell_t \in \text{Loc} & \quad \ell ::= \ell \mid \\ & \quad \ell_t ::= \ell^\_ \mid 
\end{align*}
\]

3.1 Syntax

The Syntax of AspectKE is given by Tables 3.1 and 2.1 (the KLAIM syntax).

Table 3.1 introduces a system \( S \) (in \text{System}) that consists of a net \( N \) and a sequence of global aspect declarations \( \overrightarrow{asp} \). An aspect declaration (in \text{Asp}) takes the form \( A[cut] \triangleq \text{body} \); \( A \) is the aspect name, and \( \text{body} \) (in \text{Advice}) is the advice to the trapped action. Each action (the \text{Act} in Table 2.1) is a potential join point that can be intercepted by AspectKE’s pointcut (in \text{Cut}).

Moreover, \( \_ \) is introduced as a don’t-care parameter in the cut version of actions, and in the \text{test} primitive of conditional expressions (\text{BExp}). It can match any type of location used in the program. Note in the cut, the occurrence of \( !u \) and \( u \) have different meanings from those of KLAIM, which do not respectively represent defining occurrences of location variable and use of location variable. Rather they bind different type of locations in the join point. The exact meaning of \( !u \), \( !u \) and \( u \) mentioned above will be clarified when we explain the semantics of the language.

Each aspect gives a unique run-time suggestion (either \text{break} or \text{proceed}) which may depend on the evaluation of a conditional expression. The suggestion \text{break} suppresses the trapped action whilst \text{proceed} allows the trapped action to be executed. In case that multiple aspects trap an action, \text{break} takes precedence over \text{proceed}. The primitive \text{test}(\ell_t)@\ell \) evaluates to \( tt \) if a tuple exists in the tuple space of \( \ell \) which matches \( \ell_t \). Besides basic boolean expressions, condition \text{cond} also includes bounded existential quantification and
universal quantification – this allows simple queries to the databases occurring in the nets.

In contrast to other aspect languages, the condition is part of the advice instead of being part of the pointcut (being evaluated before intercepting a join point). Evaluating the condition after intercepting a join point allows a more natural modelling of security policies.

Well-formedness of Cuts We define $cl(cut)$ as the list of location entities (constants as well as variables) involved in a cut. For example:

$$cl(l_s :: in(!x, y)@l_0) = \langle l_s, x, y, l_0 \rangle$$

In addition to the well-formedness conditions for KLAIM, we require that the variables of $cl(cut)$ are pairwise distinct. We shall also impose that aspects are closed: any free variable in the body is defined in the cut. Additionally, when $!u$ is used in a cut pattern, no use of $u$ will be allowed inside tests.

**Example 3.1** To illustrate how aspects can be composed in AspectKE that work with the KLAIM program, this example shows a simple aspect that gives advice to the running example in Section 2.2.3.

$$A_1^{out}[user :: out(_, data)@DrSmith] \triangleq$$

$$case(data = alicetext)$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
break;
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
\text{proceed}
\end{array}$$

The exact meaning of this aspect is clarified in the semantics subsection, but the basic function is: trap an out action of processes running at location DrSmith that attempt to send a tuple with two fields. If the actual value of the second field is equal to alicetext, the aspect will break the execution of the action and its continuation process. Otherwise, the action continues. \(\square\)

### 3.2 Semantics

The semantics is given by a one-step reduction relation on well-formed systems, nets and actions. As before, we make use of the structural congruence on nets which is defined in Table 2.2. In addition, we also re-use the operation match in Table 2.4 for matching input patterns to actual data.

The reaction rules are defined in Table 3.2 where $asp$ is a global environment of aspects. The rules for systems and nets are straightforward. We discuss the rules for actions: they all make use of the function $\Phi$ for determining whether or
Table 3.2: Reaction Semantics of AspectKE (on closed nets)
3.2 Semantics

$$\Phi^{A[cut]} \equiv \text{body, } - \rightarrow \text{asp} (l :: a.P)$$

$$= \begin{cases} \text{fail} : & \Phi^\text{as} (l :: a.P) \\ \theta : & (\text{proceed} = [\text{body } \theta]) \land \Phi^\text{as} (l :: a.P) \end{cases}$$

$$\Phi^\epsilon (l :: a.P) = \text{tt}$$

Table 3.3: Trapping Aspects in AspectKE

| check($$\alpha, \alpha'; \alpha', \alpha'$$) | $$\Phi$$ (in this case it evaluates to $$\text{tt}$$) or whether at least one aspect requires the action to $$\text{break}$$ (in this case it evaluates to $$\text{ff}$$). Note that we have omitted $$\text{eval}$$ from AspectKE at this point, it will be re-introduced in Chapter 4. Subject to the definition of $$\Phi$$ the rules and axioms should be straightforward: if $$\Phi$$ returns $$\text{tt}$$ then the action will be executed; otherwise it and its continuation will be replaced with the 0 process and execution of this thread terminates. As in KLAIM, $$\text{out}$$ simply puts tuple $$\rightarrow l$$ into location $$l_0$$ and continues with the continuation process $$P$$; $$\text{in}$$ and $$\text{read}$$ only progress if the formal parameters $$\rightarrow \ell$$ match $$\rightarrow l$$, and this operation is defined in Table 2.4. The $$\text{newloc}$$ action creates a fresh empty location.

The function $$\Phi$$ is defined in Table 3.3 and makes use of three auxiliary functions. The function check, defined in Table 3.4, checks the applicability of each aspect in the aspect environment, and produces the corresponding bindings of actual parameters of actions to the formal parameters of advice. The auxiliary function do matches parameters of the pointcut against parameters of the join point; notice that a plain variable in a pointcut can only match an actual location and banged (!) variables in the pointcut can only match against binding occurrences of variables, while the don’t-care (_) can match both in the join point. The last case of function do expresses that the function will return fail for all other combinations. For example, the attempt to match a banged variable !u in the pointcut to an actual location l from the join point will return fail.

Table 3.4: Checking Formals against Actuals
names: the location where the trapped action occurs; the capability (\texttt{out}, \texttt{in}, \texttt{read} or \texttt{newloc}); the parameters of the action; the target location of the action.

As an example,

\[
extract(l :: \texttt{out}(\ell_1, \cdots, \ell_n)@\ell') = (l, \texttt{out}, \ell_1, \cdots, \ell_n, \ell')
\]

The evaluation of function \texttt{check} relies on the evaluation of several invocations of \texttt{do} that try to match every parameter in the pointcut against the corresponding parameter in the join point. If at least one mismatch occurs, \texttt{check} will return \texttt{fail}, which means that this aspect will not apply to the action and we shall evaluate the next aspect against this action; otherwise, it returns a substitution, \(\theta\), which is applied to the advice (\texttt{body} \(\theta\)) and we check whether the semantics of the advice is \texttt{proceed}, and continue searching through the remaining aspects, taking the conjunction of all results. In this way \texttt{break} takes precedence over \texttt{proceed}. The function \texttt{[]} evaluates its parameter (a case statement) in the expected way. One might wonder whether the parameter (\texttt{body} \(\theta\)) might contain free variables since \(\theta\) may map a variable to a variable; however, the well-formedness of cuts guarantees that this does not happen since all aspects are closed. One may also note that the order in which the aspects are listed in \(\overline{asp}\) does not matter.

Another option for defining the semantics of \texttt{newloc} action is:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{let } \overline{asp} \text{ in } l_s :: (\texttt{newloc}(!u, asp).P + ...) \mid N \\
\rightarrow \\
\quad \text{let } \overline{asp},(asp[l'/u]) \text{ in } l_s :: P[l'/u] \mid l' :: 0 \mid N \quad \text{with } l' \text{ fresh} \\
\quad \text{if } \Phi^{\overline{asp}}(l_s :: \texttt{newloc}(!u).P) \\
\quad \text{let } \overline{asp} \text{ in } l_s :: 0 \mid N \quad \text{if } \neg \Phi^{\overline{asp}}(l_s :: \texttt{newloc}(!u).P)
\end{array}
\]

In this approach, we can also introduce a new aspect \(asp\) to the current global aspect environment. The variable \(u\) of the new aspect can be instantiated with the new location \(l'\). However, this approach violates the oblivious spirit [FF05] of aspect-oriented programming: when programming the basic functionality, users should not consider defining aspects at the same time.

**Example 3.2** Suppose we have a system that contains the same net as in running example of Section 2.2.3 and aspect \(A^{out}_1\) in Example 3.1:

\[
A^{out}[user :: \texttt{out}(_.data)@DrSmith] \triangleq \text{case(data = alicetext)}
\]

\[
\text{let} \\
\text{break;} \quad \text{in} \\
\text{let} \quad \text{proceed}
\]

\[
\text{EHDB :: (Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext)} \\
\text{EHDB :: (Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext)} \\
\text{DrSmith :: read(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, !content)@EHDB.} \\
\text{out(Alice, content)@DrSmith.} \\
\text{out(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext)@EHDB}
\]
and some steps of execution (omitting the aspect definition):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \textbf{read}(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, \!content)@EHDB. \\
&\quad \textbf{out}(Alice, content)@DrSmith. \\
&\quad \textbf{out}(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext)@EHDB \\
\rightarrow \text{EHDB} &:: \langle Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: \textbf{out}(Alice, alicetext)@DrSmith. \\
&\quad \textbf{out}(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext)@EHDB \\
\rightarrow \text{EHDB} &:: \langle Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext \rangle \\
\text{EHDB} &:: \langle Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext \rangle \\
\text{DrSmith} &:: 0
\end{align*}
\]

Aspect \texttt{A}\textsubscript{out} does not trap the \texttt{read} action, thus the \texttt{read} action executes and binds \texttt{content} with \texttt{alicetext}. But \texttt{A}\textsubscript{out} traps the first \texttt{out} action, and the result substitution is

\[
[\text{DrSmith}/user, \text{alicetext}/data]
\]

and the case condition \texttt{data} = \texttt{alicetext} evaluates to \texttt{tt}, thus the aspect breaks the execution of this action and its continuation process.

\[\square\]

## 3.3 Advice for Access Control Models

To evaluate the expressiveness of the language and show its language features, we now demonstrate how AspectKE can be used to enforce access control policies by utilizing three well-known access control models, namely discretionary access control (Section 3.3.1), mandatory access control (Section 3.3.2) and role-based access control (Section 3.3.3), and how AspectKE can introduce new aspects for retrofitting new policies to existing systems (Section 3.3.4).

Since patient confidentiality is an important issue in the health care industry it is imperative that EHRs are protected [Win05]. To help achieve this goal, governments define many types of security policies, encapsulated in various acts and guides (e.g. [Dep03a,Dep03b]). Throughout the paper, we will enforce several security policies for the EHR system that was introduced in Section 2.2.3 and this shows different features of the language.

The first is a primary use of data policy inspired by [EB04] which regulates the basic access control concerning the \texttt{read} and \texttt{write} rights owned by doctors and nurses:
Doctors can read all patients’ medical records and private notes, while nurses can read all patients’ medical records but cannot read any private notes. Medical records and private notes can only be created by doctors.

For simplicity, here we restrict ourselves to only focussing on read, in and out actions, while eval and newloc actions will be discussed further in Chapter 4 when enforcing other security policies.

3.3.1 Discretionary Access Control

We will show how to enforce the above policy with discretionary access control (DAC), which is a type of access control as a means of restricting access to objects based on the identity of subjects and/or the groups to which they belong [QZW+85]. We do so by using an access control matrix containing triples \((s, o, c)\), identifying which subjects \(s\) can perform which operations \(c\) on which objects \(o\). If we use the KLAIM programming model, we should equip the semantics of KLAIM with a reference monitor that consults the access control matrix when an action is executed, to check if the action is permitted. In AspectKE we can directly use aspects to elegantly inline the reference monitor to enforce this discretionary access control policy.

**Example 3.3** The access control matrix is stored in location DAC, which contains tuples: \(\langle user, recordtype, capability \rangle\). For example, if DrSmith is a doctor and NsOlsen is a nurse, then DAC might contain the following tuples:

\[
\begin{align*}
(DrSmith, MedicalRecord, read) \\
(DrSmith, PrivateNote, read) \\
(DrSmith, MedicalRecord, out) \\
(DrSmith, PrivateNote, out) \\
(NsOlsen, MedicalRecord, read)
\end{align*}
\]

We also assume that the location DAC can only be modified by privileged users, thus doctors and nurses cannot perform any in and out action on it. This can be enforced by other aspects but we omit them here.
The following aspect declarations will impose the desired requirements.

\[
A^{read}_{p1A1} \triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{recordtype}, \text{read})@\text{DAC})
\]
\[
\quad \text{proceed;}
\]
\[
\quad \text{break}
\]

\[
A^{in}_{p1A2} \triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{recordtype}, \text{in})@\text{DAC})
\]
\[
\quad \text{proceed;}
\]
\[
\quad \text{break}
\]

\[
A^{out}_{p1A3} \triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{recordtype}, \text{out})@\text{DAC})
\]
\[
\quad \text{proceed;}
\]
\[
\quad \text{break}
\]

Aspects \(A^{read}_{p1A1}, A^{in}_{p1A2}, \) and \(A^{out}_{p1A3}\) enforce the above policy by using DAC, where the access rights for each user are described. Note that the second field of the tuple operated by these cut actions is \text{recordtype}, which trap an action that clearly specifies a concrete record type.

Consider the following KLAIM program that is a variant of the running example in Section 2.2.3 (in that the user is nurse \text{NsOlsen} instead of doctor \text{DrSmith}) and is equipped with the above four aspects:

\[
\text{NsOlsen} :: \quad \text{read}(\text{Alice}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{DrHansen}, \text{Past}, !\text{content})@\text{EHDB}.
\]
\[
\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice}, \text{content})@\text{NsOlsen}.
\]
\[
\quad \text{out}(\text{Alice}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{NsOlsen}, \text{Recent}, \text{newtext})@\text{EHDB}
\]

The first \textbf{read} action will be trapped by aspect \(A^{read}_{p1A1}\), and the resulting substitution is

\[
[\text{NsOlsen}/\text{user}, \text{MedicalRecord}/\text{recordtype}]
\]

and the condition \text{test}(\text{NsOlsen}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{read})@\text{DAC} is evaluated. Since \text{NsOlsen} has the appropriate right according to DAC we proceed and perform this \textbf{read} action thereby giving rise to the binding of \text{content} to \text{alicetext}.

The second action will not be trapped by any of the aspects, so it will simply be performed and the tuple \(\langle \text{Alice}, \text{alicetext} \rangle\) is output to location \text{NsOlsen}.

The last action will be trapped by aspect \(A^{out}_{p1A3}\) and after the substitution we evaluate the condition \text{test}(\text{NsOlsen}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{out})@\text{DAC} which is evaluated to \text{ff} and thus we \textbf{break} the execution.

However, the KLAIM program can also execute \textbf{read} or \textbf{in} actions without specifying the record type, e.g., using \(!\text{recordtype}\) instead of \text{recordtype}, users can thus get a record as follows:

\[
\text{NsOlsen} :: \quad \text{read}(\text{Alice}, !\text{recordtype}, \text{DrHansen}, \text{Past}, !\text{content})@\text{EHDB}
\]
where a successful input action can retrieve any type of EHR record.

None of the above aspects can trap these input actions, thus we have to enforce additional aspects so that the above input actions will not bypass our aspects and consequently break the policy. The simple aspects forbid any attempts to read or in (read and then remove) EHR records without specifying the record type:

\[ A_{\text{read}}^p \quad \text{user} :: \text{read}(\_!, \text{recordtype}, \_\_\_\_) @ \text{EHDB} \]
\[ A_{\text{in}}^p \quad \text{user} :: \text{in}(\_!, \text{recordtype}, \_\_\_\_) @ \text{EHDB} \]

One may wonder why not build the above two aspects on top of aspects \( A_{\text{read}}^p \) and \( A_{\text{in}}^p \) by directly replacing \text{recordtype} with \(!\text{recordtype}\) in their pointcut, respectively. The reason is that these aspects will not be well-formed: when trapping actions, \text{recordtype} binds with a variable, which cannot be used in a test condition such as \( \text{test}(\text{user}, \text{recordtype}, \text{read}) @ \text{DAC} \).

### 3.3.2 Mandatory Access Control

In this subsection we will show how to enforce the above policies by using mandatory access control (MAC), which is a means of restricting access to objects based on the sensitivity (as represented by a label) of the information contained in the objects and the formal authorization (i.e., clearance) of subjects [QZW+85].

Before enforcing the above policy, we first impose a comparable classical MAC policy - the Bell-LaPadula security policy [Gol99] based on a mandatory access control model. Later we enforce the above policy as a variant of the Bell-LaPadula policy. In the presentation, security levels are assigned to subjects (as clearances) and objects (as labels).

**Example 3.4** In this scenario, we just need two security levels, and may assign security levels to subjects as follows: doctors have level high and nurses have level low; similarly we may assign objects as follows: private notes have level high and medical records have level low.

To model this policy we need to introduce a location \text{MAC} that stores tuples of the form: \( \langle \text{user, securitylevel} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{recordtype, securitylevel} \rangle \). Continuing Example 3.3 we create the location \text{MAC} with the tuples:

\( \langle \text{DrSmith, high} \rangle \)
\( \langle \text{NsOlsen, low} \rangle \)
\( \langle \text{PrivateNote, high} \rangle \)
\( \langle \text{MedicalRecord, low} \rangle \)

As before we also assume that the location \text{MAC} can only be modified by privileged users.
Firstly, we enforce the Bell-LaPadula security policy [Gol99] to illustrate that AspectKE can enforce a well-known mandatory access control policy. Then we will enforce our example policy, with small modifications based on the aspects that enforce Bell-LaPadula policy.

If we enforce the Bell-LaPadula security policy, the first part of the policy states that a subject is allowed to read or input data from any object provided that the subject’s security level dominates that of the object. In our case, this guarantees no read up: that is, low subjects (nurses) cannot read high objects (private notes) but can only read low objects (medical records); however, high subjects (doctors) can access both kinds of records.

The no read up part of the policy can be enforced by aspects as follows:

\[ A^{\text{read}}_{\text{pl}_2}[user :: \text{read}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{EHDB}] = \begin{cases} \text{case} ((\neg (\text{test}(user, \text{low}) \oplus \text{MAC} \land \text{test}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{MAC})) & \text{proceed}; \\ \text{break} \end{cases} \]

The second part of the policy (a simplified form of Bell-LaPadula star property [Gol99]) states that a subject can write to any object provided that the security level of the object dominates that of the subject (no write down). In our case high subjects (doctors) cannot write low objects (medical records) but low subjects (nurses) can write to both kinds of records.

The no write down of the policy can be enforced by the aspect below:

\[ A^{\text{out}}_{\text{pl}_2}[user :: \text{out}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{EHDB}] = \begin{cases} \text{case} ((\neg (\text{test}(user, \text{high}) \oplus \text{MAC} \land \text{test}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{MAC})) & \text{proceed}; \\ \text{break} \end{cases} \]

Additionally, we have an aspect for the read action to prevent users from reading records without specifying the record type, and an aspect for the in action to prevent users from reading and deleting records:

\[ A^{\text{read}}_{\text{pl}_1}[user :: \text{read}(\cdot, !\cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{EHDB}] = \text{break} \]
\[ A^{\text{in}}_{\text{pl}_1}[user :: \text{in}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{EHDB}] = \text{break} \]

These aspects correctly enforce our policy about reading patient records. However, the no write down policy is not quite right for our example, instead we depart from the Bell-LaPadula policy and define:

\[ A^{\text{out}}_{\text{pl}_2}[user :: \text{out}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \oplus \text{EHDB}] = \begin{cases} \text{case}(\text{test}(user, \text{high}) \oplus \text{MAC}) & \text{proceed}; \\ \text{break} \end{cases} \]
This aspect allows doctors to write any kind of record.

The aspect $A^{out}_{p1_{b2}}$ together with $A^{read}_{p1_{b1}}$, $A^{read}_{p1_{b3}}$, $A^{in}_{p1_{b4}}$ reflect a mandatory access control model which satisfies our policy. In this case we only allow high users (doctors) to write patient records. Hence nurse $NsOlsen$ in Example 3.3 cannot execute the third action as it will be blocked by $A^{out}_{p1_{b2}}$, which however would be allowed with $A^{out}_{p1_{b3}}$ from the Bell-LaPadula security policy. □

3.3.3 Role-Based Access Control

Role-based access control (RBAC) \cite{SCFY96} is another access control mechanism which allows central administration of security policies and is often more flexible and elegant for modelling security policies. The simplest model in the RBAC family is $RBAC_0$, where there are three sets of entities called user, role, and permission. A user can be assigned multiple roles (role assignment) and a role can have multiple permissions (permission assignment) to corresponding operations. In addition, the user can initiate a session during which the user activates some subset of roles that he or she has been assigned. A user can execute an operation only if the user’s active roles have the permission to perform that operation.

**Example 3.5** To implement the security policy for patient records, we use a model that does not differentiate a user’s assigned role and active role (we assume that the assigned roles of all users are activated by default), so we only need location $RDB$ with tuples $\langle user, role \rangle$:

\[
\langle DrSmith, Doctor \rangle \\
\langle NsOlsen, Nurse \rangle
\]

For permission assignment we also need a location to describe each role’s permission. This can be done by storing tuples $\langle role, object, capability \rangle$ at $PDB$:

\[
\langle Doctor, MedicalRecord, read \rangle \\
\langle Doctor, PrivateNote, read \rangle \\
\langle Doctor, MedicalRecord, out \rangle \\
\langle Doctor, PrivateNote, out \rangle \\
\langle Nurse, MedicalRecord, read \rangle
\]

Once more we assume that the locations $RDB$ and $PDB$ can only be modified by privileged users.
The following aspects then implement the required policy:

\[ A^{\text{read}}_{\text{plc1}}[\text{user} :: \text{read}(\_., \text{recordtype}, \_., \_., \_.)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case}(\exists \text{role} \in \{\text{Doctor}, \text{Nurse}\} : (\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{role})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{role}, \text{recordtype}, \text{read}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed;} \]
\[ \text{break} \]

\[ A^{\text{in}}_{\text{plc1}}[\text{user} :: \text{in}(\_., \text{recordtype}, \_., \_., \_.)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case}(\exists \text{role} \in \{\text{Doctor}, \text{Nurse}\} : (\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{role})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{role}, \text{recordtype}, \text{in}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed;} \]
\[ \text{break} \]

\[ A^{\text{out}}_{\text{plc1}}[\text{user} :: \text{out}(\_., \text{recordtype}, \_., \_., \_.)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case}(\exists \text{role} \in \{\text{Doctor}, \text{Nurse}\} : (\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{role})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{role}, \text{recordtype}, \text{out}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed;} \]
\[ \text{break} \]

These three aspects are useful for interrupting the execution when a user attempts to operate on EHR records with a concrete record type, which essentially relies on the tuples from RDB and PDB. They also show the benefit of admitting quantifiers into the conditional expressions.

Similar to the previous subsections, we have to enforce additional aspects for capturing user attempts to access EHR records without specifying the record type.

\[ A^{\text{read}}_{\text{plc1}}[\text{user} :: \text{read}(\_., !\text{recordtype}, \_., \_., \_.)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{break} \]

\[ A^{\text{in}}_{\text{plc1}}[\text{user} :: \text{in}(\_., !\text{recordtype}, \_., \_., \_.)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{break} \]

In the following sections we will use the role-based access control mechanism since it is best suited for enforcing security policies in a large organization.

### 3.3.4 Advice for Retrofitting Policies

Now we will show how aspects in AspectKE can retrofit new security policies into an exiting system that is being developed/updated or has already been deployed. Concretely, when a new functionality has been introduced to the existing system we will show how we enforce new policies to cater for the new requirements posed by the add-on functionality (Section 3.3.4.1); when a policy has been proposed to refine existing policies, we will show how we enforce policies based on the existing functionality of the system (Section 3.3.4.2); on the other hand, sometimes additional functionality has to be introduced to the system to implement aspects which refine existing policies (Section 3.3.4.3).
Indeed, the possibility to refine, renew and retrofit security policies into an existing/evolving system is very important for IT systems. Taking the EHR system as an example, as the public debate about security standards (especially for privacy) evolves, governments have to modify the corresponding acts and guides. As a consequence, the security policy for an EHR system will undergo frequent change [BS04]. Moreover, the IT system itself will always be enhanced by new functionalities, which means that new policies need to be enforced. The National IT Strategy for the Danish Health Care Service states that “it is also important to acknowledge the fact that IT is not just implemented once and for all” [Nat03].

### 3.3.4.1 Enforcing Security Policy for New Functionality

AspectKE can be used for enforcing new security policies when a new functionality has been introduced at any phase of the system development. The running example in Section 2.2.3 introduces a functionality of the EHR system as regards to reading and writing from and to the EHR database (EHDB). Now we introduce another (new) function to the EHR system that enables a manager to add a patient, or delete information from the system.

In our programming model, each patient is represented by a location. A manager can add a new patient to the system as follows:

$$\text{MgDavis} :: \text{newloc}(\!patient\!).\text{out}(\!patient, \text{Patient}\!)@\text{RDB}$$

First a new location for the patient is created, then it is registered in the role database RDB by the \text{out} action. To delete a user one can simply perform an \text{in} action to the location RDB.

We shall now show how to enforce the following security policy regarding the manager role at the hospital [EB04], for this new-added functionality.

*In the hospital, only managers are allowed to add a user to, or delete from the system.*
Example 3.6 The following aspects will enforce the above security policy.

\[
A_{p2}^{\text{newloc}}[\text{user} :: \text{newloc}()]
\triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{Manager})@RDB \land \text{test}(\text{Manager}, \text{Location}, \text{newloc})@PDB)
\]
\[\text{proceed};\]
\[\text{break};\]

\[
A_{p2}^{\text{out}}[\text{user} :: \text{out}(), ()@RDB]
\triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{Manager})@RDB \land \text{test}(\text{Manager}, \text{RDB}, \text{out})@PDB)
\]
\[\text{proceed};\]
\[\text{break};\]

\[
A_{p2}^{\text{in}}[\text{user} :: \text{in}(), ()@RDB]
\triangleq \text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user}, \text{Manager})@RDB \land \text{test}(\text{Manager}, \text{RDB}, \text{in})@PDB)
\]
\[\text{proceed};\]
\[\text{break};\]

These aspects are composed in a way that is similar to the Example 3.5. Before using them we need to put the tuple \((\text{MgDavis}, \text{Manager})\) into \(RDB\) and the tuples \((\text{Manager}, \text{Location}, \text{newloc})\), \((\text{Manager}, \text{RDB}, \text{out})\), and \((\text{Manager}, \text{RDB}, \text{in})\) into \(PDB\). Finally, once again we assume that \(PDB\) can only be modified by privileged users.

Example 3.6 shows that AspectKE can enforce a policy for new functionality (code), no matter when this functionality is developed, potentially in the entire life cycle of the EHR system. This is because the underlying aspect-oriented mechanism allows new aspects to intercept all join points (including a join point of new code) and give appropriate advice. Example 3.6 also shows how to give advice on an action (\text{newloc}) that creates new node in a net. Note that Examples 3.5 and 3.6 use the role-based access control model which shows that the tuples introduced above at \(PDB\) are good at expressing permissions that only directly rely on roles and objects. However, some permission assignments are more complex and therefore we shall also use logical formulae to express permission assignments in the following sections.

3.3.4.2 Refining Security Policy with Existing Functionality

AspectKE can be used to to refine an existing security policy at any phase of the system development. The following is a policy which can be considered as a refinement of the previous policy (enforced by Example 3.3-3.5) to protect patients’ privacy. This policy is also inspired by [EB04]:

Private notes can only be viewed on the basis of the doctor-patient confidentiality – doctors cannot view private notes that were not created by themselves; nurses can only view recent medical records which were created after the patient has been admitted.
Traditional programming paradigms normally necessitate modifying existing code to enforce this extra policy, while the aspect approach simply requires additional aspects.

**Example 3.7** The first part of the policy can be expressed by the aspects shown below. These two aspects will prevent a doctor from reading a private note written by another doctor or reading a private note without clearly specifying the author of the note.

\[
A_{p3_1}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read(\_, PrivateNote, author, \_, \_)}] \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{case(test(user, Doctor)} \land (user = author)) \rightarrow \text{proceed}, \\
\text{case(\neg test(user, Doctor)} \rightarrow \text{proceed}, \\
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
A_{p3_2}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read(\_, PrivateNote, !author, \_, \_)}] \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{case(\neg test(user, Doctor)} \rightarrow \text{proceed}, \\
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

Note that the second case of \(A_{p3_1}^{\text{read}}\) and \(A_{p3_2}^{\text{read}}\) allow any users registered in RDB except doctors to read a private note, which includes users taking roles as nurses. Allowing nurses to read a private note is not problematic, as these two aspects only reflect the intention of this policy. Preventing nurses to read a private note is enforced in the previous policy.

These two aspects are supposed to work together with those aspects defined in the Examples 3.3 to 3.5. For example if a nurse tries to read a private note, these aspects will **proceed** the execution but aspects in Examples 3.3-3.5 will suggest **break**. Another example is if a doctor tries to read a private note written by other doctors, aspects in Examples 3.3-3.5 will allow the action to **proceed** whilst these aspects will **break** the execution. Since **break** takes precedence over **proceed**, the final decision suggested from this advice will be to block the execution in both cases.

The second part of the policy says that nurses can only read recent medical records which can be expressed by the following aspects where, once again, the aspects should be considered in conjunction with those of Examples 3.3 to 3.5. These two aspects will prevent a nurse from reading a past medical record or
reading a medical record without specifying the created time.

\[
A_{read}^{p3}\{user :: read(_, MedicalRecord, _, createdtime, _)@EHDB\] \\
\triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{case(test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Recent)} \\
\quad \text{proceed;} \\
\text{case(\neg test(user, Nurse)@RDB)} \\
\quad \text{proceed;} \\
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
A_{read}^{p4}\{user :: read(_, MedicalRecord, _, !createdtime, _)@EHDB\] \\
\triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{case(\neg test(user, Nurse)@RDB)} \\
\quad \text{proceed;} \\
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

Note that no new functionality is required to enforce this policy, as these aspects only rely on the existing program (i.e., node RDB).

### 3.3.4.3 Refining Security Policy with New Functionality

Sometimes refining an existing security policy is necessary. We have to introduce additional functionality to support the implementation of the aspects for policy refinement. Now we consider the following security policy that restricts certain locations in the hospital from accessing to the database [Bez98]:

A nurse can only read medical records of the patients who are in the wards located on the nurse’s working floor. Furthermore, the nurse can only access medical records through the computers that are located on that specific floor. But in the emergency room, a nurse does not have this restriction.

**Example 3.8** To express this policy as aspects we shall assume that the current location database CLDB records every user’s current location information (indicating that they are using computers at that location), and that the assigned location database ALDB stores every user’s assigned room (e.g. for nurses this is their working floors and rooms which they are responsible for; for patients this is the floors and wards that they are on). These two databases store tuples with the same fields \(\langle user, floor, room \rangle\) and can only be modified by privileged users.

The set \textit{Floor} contains the actual floors of the hospital (e.g. f1,f2). The set \textit{Room} contains the actual rooms of the hospital and includes two types of rooms: ordinary wards (e.g. w1,w2) and the special room \textit{EmergencyRoom}. 
The appropriate advice can now be expressed as follows:

\[ A_{\text{read}1}^{\text{p}\text{4}1}[\text{user} :: \text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } _, _, _ , _)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case}\text{test}(\text{user, Nurse}@\text{RDB}\land \)
\[ \exists \text{floor} \in \text{Floor} : \text{test}(\text{user, floor, EmergencyRoom}@\text{CLDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed}; \]
\[ \text{case}\text{test}(\text{user, Nurse}@\text{RDB}\land \)
\[ \exists \text{floor} \in \text{Floor} \exists \text{room} \in \text{Room} : \) ( \text{test}(\text{user, floor, room}@\text{CLDB}\land \)
\[ \text{test}(\text{user, floor, room}@\text{ALDB}\land \)
\[ \text{test}(\text{patient, floor, room}@\text{ALDB}) ) \]
\[ \text{proceed}; \]
\[ \text{case}(\neg \text{test}(\text{user, Nurse}@\text{RDB}) \)
\[ \text{proceed}; \]
\[ \text{break} \]
\[ A_{\text{read}2}^{\text{p}\text{4}2}[\text{user} :: \text{read}(!\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } _, _, _ , _)@\text{EHDB}] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case}\text{test}(\text{user, Nurse}@\text{RDB}\land \)
\[ \exists \text{floor} \in \text{Floor} : \text{test}(\text{user, floor, EmergencyRoom}@\text{CLDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed}; \]
\[ \text{case}(\neg \text{test}(\text{user, Nurse}@\text{RDB}) \)
\[ \text{proceed}; \]
\[ \text{break} \]

In \[ A_{\text{read}1}^{\text{p}\text{4}1}, \] the first case caters for the situation where a nurse is working in the emergency room; the second case allows the \text{read} action when a nurse is trying to access the medical record for a patient who is on the same ward/floor as where the nurse is currently at and assigned to work, the third case allows a user who is not a nurse to perform the \text{read} action. The aspect \[ A_{\text{read}2}^{\text{p}\text{4}2} \] is similar to the aspect \[ A_{\text{read}1}^{\text{p}\text{4}1} \] except that it does not contain the second case. This is because reading a medical record without specifying the name of the patient is not acceptable for a nurse who is not working in the emergency room.

As in Example 3.7, these aspects will work together with all previously introduced security polices. Moreover, these aspects are both in the spirit of role-based access control, and they demonstrate that when composing aspects in AspectKE for larger and more complex security policies of an organization, role-based access control can be very efficacious, as has already been observed in the literature [SCFY96].

Note new functionality has to be introduced to enforce this policy such as the newly introduced nodes for databases (e.g., CLDB, ALDB). This new functionality can be developed as part of the main logic of the EHR system, or can be merely developed and maintained to enforce security policies. We observe that although we might need to extend the functionality of the system’s main logic to enforce certain security policies, the policies themselves are still described in aspects (even though they directly or indirectly rely on new nodes/processes), which are still separated from the main logic.
3.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we presented basic features of AspectKE with formal semantics, where aspects can trap KLAIM actions before they are actually performed. We showed the usefulness of this language by enforcing various access control models, namely mandatory access control, discretionary access control and role based access control model, and by showing how aspects can retrofit policies into existing systems. The policies presented in this chapter are primarily extracted from a case study on building a secure electronic health care workflow system.

The language constructs presented here will be re-used in Chapter 4 when introducing the advanced features of AspectKE, as well as in Chapter 5 when we present AspectK.
Chapter 4

AspectKE: Trapping Processes

Classical reference monitors have difficulties of enforcing security policies based on the future behaviors of programs, rather they rely only on information gathered by monitoring execution steps [Sch00], and perform history-based dynamic checks. However, there are security policies that are concerned with information flow and thus cannot be implemented correctly without a security check of the overall behavior of the program.

For example, in a software system, remote evaluation involves the transmission of programs from a client to a server for subsequent execution at the server. However, as the programs transmitted might perform unintended operations at the server side, a security check is usually needed. A typical example of this is Java applets which can be transferred to a remote system and executed by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Since the unknown applets are not always written by trusted users, the JVM has certain mechanisms for ensuring that the applet will not be able to do malicious actions, e.g., the bytecode verifier [Ler01] and sandbox mechanism [Oak98].

As another example, in the EHR domain, rather than enforcing the primary use of data policies for direct patient care as shown in the last chapter, there is a trend to define and enforce secondary use of data policies. Here data is used outside of direct health care delivery that includes activities such as analysis, research, public health etc, even though it still lacks a robust infrastructure of
policies and is surrounded with complex ethical, political, technical and social
issues [SBH+07]. Compared with primary use of data, whose focus is on reg-
ulating “someone has some rights to access some data”, it focuses on defining
“how the data can be used after it is released to someone”. The enforcement of
such policies requires security checks in the form of inspection of the flow of
data.

In general, program analysis techniques concern computing reliable, approxi-
mate information about the dynamic behavior of programs [NNH05], and the
derivation of useful information by simulating execution of all possible paths
of the executing program. For example, type systems can be used to enforce
various kinds of information flow as well as access control security policies (like
Jif [MZZ+01] for Java).

In Section 4.1, we extend the AspectKE language presented in Chapter 3 so
that AspectKE is enabled to not only trap the action, but also trap a process
that is to be executed in the future. The process can be a process that is to
be sent to a remote site, or a process continuation of a trapped action. This
enables us to perform simple forms of program analyses, called behavior analysis,
that syntactically inspect the trapped processes, i.e., actions in a new thread
to be executed (at local/remote sites) or the remaining actions in the current
thread. In the following Section 4.2, we will show how to use simple behavior
analysis techniques to enforce various security policies that require checking of
the future behavior of a program, the so-called predictive access control policies,
and these techniques can detect and prevent execution of the potential malicious
operations at the earliest stage.

4.1 Extended Syntax and Semantics

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textbf{cut} & $\in$ & \textbf{Cut} & \textbf{cut} & ::= & \ldots & | & \ell & :: & ca.X \\
\textbf{ca} & $\in$ & \textbf{CAct} & \textbf{ca} & ::= & \ldots & | & \textbf{eval}(X)@\ell \\
\textbf{cond} & $\in$ & \textbf{BExp} & \textbf{cond} & ::= & \ldots & | & c & \in & \textbf{set} & | & \ell & \in & \textbf{set} & | & \textbf{set} & = & \emptyset \\
\textbf{set} & $\in$ & \textbf{Set} & \textbf{set} & ::= & \ldots & | & \{c\} & | & \textbf{Act}(X) & | & \textbf{Loc}_c(X) & | & \textbf{FV}(X) & | & \textbf{FV}_c(X) & | & \textbf{LC}(X) \\
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & | & \textbf{LC}_c(X) & | & \textbf{LVar}_* \\
\end{tabular}
\caption{AspectKE Syntax - Aspects for Trapping Processes}
\end{table}

Table 4.1 shows the extended syntax of AspectKE. The cut version of action
(CAct) has been extended to include the eval action, whose parameter X is
4.1 Extended Syntax and Semantics

\[ \text{as} \vdash l_s :: (\text{eval}(P')@l_0.P + \cdots) \]
\[ \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\text{as} \vdash l_s :: P \parallel l_0 :: P' & \text{if } \Phi^\text{as}_l(l_s :: \text{eval}(P')@l_0.P) \\
\text{as} \vdash l_s :: 0 & \text{if } \neg \Phi^\text{as}_l(l_s :: \text{eval}(P')@l_0.P)
\end{cases} \]

Table 4.2: Reaction Semantics for action eval of AspectKE (on closed nets)

intended to bind its argument – the process \( P \) – in the ordinary action. Table 4.2 shows the semantics of the eval action. As was the case for the semantics of the other actions in Table 3.2, execution depends on the results of evaluation of the \( \Phi \) function. When evaluated to \( \texttt{tt} \), the eval action spawns a new process at the specified location before continuing with the following process; otherwise the action will be terminated and no process will be spawned.

The pointcut (Cut) in Table 3.1 has been extended with \( \ell :: \text{ca}.X \), which not only binds the action, but also binds the program continuation after the trapped action to a variable \( X \).

We shall modify the Well-formedness of cut defined in Section 3.1 to support the pointcut that captures the processes. First we slightly modify the \( \text{cl}(\text{cut}) \) function so that it takes a process parameter.

\[ \text{cl}(l_s :: \text{in}(!x,y)@l_0.X) = \langle l_s, x, y, l_0, X \rangle \]

Second we shall put a further restriction on the use of variables in cut. In Section 3.1, the use of a location variable \( u \) is not allowed in tests if \( !u \) is used in a pointcut, here we additionally impose that in tests the use of a location variable shall not come from behavior analysis functions (that might return free variables), to avoid using free variables in tests.

As process variables are also included in \( \text{cl}(\text{cut}) \), we need them to be pairwise distinct. For example, in an eval pointcut

\[ \text{cl}(l_s :: \text{eval}(Y)@l_0.X) = \langle l_s, Y, l_0, X \rangle \]

we require \( Y \) and \( X \) to be different, where \( Y \) binds a process to be evaluated as a new thread, while \( X \) binds a process to be executed after the eval action in the current thread.

The \( \Phi \) function in Table 3.3 has to be replaced by that in Table 4.3, where it uses an updated version of the function extract and also records the process continuation:

\[ \text{extract}(l :: \text{out}(\ell_1, \cdots, \ell_n)@\ell'.P) = (l, \text{out}, \ell_1, \cdots, \ell_n, \ell', P) \]
\[ \Phi^{A[\text{cut}]_{\text{body}}, \text{asp}}(l :: a.P) = \begin{cases} \text{case } \text{check}(\text{extract}(\text{cut}) ; \text{extract}(l :: a.P)) \text{ of} \\
\text{fail} : \Phi^{\text{asp}}(l :: a.P) \\
\theta : (\text{proceed} = [\text{body } \theta]) \land \Phi^{\text{asp}}(l :: a.P) \\
\end{cases} \]

\[ \Phi^{\text{asp}}(l :: a.P) = \text{tt} \]

Table 4.3: Trapping Aspects in AspectKE

The new version of \texttt{extract} will not directly effect the definition of \texttt{check} function, but we have to extend the \texttt{do} function defined in Table 3.4 to cope with process continuation \( P \) and variable \( X \) that are introduced by the \texttt{extract} function.

\[ \text{do}(X ; P) = [P/X] \]

Table 4.1 extends \texttt{BExp} and \texttt{set} in Table 3.1, which can be used for defining properties that require syntactic analysis of the processes to be executed (usually the continuation of the trapped action bound by \( X \)). The set-forming behavior analysis functions \texttt{Act}, \texttt{Loc}, \texttt{LC}, \texttt{LCc}, \texttt{FV}, \texttt{FVc} will be explained in the following sections when needed, but we have collected their definitions in Table 4.4 where \( \text{fv} \), \( \text{bv} \), \( \text{lc} \), \( \text{cap} \) and \( \text{loc} \) are the obvious extraction functions for free variables, bound variables, location constants, capabilities and target locations, respectively.

Note these functions expose different data-flow information of processes bound by process variables, and can be used to enforce \textit{predictive access control policies}, namely access control policies that depend on the future behavior of a program.

**Example 4.1** To illustrate how aspects in the extended AspectKE trap a KLAIM program and extract its properties, the following aspect gives advice to the running example in section 2.2.3.

\[ A^{\text{read}}_2[\text{user} :: \text{read}(\_, \_, \_, \_, \_ \@ \text{DrSmith}.X)] \triangleq \text{case(} \text{out} \in \text{Act}(X)\text{)} \\
\text{break} ; \text{proceed} \]

This aspect traps a \texttt{read} action of processes running at location \texttt{DrSmith}, when reading a tuple with five fields. The process continuation of the trapped action will be recorded in variable \( X \). Function \texttt{Act} returns all actions in processes represented by \( X \). If the actual process bound by \( X \) contains any \texttt{out} actions, the aspect will break the execution of the action and its continuation process. Otherwise, the action continues.
### 4.1 Extended Syntax and Semantics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Act}(P_1</td>
<td>P_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Act}(\Sigma_i a_i . P_i) )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_i { \text{cap}(a_i) } \cup \text{Act}(P_i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Act}(*) )</td>
<td>( \text{Act}(P) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Loc}_c(P_1</td>
<td>P_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Loc}_c(\Sigma_i a_i . P_i) )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_i { \text{loc}(a_i) \mid \text{cap}(a_i) = c } \cup \text{Loc}_c(P_i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Loc}_c(*) )</td>
<td>( \text{Loc}_c(P) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{LC}(P_1</td>
<td>P_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{LC}(\Sigma_i a_i . P_i) )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_i { \text{lc}(a_i) \cup \text{LC}(P_i) } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{LC}(*P) )</td>
<td>( \text{LC}(P) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}(P_1</td>
<td>P_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}(\Sigma_i a_i . P_i) )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_i { \text{fv}(a_i) \cup (\text{FV}(P_i) \setminus \text{bv}(a_i)) } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}(*P) )</td>
<td>( \text{FV}(P) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}_c(P_1</td>
<td>P_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}_c(\Sigma_i a_i . P_i) )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_i { \text{fv}(a_i) \mid \text{cap}(a_i) = c } \cup (\text{FV}_c(P_i) \setminus \text{bv}(a_i)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FV}_c(*P) )</td>
<td>( \text{FV}_c(P) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4: Behavior Analysis Functions**
Suppose we have a system that contains the same net as in running example of Section 2.2.3 and aspect $A_{read}^2$.

$$A_{read}^2 [user :: read(_, _, _, _) @ DrSmith.X]$$

let

```plaintext
let Aread2 = case(out ∈ Act(X)) in
break;
proceed
```

| EHDB :: (Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext) |
| || EHDB :: (Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext) |
| || DrSmith :: read(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, !content) @ EHDB. |
| || out(Alice, content) @ DrSmith. |
| || out(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext) @ EHDB |

and some steps of execution (omitting the aspect definition):

```plaintext
| EHDB :: (Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext) |
| || EHDB :: (Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext) |
| || DrSmith :: read(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, !content) @ EHDB. |
| || out(Alice, content) @ DrSmith. |
| || out(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext) @ EHDB |

→

| EHDB :: (Alice, MedicalRecord, DrHansen, Past, alicetext) |
| || EHDB :: (Bob, PrivateNote, DrJensen, Recent, bobtext) |
| || DrSmith :: 0 |
```

Aspect $A_{read}^2$ traps the read action, whose result substitution is

$$[DrSmith/user, out(Alice, content) @ DrSmith.out(Alice, MedicalRecord, DrSmith, Recent, newtext) @ EHDB/X]$$

Here $Act(P) ⊆ \{ out, in, read, eval, newloc \}$ is the set of capabilities performed by the process $P$ (see Table 4.4). In this case, $Act$ returns set $\{ out \}$, the case condition evaluates to $tt$, thus the aspect breaks the execution of this action and its continuation process.

### 4.2 Advice for Data Usage

In this section, we now show how to use the extended AspectKE to enforce security policies that require behavior analyses of processes to be executed in future, and we clarify the meaning of set-forming behavior analysis functions (from Set in Table 4.1 and 4.4) through examples – enforcing several predictive access control EHR security policies to the target EHR system presented in Section 2.2.3. In Section 4.2.1, we show how to enforce policies by utilizing the
set-forming functions that check properties of remotely evaluating processes. In Section 4.2.2, we show how to enforce policies by checking properties of the continuation process at the current thread.

### 4.2.1 Remote Evaluation

Using the action `eval`, AspectKE can easily express a process’s remote evaluation. Moreover, using behavior analysis, AspectKE can check the content of the transmitted process by composing various aspects that embody different security considerations. This gives us a flexible way of controlling the use of remote processes. We will enforce a security policy in a distributed mobile environment that has to consider both direct and indirect access to tuple spaces, and in the latter case AspectKE shows great usefulness.

Consider a policy concerning removal of data from the system [EB04]:

*Doctors, nurses and patients are not allowed to delete records from the database – only the administrator of the database can do that.*

Thus, in terms of AspectKE, only the administrator is allowed to perform an `in` action on the EHR database.

**Example 4.2** In section 3.3.1–3.3.3 we introduced aspects for restricting the `in` actions to access the EHR database when enforcing a basic access control policy. Here we shall slightly update them to reflect the new policy. As we prefer to use the role-based access control model, we show how to update the relevant aspects in Section 3.3.3.

For aspect $A^{\text{read}}_{p1c5}$, we need to add role `Administrator` to role set, while updating tuple spaces $\text{RDB}$ with tuple $\langle \text{AdWalker}, \text{Administrator} \rangle$, and $\text{PDB}$ with tuples $\langle \text{Administrator}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{in} \rangle$ and $\langle \text{Administrator}, \text{PrivateNote}, \text{in} \rangle$.

In aspect $A^{\text{in}}_{p1c5}$, we have forbidden all users to delete records from the EHR database. Now we relax this requirement and replace it with the following aspect.

$$A^{\text{in}}_{p5} [\text{user :: in(_,recordtype,_,_,_)} @ \text{EHDB}] \triangleq \begin{cases} \text{case(test(user, Administrator) @ RDB)} & \text{proceed;} \\ \text{break} & \end{cases}$$

This breaks direct attempts to perform `in` actions, only actions by the administrator are allowed.

This advice only deals with direct attempts to delete data; we also have to cater
for processes like

NsOlsen :: eval\(\text{in}(\text{patient}, !\text{recordtype}, !\text{author}, !\text{createdtime}, !\text{subject})@\text{EHDB}\) @AdWalker

where anyone (e.g., NsOlsen) who spawns an arbitrary process on the administrator AdWalker’s node can behave as an administrator and delete the records.

This behavior can be captured by an aspect for eval actions that targets the AdWalker location, without using any behavior analysis functions.

\[
A_{\text{eval}}^{\text{p5a}}[\text{user} :: \text{eval}(Y)@\text{AdWalker}.X] \equiv \begin{cases} 
\text{case(test(user, Administrator)@RDB)} & \text{proceed;}
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

However, this aspect is too restrictive as it disallows the possibility for other users to perform well-behaved actions on behalf of an administrator (e.g., out, read etc.).

Using behavior analysis functions, we are able to check the process in advance so that less restrictive policies can be enforced. For example, the following aspect prevents remotely spawned in actions on AdWalker, but allows other types of action.

\[
A_{\text{eval}}^{\text{p5b}}[\text{user} :: \text{eval}(Y)@\text{AdWalker}.X] \equiv \begin{cases} 
\text{case(test(user, Administrator)@RDB)} & \text{proceed;}
\text{case(test(user, _)@RDB \land \neg(\text{in} \in \text{Act}(Y)))} & \text{proceed;}
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]

Here Act(P) is the set of capabilities performed by the process P (see Table 4.4). It follows that any in actions within Y will be trapped. There is no restriction for actions other than in actions, so remote code can still perform actions like out and read.

We may want to be more liberal and allow in actions on locations distinct from EHDB. To do so we introduce Loc_in(P) to be the set of locations \(\ell\), where in(\(\cdots\))@\(\ell\) occur in \(P\); note that this set may include location constants as well as location variables (see Table 4.4).

Rather than aspects \(A_{\text{eval}}^{\text{p5a}}\) and \(A_{\text{eval}}^{\text{p5b}}\), we could use the aspect:

\[
A_{\text{eval}}^{\text{p5c}}[\text{user} :: \text{eval}(Y)@\text{AdWalker}.X] \equiv \begin{cases} 
\text{case(test(user, Administrator)@RDB)} & \text{proceed;}
\text{case(test(user, _)@RDB \land (LVar, \cup \{\text{EHDB}\}) \cap \text{Loc_in}(Y) = \emptyset)} & \text{proceed;}
\text{break}
\end{cases}
\]
where \( LVar_+ \) is the set of all location variables in the program. This aspect allows users to perform an \( \text{in} \) action on behalf of an administrator when the target locations will never be \( \text{EHDB} \), which is the least restrictive aspect for enforcing the same policy.

Example 4.2 shows that whilst security policies may be very simple to enforce superficially, execution of remotely spawned code might easily invalidate policies which appear to be reasonable. Using aspects, we are able to elegantly update the enforcement of the security policy to cater for this. Furthermore, the examples also illustrate AspectKE’s capability of checking the remote code before it is executed, which gives the users greater flexibility to enforce a less restrictive but more precise policy.

One might wonder whether combining the use of \texttt{newloc} and \texttt{eval} actions will break the above security policies. Consider the following example:

\[
\text{NsOlsen} :: \ \text{newloc}(!u).\text{out}(u, \text{Administrator}@RDB).
\text{eval}\left(\text{in}(\text{patient},!\text{recordtype},!\text{author},!\text{createdtime},!\text{subject})@\text{EHDB}\right)@u
\]

Here \texttt{NsOlsen} tries to create a new location, register it to \( \text{RDB} \), then execute the \texttt{in} action from the new location. This attempt will not work: if policy \( \text{A}^{\text{newloc}}_p \) and \( \text{A}^{\text{out}}_{p2} \) from Example 3.6 are still enforced, \texttt{NsOlsen} is neither able to create any new location nor update \( \text{RDB} \) since only a \texttt{Manager} can do that.

In fact, all aspects defined in this paper will directly break any action executed at a location that has not been registered in \( \text{RDB} \), and this includes all attempts to use \texttt{newloc} and \texttt{eval} to bypass the security policies as shown above, because only the manager can update \( \text{RDB} \) through aspects defined in Example 3.6.

### 4.2.2 Using Program Continuations

Now we show how AspectKE can trap the continuation process and use behavior analysis functions to get the future behavior of the executing process, which enables the advice to control and avoid executing the malicious processes as early as possible.

As we have mentioned before, our society is moving in the direction of trying to exploit patient healthcare records that already exist for new purposes (known as secondary use of data). At the Canadian Institute of Health Research \[Can02\] it is stated that “health research based on the secondary use of data contributes to our present level of understanding of the causes, patterns of expression and natural history of diseases.” This raises new challenges for developing an effective system to ensure people’s rights to privacy and confidentiality: decisions concerning access control decisions are not only based on the right of access of
different principals but should also examine how the data is to be used after access has been provided.

For example, researchers who are making secondary use of data should not be able to access the identity of patients. Therefore we want to prevent them from executing a process like

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \text{read}(\text{patient}, \text{!recordtype}, \text{!author}, \text{!createdtime}, \text{!subject})@\text{EHDB}
\]

which explicitly specifies the patient whose records the researcher is interested in reading. We can easily compose aspects that forbid the researcher from performing such actions (but allow nurses, doctors, etc . . .) that are similar to those aspects that have been shown in Section 3.3.

In order for the researcher to blindly get a patient’s healthcare record, the researcher may perform a process such as

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \text{read}(!\text{patient}, \text{recordtype}, \text{!author}, \text{!createdtime}, \text{!subject})@\text{EHDB}
\]

The difference between the \text{read} action in this program and those in the previous examples is the use of ! in front of \text{patient}, i.e., the researcher does not specify which patient’s healthcare record is to be read. However, after the researcher has obtained the healthcare record, s/he can still use the patient’s identity. We might want to prevent the researcher from executing a process like

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \text{read}(!\text{patient}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{!author}, \text{!createdtime}, \text{!subject})@\text{EHDB}
\]

\[
\text{out}(\text{patient}, \text{subject})@\text{Publication}
\] (4.1)

whereas it would be acceptable to execute the process

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \text{read}(!\text{patient}, \text{MedicalRecord}, \text{!author}, \text{!createdtime}, \text{!subject})@\text{EHDB}
\]

\[
\text{out}(\text{subject})@\text{Publication}
\] (4.2)

since the second program will not use the identity of the patient whose record has been selected.

The following policy is extensively discussed and accepted around the world and is specified directly or indirectly in a number of codes (e.g. [Dep03b],[Can02],[Dan00],[SBH+07]):

\text{Researchers should not read and use the patient’s healthcare records of an EHR system in a way that might potentially expose the identity of the patient.}

\textbf{Example 4.3} The following aspects, which replace the aspects \(A^{\text{pcli}}_{\text{plc}1}\text{read}\) and \(A^{\text{pcli}}_{\text{plc}4}\text{read}\) in Example 3.5, enforce this policy, which enforce both the basic access control policies for doctors and nurses, and policies for the researchers regarding their rights to read EHR records. It is necessary to revise the aspects because our previous development was only for primary use of data.
Aspect $A_{read}^{pl_{cl1}}$ is replaced by divided into aspects $A_{read}^{p6_1}$ and $A_{read}^{p6_3}$, according to whether a patient name is clearly specified or not. Similarly, $A_{read}^{pl_{cs}}$ is replaced/divided into aspects $A_{read}^{p6_2}$ and $A_{read}^{p6_4}$. In both cases, additional conditions regarding researchers are only added to aspects when a patient name is not specified, i.e., $A_{read}^{p6_3}$ and $A_{read}^{p6_4}$. In these two aspects, the behavior analysis function $FV$ is used, which returns the set of free variables of $P$ (see Table 4.4).

In our example the aspect $A_{read}^{p6_3}$ will bind $X$ with the out actions of the above two programs: in program (4.1) with out$(patient, subject)@Publication$, and in program (4.2) with out$(subject)@Publication$. Thus $\neg$(patient $\in$ FV(X)) would be evaluated to $\text{ff}$ for the first case and to $\text{tt}$ for the second case. Using this extra information from the behavior analysis function, the advice can be based on some properties of the future execution of the continuation process (in particular, whether or not patient will ever be used). And the suggestions from aspect $A_{read}^{p6_3}$ would be break for the first case and proceed for the second one. Note at the point that the access control decision has been made, $lpatient$ in the join point $read$ action is still a defining occurrence variable and thus does not bind with any actual location yet, and behavior analysis merely analyses the future behavior of process based on its static information.

The above aspect is too restrictive since it forbids the execution of meaningful read actions as well. As one of the case studies performed by the Canadian Government [Can02] indicates:
In practice, the researchers might need to do some data linkage operations between different databases.

For example, we may allow the researcher to extract several records for the same patient from different databases and put that information together as in the process

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \quad \text{read}((\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } \text{author, !createdtime, !subject1})@\text{EHDB}. \\
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } \text{author, !createdtime, !subject2})@\text{EHDB2}. \\
\text{out}((\text{subject1, subject2})@\text{Publication})@\text{EHDB}.
\]

(4.3)

where we introduce another EHR database EHDB2 that is located at another hospital.

Now there are two databases so we need to consider which policies are suitable for each of them, respectively. For illustration purposes, we might simply demand that the second database has the same security policy as the original one. Thus the second read action would be denied, since the original policy prohibits a researcher from reading a specific patient’s healthcare record. Because of this, establishing data linkage in the direct manner of program (4.3) will never work.

To make the data linkage work we can restrict the researcher’s access to the data through a trusted location (EHDB for example) by remote evaluation, and let the trusted location perform the actual data linkage actions. In this way the policy will allow the second read action whenever it is executed from the trusted location:

\[
\text{RsMiller} :: \quad \text{eval}(\text{read}((\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } \text{author, !createdtime, !subject1})@\text{EHDB}. \\
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, } \text{author, !createdtime, !subject2})@\text{EHDB2}. \\
\text{out}((\text{subject1, subject2})@\text{Publication})@\text{EHDB})
\]

(4.4)

**Example 4.4** Revisiting the aspects \(A^\text{read}_{p61}A^\text{read}_{p64}\) for the original database in Example 4.3, we shall enable the trusted locations to read and perform data linkage actions from the EHR databases. For simplicity, we assume that these trusted locations are all EHR databases. Thus when a database performs data linkage actions, the aspects should not disallow the use of patient in the second read of program (4.4), but they should definitely prevent the out action with patient as parameter, where we put the same restriction for the researchers. We may replace the aspects \(A^\text{read}_{p61}A^\text{read}_{p64}\) with the following aspects for enforcing such a security policy for databases, as well as the policies for doctors, nurses,
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researchers that we discussed in the previous examples:

\[ A_{p71}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read}(\text{patient, recordtype, \_\_\_\_\_\_})@\text{dest}.X] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \land \exists \text{role} \in \{\text{Doctor, Nurse}\} : \]
\[ (\text{test}(\text{user, role})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{role, recordtype, read}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{DataBase, recordtype, read}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(\neg test}(\text{dest, DataBase}@\text{RDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{break } \]
\[ A_{p72}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read}(\text{patient, !recordtype, \_\_\_\_\_\_})@\text{dest}.X] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{DataBase, recordtype, read}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(\neg test}(\text{dest, DataBase}@\text{RDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{break } \]
\[ A_{p73}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read}(\text{!patient, recordtype, \_\_\_\_\_\_})@\text{dest}.X] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \land \exists \text{role} \in \{\text{Doctor, Nurse}\} : \]
\[ (\text{test}(\text{user, role})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{role, recordtype, read}@\text{PDB})) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \lor \text{test}(\text{user, Researcher}@\text{RDB}) \land \]
\[ \neg(\text{patient } \in \text{FV}_{\text{out}}(X))) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(\neg test}(\text{dest, DataBase}@\text{RDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{break } \]
\[ A_{p74}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read}(\text{!patient, !recordtype, \_\_\_\_\_\_})@\text{dest}.X] \]
\[ \triangleq \text{case(test}(\text{dest, DataBase})@\text{RDB} \land \text{test}(\text{user, Researcher}@\text{RDB}) \land \]
\[ \neg(\text{patient } \in \text{FV}_{\text{out}}(X))) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{case(\neg test}(\text{dest, DataBase}@\text{RDB}) \]
\[ \text{proceed; } \]
\[ \text{break } \]

In these aspects, DataBase represents all EHR databases in the system and includes EHDB and EHDB2. \( A_{p71}^{\text{read}} \) and \( A_{p72}^{\text{read}} \) replaces \( A_{p61}^{\text{read}} \) and \( A_{p62}^{\text{read}} \) by introducing additional cases to allow databases to read EHR records with a specified patient name. \( A_{p73}^{\text{read}} \) and \( A_{p74}^{\text{read}} \) replace \( A_{p63}^{\text{read}} \) and \( A_{p64}^{\text{read}} \) by ensuring both databases and researchers can blindly read an EHR record if they never output the obtained patient name to other locations. This is achieved by using \( \text{FV}_{\text{out}}(P) \) behavior analysis functions, which returns the set of free variables occurring in \( \text{out} \) actions in \( P \). Now roles Researcher and DataBase can both
blindly read EHR records as long as they do not output the patient’s identity, but only the role DataBase can explicitly specify which patient to read. These aspects will prevent the execution of program 4.1 and 4.3 but program 4.2 and 4.4 will be allowed.

As demonstrated in the last subsection, if remote evaluation is allowed, we need to pay closer attention to the overall security of the system. For example, in the event that the researcher attempts to get a doctor to link databases and output the private information as in

\[
\text{RsMiller :: eval} \left( \text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject1})@EHDB. \right.
\]

\[
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject2})@EHDB2. \right.
\]

\[
\text{out}(\text{patient, subject1, subject2})@Publication \right)@DrSmith
\]

or in the event that the researcher attempts to obtain the records of a patient whose name is selected from his own tuple space either before evaluating a process at an EHR database or during the evaluation procedure.

\[
\text{RsMiller :: read}(\text{patient})@RsMiller. \right.
\]

\[
\text{eval} \left( \text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject1})@EHDB. \right.
\]

\[
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject2})@EHDB2. \right.
\]

\[
\text{out}(\text{patient, subject1, subject2})@Publication \right)@DrSmith
\]

\[
\text{RsMiller :: eval}(\text{read}(\text{patient})@RsMiller. \right.
\]

\[
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject1})@EHDB. \right.
\]

\[
\text{read}(\text{patient, MedicalRecord, !author, !createdtime, !subject2})@EHDB2. \right.
\]

\[
\text{out}(\text{patient, subject1, subject2})@Publication \right)@DrSmith
\]

we need an aspect that inspects the actions performed by a researcher performing an eval action on all the EHR databases or locations other than the EHR databases.
**Example 4.5** This motivates the aspect:

\[
A_{eval}^{client}[\text{user :: eval}(Y)@dest.X] \\
\triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{case}(\text{test}(\text{user, Researcher})@RDB \land \text{test}(dest, DataBase}@RDB)\land \\
\forall x \in LC_{read}(Y) : \neg(\text{test}(x, Patient}@RDB)\land \\
\forall y \in Loc_{read}(Y) : (\text{test}(y, DataBase}@RDB) \\
&\text{proceed;}
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases} 
\text{case}(\neg(\text{test}(\text{dest, DataBase}@RDB \land \text{test}(dest, _))@RDB)\land \\
\forall x \in Loc_{out}(Y) : (\text{test}(x, DataBase) \lor x \in \{dest\}) \\
&\text{proceed;}
\end{cases} \\
\begin{cases} 
\text{case}(\neg\text{test}(\text{user, Researcher}@RDB \land \text{test}(\text{user, _})) \\
&\text{proceed;}
\end{cases} \\
\text{break}
\]

The first case of the aspect ensures that a researcher can directly evaluate processes in the EHR databases if s/he is not able to get the name of the patient whose record s/he is trying to obtain either before evaluation or during evaluation (by reading a patient name from a location other than EHR databases). Note that \(LC_{read}(P)\) is a set of location constants in read actions of process \(P\) (defined in Table 4.4). The second case guarantees that when sending a process to other remote locations, the process only contains \text{out} actions that are performed on the EHR databases (trusted locations) or the tuple space associated with that remote location. \(\Box\)

In summary, the examples in this section show the versatility of AspectKE when dealing with remote evaluation and future execution paths of processes. We illustrated the usefulness of each behavior analysis function when enforcing access control policies that require the future behavior of process. When selecting the appropriate behavior analysis functions, it is possible to enforce less restrictive policies and avoid the execution of malicious processes as early as possible. More importantly, in a highly complex and privacy related computing environment, with policies that are changed frequently such as the EHR system, enforcing various access control and data usage policies through security aspects shows the potential of being a very flexible and elegant approach.

### 4.3 Concluding Remarks and Related Work

In this chapter we presented the advanced features of AspectKE. By trapping processes and using behavior analysis functions, AspectKE can enforce policies that require explicit information flow, and thus predictive access control and secondary use of data policies can be intuitively specified and enforced.
The EHR examples presented, in Chapter 3 and this chapter, were chosen to illustrate the different characteristics of AspectKE, but they were also chosen so as to constitute a complete set of access control policies. Here we conjecture that our aspects indeed enforce a complete set of access control policies, but in order to validate our conjecture we need to apply a formal validation method to it, which is left for future work.

As we have finished presenting AspectKE, we will now mention some related work that is relevant for the theme of our language design but from other perspectives; namely distribution with aspect-oriented programming and security policy languages.

4.3.1 Distribution with Aspect-Oriented Programming

Much work has been done regarding how to deploy and weave aspects for distributed systems: some work is relevant for language design of distributed AOP with explicit distribution [NCT04, NSV+06, TT06], other work explores the implementation of AOP middleware to support distributed AOP [PSD+04, LJ06, TJSJ08].

AspectKE can be consider as a special distributed AOP. It naturally follows the KLAIM programming model and uses remote pointcuts [NCT04] that identify join points in a program running on different locations. However, AspectKE does not aim at enhancing the flexibility of mechanisms to deploy, instantiate and execute distributed aspects, e.g., support advice execution over remote hosts, as AWED [NSV+06] and ReflexD [TT06] have achieved. Rather, it focuses on integrating analysis components for reasoning about the local or mobile processes to support advanced access control in a distributed setting. Compared with other AOP, AspectKE provides a well-defined security enforcement mechanism to tuple space systems that supports process mobility.

AO4BPEL [CM04] is an aspect extension of the process-oriented composition language BPEL, which was originally designed for composing Web Services. Work in [CSZ04, CH05] discusses different principles of using AOP to implement coordination systems (in AspectJ), but they are not related to security. Recently, AspectKB [HNN09] has been proposed. It uses Belnap Logic to handle conflicts when distributed advices are composed in a coordination environment.

4.3.2 Security Policy Languages

Binder [DeT02] and Cassandra [BS04] are very powerful logic-based security policy languages, and both are based on datalog logic-programming language.
In [BS04], there are substantial case studies performed using Cassandra based on the UK National Health Service procurement exercise. In AspectKE, our security policies are mainly expressed through logical formulae and predicates in the aspects. The big difference is that AspectKE provides predicates that can describe future events. There are other prominent policy languages like Protune [BO05], Rei [KFJ03], Ponder [DDLS00], and KeyNote [BFIK99], which can express basic access control policies very well. However, only Ponder and Rei can express usage control through obligation policies but, unlike our approach, neither language can enforce them and they have to trust that the party receiving the data uses it in proper ways [DHS07].
Chapter 5

AspectK: Generalization

In chapter 4, we primarily focused on enriching the pointcut and advice condition that can be expressed in aspect, building on top of basic features of AspectKE (Chapter 3). In this chapter, we shall extend the basic features of AspectKE from the type of advice point of view, so that aspect will not only break or proceed the process execution, but also introduce additional behavior around them similar to AspectJ’s before and after advice. The language formulated is called AspectK. We will then introduce the open joinpoints that commonly exist in coordination languages, and show how they are addressed in AspectKE and AspectK. After that we discuss the formulation of other extensions and problems of supporting the around pointcut in the presence of open joinpoint.

5.1 Syntax and Semantics

5.1.1 Syntax

The AspectK’s syntax is somewhat similar to that of AspectKE (that only traps actions) presented in Section 3.1. Here we focus on the differences between the two.

Compared to AspectKE’s syntax shown in Table 3.1, we have extended and
### Table 5.1: AspectK Syntax - More Type of Advice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>body ∈ Advice</th>
<th>body ::= case (cond) sbody ; body</th>
<th>sbody ::= as break</th>
<th>as proceed as</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as ∈ Act&quot;</td>
<td>as ::= a.as</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca ∈ CAct</td>
<td>ca ::= ···</td>
<td>eval(X)@ℓ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

replaced some of them, as is displayed in Table 5.1. Here, we introduce as (in Act") that represents a sequence of actions, which can be inserted in front of break and proceed, or inserted after proceed. We also extends ca (in CAct") that supports the cut version of the eval action.

Inserting actions in front of or after break and proceed gives us the possibility to offer similar functions like before, after or even around advice as in mainstream aspect-oriented programming languages like AspectJ [KHH+01]. There can exist problems for fully supporting the around advice, due to the open join-points in coordination languages such as KLAIM. We will discuss that later in this chapter.

In case multiple aspects trap one action, all the before actions are executed in declaration order, then the original action (in case of no break), and finally the after actions in reverse declaration order. As in AspectKE, the keyword break takes precedence over keyword proceed.

We have to slightly modify the well-formedness of cuts defined in Chapter 3 and additionally introduce the following requirement: when !u is used in the cut pattern, u should only occur in the after actions, but not in the before action. This is because the aspects in AspectK (and AspectKE) intercept the execution of an action before it is actually performed. Thus !u (defined in pointcuts of read, in or newloc) is not bound with a concrete value yet when executing the before advice. Otherwise it will cause free variables in before advice.

### 5.1.2 Semantics

The semantics is given by a one-step reduction relation on well-formed systems, nets and actions. The reaction rules are defined in Table 5.2 and we also re-use the structural congruence on nets defined in Table 2.2 and re-use the operation match in Table 2.4.

In Table 5.2 the reaction rules for systems and nets are straightforward. The
### 5.1 Syntax and Semantics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N')</td>
<td>let (\overline{\text{asp}}) in (N) → let (\overline{\text{asp}}) in (N')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N_1 \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N'_1)</td>
<td>(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N_1 \parallel N_2 \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N'_1 \parallel N_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N \equiv \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash M \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash M' \quad M' \equiv N')</td>
<td>(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(l_s :: \text{(out}$\vec{I}$\text{)}@l_0.P + \cdots \rightarrow l_s :: P \parallel l_0 :: \langle \vec{I} \rangle\)

\(l_s :: \text{(in}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0.P + \cdots \parallel l_0 :: \langle \vec{I} \rangle \rightarrow l_s :: P\theta\) if \(\text{match}(\vec{E}; \vec{I}) = \theta\)

\(l_s :: \text{(read}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0.P + \cdots \parallel l_0 :: \langle \vec{I} \rangle \rightarrow l_s :: P\theta\parallel l_0 :: \langle \vec{I} \rangle\) if \(\text{match}(\vec{E}; \vec{I}) = \theta\)

\(l_s :: \text{(eval}$P'$\text{)}@l_0.P + \cdots \rightarrow l_s :: P \parallel l_0 :: P'\)

\(l_s :: \text{(newloc}$lu$.P + \cdots \rightarrow l_s :: P[l'/u] \parallel l' :: 0\) with \(l'\) fresh

\(l_s :: \text{(stop}$P + \cdots \rightarrow l_s :: 0\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(out}$\vec{I}$\text{)}@l_0).P \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \text{(out}$\vec{I}$\text{)}@l_0.P + \cdots \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(in}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0).P \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(in}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0).P + \cdots \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(read}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0).P \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(read}$\vec{E}$\text{)}@l_0).P + \cdots \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \text{(eval}$P'$\text{)}@l_0.P \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(eval}$P'$\text{)}@l_0).P \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \Phi_{\overline{\text{asp}}_{\text{proceed}}}(l_s :: \text{(eval}$P'$\text{)}@l_0).P + \cdots \parallel N' \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \text{(newloc}$lu$.@l_0).P \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

\(\overline{\text{asp}} \vdash l_s :: \text{(newloc}$lu$.@l_0).P + \cdots \rightarrow \overline{\text{asp}} \vdash N\)

Table 5.2: Reaction Semantics of AspectK (on closed nets)
rules for the five actions come in pairs (note this is different from AspectKE). One rule takes care of the action when no advice is allowed to interrupt it; this is syntactically denoted by underlining.

The rules for non-underlined actions take the same shape and make use of function $\Phi$ defined in Table 5.3. Rather than return a boolean value as in AspectKE, the result of $\Phi$ is a sequence of actions trapping $l_s :: a$; as in AspectKE, $\overline{asp}$ is a global environment of aspects. The index $f$ is either proceed or break. In general $f$ will become break (changed in function $\kappa$, which is defined in Table 5.3) if at least one “break” advice applies, otherwise it will be proceed. In case of proceed the action $a$ is eventually emitted, otherwise it will be dispensed with and be replaced with the stop action, killing all the subsequent actions. Recall that advice is searched in the order of declaration and applies in a parenthesis-like fashion.

\[
\Phi_f^l :: \text{body}, \overline{asp} (l :: a) = \begin{cases} 
\text{case } \text{check}(\text{extract}(\text{cut}) ; \text{extract}(l :: a)) \text{ of } \\
\text{fail} : \Phi_{l :: a}^\overline{asp} (l :: a) \\
\theta : \kappa_f^\overline{asp}, l :: a (\text{body } \theta) 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Phi_f^l :: a = \begin{cases} 
\text{case } f \text{ of } \\
\text{proceed} : a \\
\text{break} : \text{stop}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\kappa_f^\overline{asp}, l :: a (\text{case } \text{cond } \text{body}; \text{body}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{case } \text{cond } \text{of } \\
\text{tt} : \kappa_f^\overline{asp}, l :: a (\text{body}) \\
\text{ff} : \kappa_f^\overline{asp}, l :: a (\text{body})
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\kappa_f^\overline{asp}, l :: a (\text{body}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{case } \text{body } \text{of } \\
\text{as } \text{proceed } \text{as } \text{2 : as } \text{1.} \Phi_{l :: a}^\overline{asp} (l :: a) . \text{as } \text{2} \\
\text{as } \text{break} : \text{as } \Phi_{\text{break}} (l :: a)
\end{cases}
\]

Table 5.3: Trapping Aspects in AspectK

The function $\Phi$ re-uses function $\text{check}$ (defined in Table 3.4) and function $\text{extract}$ (defined in Section 3.2), which checks the applicability of each aspect in the aspect environment to the action being trapped, and produces the corresponding bindings of actual action parameters to the formal parameters of advice. If a cut does not match a normal action, fail is returned and the remaining aspects in the aspect environment will apply to the trapped action and search for further advices; Otherwise, we use $\kappa$ (see Table 5.3) to recursively search for further advices, and starts searching advice from the current aspect.

The $\kappa$ function processes the advice associated with a matching cut. The first clause in the definition processes conditional advices using the results of evalu-
5.2 Advice for Access Control with Logging

The function \([\text{cond}]\) evaluates its parameter (a boolean condition) in the expected way. The second clause deals with non-conditional advices which are either \textbf{proceed} or \textbf{break} advices. In the former case, the before actions and after actions sandwich a recursive call to \(\Phi\) to find further applicable aspects. In the latter case, the before actions are performed and \(\Phi\) is called recursively to find further applicable aspects taking care to record the fact that a \textbf{break} has been encountered (re-set \(\Phi\)’s \(f\) to \textbf{break}).

Note that we have to extend the \textit{do} function defined in Table 3.4 to cope with process \(P\) for remote evaluation and variable \(X\) for \textit{eval} action, which are introduced by the \textit{extract} function.

\[
\text{do}(X; P) = [P/X]
\]

Eventually, when all aspects in the aspect environment have been considered, the second clause of \(\Phi\) is invoked (see Table 5.3). If no \textbf{break} has been encountered, the underlined action is emitted, otherwise a \textbf{stop} is emitted. In the latter case, the program will terminate after all of the before actions have been executed.

5.2 Advice for Access Control with Logging

With the before and after actions, AspectK can express policy that requires logging actions. Here we will show an example based on the development of EHR system introduced in the previous chapters.

Let us loosen the restriction of the policy’s second part introduced in Section 3.3.4.2, which is inspired by [EB04].

\textit{Normally Nurses can only view recent medical records, but they can view past medical records for special purposes. In the latter case, the system must supply some form of logging for accesses and access attempts. The manager should be made aware of repeated attempts by a nurse to access information beyond his/her rights.}

To express this policy, we assume there exists a logging database (LogDB) that keeps track of special activities by tuples

\[
\langle \text{user, action, patient, recordtype, createdtime} \rangle
\]

The tuple records a user’s actions performed on a patient, who has a specific recordtype created at createdtime.

In order to capture the repeated attempts by nurses to access information beyond their rights, we need nurses to consume special tokens before they perform
special activities. Each nurse has a limited number of tokens within a certain period, mainly maintained by managers, which is stored in location TokenDB with tuples \((\text{user}, \text{token})\). Each user has a number of copies of the tuple \((\text{user}, \text{Token})\) in TokenDB, and they cannot be removed by other users (aspects for enforcing this are omitted). Once a nurse uses up his/her own tokens he/she can still perform the action, however, the activity will be sent to a location ManagerAlert so that managers will be notified by checking this location.

The aspect \(A_{p33}\) defined in Example 3.7 in Section 3.3.4.2 forbids any nurses’ attempts to read a past medical record. Here we replace it with aspects \(A_{p81}^{\text{read}}\) and \(A_{p82}^{\text{read}}\) to reflect the new policy. The only difference of these two new aspects are whether they capture an action when the user reads a specific patient’s medical record (with parameter \(\text{patient}\) in pointcut), or just reads a medical record without specifying patient name (with parameter \(!\text{patient}\) in pointcut).

\[
A_{p81}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read(patient, MedicalRecord, _, createdtime, _)}] @EHDB
\triangleq
\text{case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Recent)}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Past \land}
\text{ test(user, Token)@TokenDB)}
\text{ in (user, Token)@TokenDB}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ out (user, read, patient, MedicalRecord, createdtime)@LogDB}
\text{ case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Past \land}
\text{ \neg test(user, Token)@TokenDB)}
\text{ out (user)@ManagerAlert}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ out (user, read, patient, MedicalRecord, createdtime)@LogDB}
\text{ case (\neg test(user, Nurse)@RDB)}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ break}
\]

\[
A_{p82}^{\text{read}}[\text{user :: read(!patient, MedicalRecord, _, createdtime, _)}] @EHDB
\triangleq
\text{case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Recent)}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Past \land}
\text{ test(user, Token)@TokenDB)}
\text{ in (user, Token)@TokenDB}
\text{ proceed;}
\text{ out (user, read, patient, MedicalRecord, createdtime)@LogDB}
\text{ case (test(user, Nurse)@RDB \land createdtime = Past \land}
\text{ \neg test(user, Token)@TokenDB)}
\text{ out (user)@ManagerAlert}
\text{ proceed;}
\]
5.3 Open Joinpoints and Other Language Extensions

5.3.1 Open Joinpoints

Trapping an input (in or read in AspectKE and AspectK) action before a concrete tuple has been selected for input requires to cope with joinpoints that contain constructs for binding new variables (the notation !u is used in AspectKE and AspectK) – we call these open joinpoints. This is considerably more challenging than the closed joinpoints of traditional aspect-oriented language like AspectJ \cite{KHH01}. To be more concrete, when we trap a method call in AspectJ, we trap the actual call, i.e. the method name with its actual parameters, rather than the definition of the method, i.e. the method name with its formal parameters; in other words AspectJ traps closed joinpoints rather than open joinpoints.

In this dissertation, both AspectKE and AspectK provide mechanisms (integrated in their semantics) to handle open joinpoints, which exist in their common base language KLAIM. Because of the open joinpoints, we have put additional restrictions in order to correctly use our languages. These are integrated into the well-formedness conditions for these process calculi presented before. Otherwise free variables would occur in advice. In AspectK, the variables (in pointcut) that bind new variables (in a open joinpoint) can only be used in actions after the break or proceed. In AspectKE, the variables (in a pointcut) that bind
new variables (in a open joinpoint) can only be used in conditions that are combined with behavior analysis functions, for checking data flow among variables in joinpoints.

More generally, coordination languages are distinguished from object oriented languages and web service languages \cite{CM04} by their need to deal with open joinpoints. Similar considerations would apply if we were to incorporate aspects into process calculi that, like the \pi-calculus, allow a notion of open input (or input from the environment) but would not be necessary for calculi without this feature \cite{And01,BJJR04,JJR03,WZL03,Wan01}. This calls for considerable care in designing a notion of advice where input actions are trapped before a concrete tuple is selected for input.

5.3.2 Discussion About Other Extensions

We have shown how to extend the model of AspectKE (that traps actions) so that the two types of basic advice, \texttt{break} and \texttt{proceed}, can be equipped with actions before or after the advice (to obtain some of the benefits of \texttt{around} advice). Thus, we can perform common tasks such as logging which other AOP languages normally can do. We illustrate the usefulness of the design through an EHR example.

There are different views as to whether the actions generated by an advice should be subject to further advices. Throughout the development we have taken the view that this is indeed desirable. But it is straightforward to modify Table 5.3 to use underlined \texttt{before} and \texttt{after} actions to accommodate the alternative view.

We now discuss other possibilities of extending the current design of AspectK.

5.3.2.1 Types of Advice

We did consider the incorporation of an \texttt{ignore} advice, as is commonly expressible in AOP languages by the \texttt{around} advice, but we found this to be a challenging extension.

To illustrate the problems, consider the following advice

\[
\text{\texttt{A\textsc{Ignore}}[u :: \texttt{read}(l_v)@l_{\textsc{priv}}] \triangleq \texttt{ignore}}
\]

for simply ignoring inputs from a private location \(l_{\textsc{priv}}\). The problem with this definition is that it might trap a \texttt{read} action occurring in the following process 

\[
l :: \texttt{read}(l_w)@l_{\textsc{priv}}.\texttt{out}(w)@l_{\textsc{print}},
\]

which would then become 

\[
l :: \texttt{out}(w)@l_{\textsc{print}}
\]

and contains a free variable; however, our semantics does not ascribe meaning
to such processes. AspectJ does not have this problem, as it does not deal with open joinpoints.

Even a somewhat more useful advice

$$A \text{REDIRECT} [u :: \text{read}(v)@l_{\text{priv}}] \triangleq \text{ignore} \ u :: \text{read}(v)@l_{\text{sandbox}}$$

for redirecting inputs from a private location $l_{\text{priv}}$ to a sandbox $l_{\text{sandbox}}$ is problematic. Once again consider the program $l :: \text{read}(w)@l_{\text{priv}}.\text{out}(w)@l_{\text{print}}$ that is intended to become $l :: \text{read}(w)@l_{\text{sandbox}}.\text{out}(w)@l_{\text{print}}$. The problem is that our current notion of substitution does not achieve this effect: while we can bind $v$ to $w$ to obtain the substitution $[w/v]$, we would not normally let the substitution change the defining occurrence $!v$ in $u :: \text{read}(v)@l_{\text{sandbox}}$ to $!w$ so as to yield the desired $u :: \text{read}(w)@l_{\text{sandbox}}$.

This can be solved by suitable extensions of our approach; in particular we can introduce special variables, e.g. $\beta$, that can be substituted also in defining occurrences and write

$$A \text{REDIRECT} [u :: \text{read}(v)@l_{\text{priv}}] \triangleq \text{ignore} \ u :: \text{read}(\beta)@l_{\text{sandbox}}$$

Then the program $l :: \text{read}(w)@l_{\text{priv}}.\text{out}(w)@l_{\text{print}}$ would be correctly transformed to $l :: \text{read}(w)@l_{\text{sandbox}}.\text{out}(w)@l_{\text{print}}$.

### 5.3.2.2 Local or Global Advice

For simplicity we have taken an approach where all advices are given in advance and are global in scope. It would be worthwhile if we can introduce new advice while limit the scope of its applicability. Indeed, it might be natural to consider the aspect environment as distributed and associated with locations. In that case it is appropriate to define another version of newloc, with a newloc($u : \Gamma$) construct with inference rule,:

$$l :: \overline{\text{asp}} \text{newloc}(!u : \overline{\text{asp}}').P \rightarrow l :: \overline{\text{asp}}' P[l'/u] || l' :: \overline{\text{asp}}' 0 \quad \text{with} \ l' \ \text{fresh}$$

This would constitute a static treatment of scoped advice unlike the dynamic treatment in CaesarJ [AGMO06].

This would be useful when dealing with eval actions, defined with local advice. Then we might write an advice for executing a process in a sandbox as follows:

$$A_{\text{SANDBOX}} [u :: \overline{\text{asp}} \text{eval}(X)@l_{\text{sensitive}}] \triangleq \text{newloc}(!u_{l_{\text{sandbox}}} : \overline{\text{asp}}|A_{\text{BOXREAD}}[u :: \overline{\text{asp}}'. \text{out}(v)@u] \triangleq u :: \overline{\text{asp}}' \text{out}(v)@u_{l_{\text{sandbox}}}) \ \text{ignore} u :: \overline{\text{asp}} \text{eval}(X)@u_{l_{\text{sandbox}}}$$
When executing a program \( l::\langle asp \rangle \mathsf{eval}(P)@l_{\text{sensitive}}.P' \) the advice transforms it to a process that evaluates the process \( P \) in a confined location and redirects all outputs to a confined location.

Clearly a number of additional extensions can be contemplated. For example we might want to have more powerful pointcut languages that allow patterns to bind over a number of parameters (in order to avoid having separate advice for each arity of the operations) or gives priorities to advice.

5.3.2.3 Trapping Processes

One may wonder why not apply the same ideas developed in Chapter 4 to AspectK: trap a process (either the continuation process or a process to be sent remotely), and then use behavior analysis functions that directly analyze a process.

The reason is that if we allow before and after actions around \texttt{break} or \texttt{proceed}, a safe behavior analysis would be very difficult to achieve, since the processes trapped might execute more actions (inserted by aspects at runtime) than planned. This is an interesting direction for future work and will require more powerful program analyses than the behavior analyses presented in Chapter 4.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we presented AspectK, which is built on top of the basic AspectKE features introduced in Chapter 3. AspectK allows actions before and after \texttt{proceed} or \texttt{break}, which can benefit crosscutting activities such as logging, as the before, after, or even around advices do in other aspect-oriented programming languages. However, it is not trivial to add advice for ignoring or redirecting given actions due to the \textit{open joinpoints}, which commonly exists in coordination languages. On the contrary, the advanced features of AspectKE introduced in Chapter 4 provide various behavior analysis functions, and enable us to reason about the future execution of processes. This improves the capability of standard reference monitors which normally can only cope with history-based security policies. However, AspectKE does not allow actions before and after \texttt{proceed} or \texttt{break} as AspectK does. We argued it would be more challenging to support both extensions presented in Chapters 4 and 5 because a safe behavior analysis would require more advanced program analyses, and thus be difficult to develop. Yet we believe it would be interesting future work.
We have presented the AspectKE programming model in previous chapters and have shown it is useful to enforce a variety of security policies. Now we will bring the model into practice by building a programming language and runtime system based on it.

However, it is not practical to straightforwardly implement AspectKE’s original semantics, because it models computation as rewriting process descriptions. As rewriting substitutes variables, AspectKE can predict future behavior of a process from the current process description without tracking data flow in the past. However, this also means performing program analysis for each step of program execution, which causes huge runtime overhead. In other words, the behavior analysis functions are defined with the assumption that analyses must access the runtime state of every variable in continuation processes, thus a dynamic syntax-based program analysis (behavior analysis) is needed to evaluate each analysis function at runtime, which is not an appropriate model for checking the future behavior of processes in reality.

Regarding how to check the behavior of processes in practice, static analysis is a candidate technique as it could check a program before execution [Nec97,LY99]. For example, a runtime system of Java checks binary code before execution. This approach, however, has two limitations. First, it lacks flexibility - once the
analyses are developed, it is difficult to reuse them: the programmers cannot easily access the analysis results and (re)define security policies, because those analyses and security policies are normally integrated with a compiler and a runtime system of the language. The second is expressiveness: static analyses are sometimes too restrictive to accurately enforce security policies in practice, due to the fact that they have to approximate properties of a program. On the contrary, as another common technique to check process’s behavior, runtime monitoring is precise, yet comes at the price of execution time overhead and lacks the mechanism to look into future events. Our implementation relies on both static analysis and runtime monitoring approaches.

In this and the following chapters, we will present the design and practical implementation of the AspectKE* programming language, an AOP language based on a distributed tuple space system under the Java environment, which provides expressive language constructs to enforce basic as well as predictive access control policies. It is a proof-of-concept language that demonstrates practical and expressive language primitives for AspectKE along with an efficient implementation model. Our approach utilizes static analysis techniques to implement the language, but the language in return also effectively overcomes the limitations of static analysis raised above. Some of the main features of AspectKE* are as follows.

- It provides high-level program analysis predicates and functions that can be used as pointcuts in aspects, which enable programmers to easily express conditions based on future behavior of processes.

- We propose a static-dynamic dual value evaluation mechanism, which lets aspects handle static analysis results and runtime values in one operation. It enables programmers to specify policies’ static and dynamic conditions in a uniform manner.

- We propose an efficient implementation strategy that gathers static information for program analysis predicates and functions before execution, and at runtime performs merely look up operations, which minimizes the runtime overheads caused by program analysis predicates and functions.

In this chapter, we present a proof-of-concept programming language AspectKE* that is based on AspectKE presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We present the design (in Section 6.1) and usage of AspectKE* by developing a relative low-cost and much simpler system (compared with the more demanding and complex secure EHR workflow system which is partly illustrated in previous chapters), - a secure distributed chat system, as another application demonstrating the usefulness of the AspectKE programming model and AspectKE* programming language (in Section 6.2). We will focus on presenting the language features and
6.1 The AspectKE* Programming Language

AspectKE* programming language provides much more user-friendly and practical language constructs to program AspectKE model. First we present its syntax with brief explanations. The syntax is listed in Table 6.1 (explained in Section 6.1.1) and Table 6.2 (explained in Section 6.1.2).

6.1.1 Project, Location, Node and Process

Now we shall introduce the language constructs listed in Table 6.1 for base programs.

A program is the top-level programming concept in AspectKE*, which represents an individual network with all the computing components. It consists of a project declaration, several location declarations and a few entity declarations.

A project declaration (in project_decl) defines the name space of this program. All entities (in entity_decl_list) within a program are defined under the same name space: compiling the same entity declaration under a different project declaration will generate different runtime representations of the entity; An aspect will be enforced to nodes and processes only if this aspect is under the same name space.

A location declaration (in location_decl) defines pseudo (logical) identities for nodes in a program. Each pseudo identity associates with a unique physical ip address (and port number) when the program is instantiated at runtime.

An id (in id) is a string that consists of numbers, alphabetic characters, underlines etc. It normally represents the identity of a specific language construct. When in a format surrounded with quotation marks such as "abc", it represents a constant in type string with value abc.

A node declaration (in node_decl) consists of tuple declarations and a process call. A tuple starts with the keyword data, and a process call starts with keyword process followed by the name of the process and a list of parameters. Note that parallel processes can be instantiated at a node if they are directly called in a
process invoked by the node.

A *process declaration* (in process_decl) starts with keyword proc. Its formal parameter list contains two types of variables: location and string. The body of the process declaration is block, which starts with a list of sequential statements and followed by a block of statements to be executed in parallel (in par_block). A *sequential statement* (in stmt) can be a local variable declaration in a block, or an action of type out, in, read, eval and newloc, whose semantics are the same as those defined in AspectKE, which outputs a tuple, inputs a tuple (read and delete a tuple), reads a tuple, instantiates a process, and creates a new node. *Parallel statements* (in par_stmt) in a parallel block will be instantiated at the same time, which can be a process declared in the project, an anonymous process with merely one action, or an anonymous process that has a body block.

**Example 6.1** List 6.1 shows a Hello World program that demonstrates the basic usage of nodes and processes. In the program, a process at node Loc1 reads "hello" and "world" from its own tuple space and create a process at node Loc2 that outputs these words in a different order.

Line 1 declares the project name, Line 3 declares the logical locations in the program. Lines 5-13 define initial states of node Loc1 and Loc2. Node Loc1 consists of three tuples and one process. Node Loc2 is empty. Lines 15-20 define a process p1. Line 16 declares two local variables, which are bound to values by an input action. For example, the tuple ⟨baz,"word1",foo⟩ at Line 17 matches the tuple ⟨Loc2,"word1","hello"⟩ at node Loc1, and binds baz with Loc2, foo with "hello", respectively. Line 18 performs an in action, which reads a tuple ⟨Loc2,"word2","world"⟩ from Loc2 in a similar manner to read actions, but then removes the read tuple. Line 19 creates a process p2 with parameters "hello", "world" and Loc2 at node Loc2. The process p2 then executes two out actions that outputs "hello" and "world" onto the node "Loc2" in a different order.

After a successful execution of the program, node Loc1 contains tuples (Loc2, "word1", "hello") and (Loc1, "word1", "hello"); while node Loc2 shall contain tuples ("hello", "world") and ("world", "hello").

6.1.2 Aspects

Now we shall introduce the language constructs listed in Table 6.2 for aspects. An aspect (in aspect_decl) is formed by a name, a pointcut and a body that contains set declarations and an advice. In an aspect, all variables declared in the pointcut and set declarations can be used in the advice.
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program ::= project_decl location_decl_list entity_decl_list
entity_decl_list ::= \( \varepsilon \) | node_decl | process_decl | aspect_decl
| entity_decl_list entity_decl_list
project_decl ::= project id ;
location_decl_list ::= \( \varepsilon \) | location_decl | location_decl_list ; location_decl_list
location_decl ::= location id_list
id_list ::= id | id_list , id_list
id ::= string

node_decl ::= node id { tuple_decl_list process_call_init }
tuple_decl_list ::= \( \varepsilon \) | tuple_decl | tuple_decl ; tuple_decl
tuple_decl ::= data (id_list)
process_call_init ::= \( \varepsilon \) | process_call ;
process_call ::= process id (actual_param_list)
actual_param_list ::= \( \varepsilon \) | id | actual_param_list , actual_param_list

process_decl ::= proc id (formal_param_list) block
formal_param_list ::= \( \varepsilon \) | type id | formal_param_list , formal_param_list
type ::= location | string
block ::= { stmt par_block }
stmt ::= \( \varepsilon \) | variable_decl | action | stmt ; stmt
variable_decl ::= type id_list
action ::= out (id_list)@id | in (id_list)@id | read (id_list)@id
| eval (process_call)@id | newloc(id)
par_block ::= \( \varepsilon \) | parallel { par_stmt }
par_stmt ::= \( \varepsilon \) | process_call ; | action ; | block | par_stmt par_stmt

Table 6.1: AspectKE* Syntax - 1
Table 6.2: AspectKE* Syntax - 2

```
aspect_decl ::= aspect id { advice : pointcut { set_decl_list advice } }

pointcut ::= cut_action on target continuation

cut_action ::= out (cut_param_list) | in (cut_param_list)
            | read (cut_param_list) | eval (process id) | newloc(location)

cut_param_list ::= ε | cut_param | cut_param_list , cut_param_list

cut_param ::= id | bound type id | unbound type id | type

on ::= ε | & & on (bound location id) | & & on (id)

target ::= ε | & & target (bound location id) | & & target (id)

continuation ::= ε | & & continuation (process id)

set_decl_list ::= ε | set id = { set_el_list } | set_decl_list ; set_decl_list

set_el_list ::= ε | set_el | set_el_list , set_el_list

set_el ::= id | action_name | LVAR

action_name ::= OUT | IN | READ | EVAL | NEWLOC

advice ::= case_stmt | if_stmt

case_stmt ::= case_list default

case_list ::= ε | case bool_expr suggestion | case_list case_list

default ::= default suggestion

if_stmt ::= if bool_expr suggestion else else_stmt

else_stmt ::= if stmt | suggestion

suggestion ::= proceed ; | terminate ;

bool_expr ::= bool_expr || bool_expr | bool_expr & & bool_expr
            | ! bool_expr | (bool_expr) | id == id | id != id
            | element_of (set_el , set) | empty (set)
            | test (test_param_list)@id | beused (id, action_set, id)
            | beusedsafe (id, action_set, set, id)
            | exist (id, set) < bool_expr> | forall (id, set) < bool_expr>

test_param_list ::= ε | test_param | test_param_list , test_param_list

test_param ::= id | type

set ::= id | { set_el_list } | performed (id) | targeted (action_set, id)
      | union (set, set) | intersection (set, set)

action_set ::= { action_list }

action_list ::= ε | action_name | action_list , action_list
```
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```haskell
project helloworld;

location Loc1, Loc2;

node Loc1{
    data (Loc2, "word1", "hello");
    data (Loc2, "word2", "world");
    data (Loc1, "word3", "hi");
    process p1(Loc2);
}

node Loc2{
}

proc p1(location baz){
    string foo, bar;
    read(baz, "word1", foo}@Loc1;
    in(baz, "word2", bar}@Loc1;
    eval(process p2(foo, bar, baz))@baz;
}

proc p2(string foo, string bar, location baz){
    out(foo, bar}@Loc2;
    out(bar, foo}@baz;
}
```

Listing 6.1: Hello World Main Program

6.1.2.1 Pointcut

A pointcut (in pointcut) must clarify which join points it tries to capture, which is specified by conjuncting four pointcut predicates, namely cut_action, on, target and continuation. Note that all actions are potential join points in AspectKE*. The current implementation allows predicates in the pointcut to be connected by the & operator but not || nor !.

A pointcut matches a join point if all parameters in the first three predicates match the corresponding fields in a join point (the fourth predicate is not involved in the matching procedure). These parameters have two purposes: specify the matching rule of a join point, or expose the information of the actual parameters of a selected join point. Note that the information that can be associated with actual parameters is both dynamic and the pre-computed static data. The exact meaning of how the information is collected and used will be thoroughly discussed in the following part of the dissertation.
When capturing an `out`, `in` or `read` action, a cut action uses a `parameter list` (in `cut_param_list`) to match each field of a tuple. Only when the parameter list has the same length as the tuple, and all parameters matches their corresponding fields, can we say the parameter list matches a tuple. A `parameter` (in `cut_param`) can be a constant (id), which matches against a constant with the same value, a variable (with modifier `bound` or `unbound`), which matches against any constants by a `bound` variable and any variables by an `unbound` variable, or a don’t-care pattern (indicated by only specifying a `type`), which matches against any constants and variables. In any case, the parameter will only match a field with a same type. When the parameter is a variable (`bound` or `unbound`) and is matched, it will bind static as well as runtime information of the matching field, and this information can be used in the advice. We shall clarify this later.

When capturing an `eval` action, a cut action uses a process variable to directly bind the process to be evaluated in the join point action. When capturing a `newloc` action, a cut action matches a `newloc` action no matter what location will be generated.

The optional `on` and `target` predicates match and/or bind the locations a join point action is performing at and performing to, respectively. The matching rule is the same as a parameter matching a tuple’s field. They can be jointly used with `cut_action`.

The optional `continuation` predicate will not influence the matching result. It will simply bind a continuation process of a matched join point action.

### 6.1.2.2 Advice

It is possible to pre-define several sets in advice. The `element of a set` (in `set_el`) can be a constant, an action name or `LVAR` (a special reserved keyword for variables).

In the `advice` (in `advice`), either if-else statement (allowing “else if”) or case statement with `terminate` or `proceed` in the branches can be written. It allows only one advice declaration per aspect and there is only one kind of advice. It uses `boolean expression` (in `bool_expr`) to express conditions and uses `advice suggestion` (in `suggestion`) to describe an advice’s intervention to the matched join point: `proceed` will continue the execution of the join point while `terminate` will prohibit the execution of the current join point and its continuation processes.

The boolean expression is defined using classical boolean operators and boolean predicates such as: `element_of` (test whether a element belongs to a set), `empty` (test whether a set is empty), `exist` (test whether there is any element from a set satisfies a boolean condition) and `forall` (test whether all elements from a set
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate &amp; Function</th>
<th>The Return Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>performed(z)</td>
<td>the set of potential actions that process z will perform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeted(acts, z)</td>
<td>the set of destination locations that the actions in set acts of process z will target to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beused(v, acts, z)</td>
<td>true if variable v will be potentially used in any actions in set acts of process z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beusedsafe(v, acts, locs, z)</td>
<td>true if any potential action acts in process z that uses variable v is targeted only to locations in locs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Program Analysis Predicates and Functions

satisfy a boolean condition). The test predicate is used for testing whether a specified tuple currently exists in the tuple space of a checked location (similar to read action, but does not allow unbound variables defined in a parameter list). We shall discuss predicates beused and beusedsafe shortly.

The set (in set) is used in the boolean expression, which can be a name of a predefined set, an anonymous set, and union or intersection of two sets. We shall discuss set expressions performed and targeted shortly.

6.1.2.3 Program Analysis Predicates and Functions

We introduce language constructs called program analysis predicates and functions that predict future behavior of a program, and therefore are useful for enforcing predictive access controls that refer future events of a program.

Table 6.3 summarizes the predicates and functions, which allow for checking different properties of the future behavior of a continuation process; i.e., the rest of the execution from the current join point, or a process to be evaluated locally or remotely. In the table, z is the continuation process of the captured action. acts is a collection of action names such as IN and OUT. v is a variable (it shall be declared in the pointcut). locs is a collection of locations. When computing a predicate/function on process z, the results are collected from process z and all processes spawned by z. In Chapter 7, we explain the implementation of those predicates and functions by using static analysis.

**Example 6.2** To illustrate the basic usage of aspects, we will show a simple
aspect for the Hello World program introduced in Example 6.1. This aspect will terminate the execution of an eval action targeted at node Loc2 if the process to be executed remotely contains any out actions.

```plaintext
aspect helloworld_aspect{
  advice : eval (process y) &&
    on(bound location s) && target(Loc2){
      if (element_of(OUT, performed(y)))
        terminate ;
      else
        proceed ;
    }
}
```

Listing 6.2: Hello World Aspect

In this aspect, the pointcut matches the join point action at Line 19 in Listing 6.1. This is because when the eval action is performed at Line 19, variable baz has a value of Loc2, which matches the parameter of target predicate. Predicates eval and on do not put further restrictions on join point matching. When matched, they will bind variables with the actual parameters correspondingly, in this case the variable s will bind Loc1, while process variable y will bind process p2.

The advice is an if statement, and uses the program analysis function performed, which returns the set of actions that might be performed in process p2. In our case, this set will contain out actions (at Lines 23 and 24 of process p2 in Listing 6.1). Thus the element_of predicate is true and the aspect suggests to terminate the execution of eval action.

6.2 A Secure Distributed Chat Application

Enforcing security policies to a distributed system is challenging, especially when trusted components of a system have to work with untrusted ones. For example, while a user of a chat system trusts the programs running at the service provider’s computers, he or she may need to run a chat client program developed by an untrusted third-party. In such a case, we need to ensure that the untrusted program does not perform any malicious operations.

In this section, we show how AspectKE* can be used to enforce security policies for a distributed chat application that contains untrusted components.

6.2 A Secure Distributed Chat Application

6.2.1 Background: Distributed Chat System and Security Policies

6.2.1.1 Distributed Chat System

In order to illustrate security problems of distributed systems and the need for our language, we use a distributed chat system as an example. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the system, which consists of a server computer and a couple of users’ client computers. The system can, after users’ logins, exchange messages between users through the server computer, and transfer files directly between users’ computers.

In the system, the users (i.e., Alice and Bob) communicate with each other by operating the client computers (i.e., Client1 and Client2) through console devices. Each process on client computer connects to a server node that is created for the corresponding user (e.g., ServerAlice) on the server computer. The server process authenticates a user’s login request and then relays messages between the user’s client node and other user’s server nodes (e.g., ServerBob).

In the figure, a login procedure takes 6 steps, indicated by the arrows with number 1-6. (1) Alice makes a login request from Console1, which is observed by
Client1 as creation of a tuple of string "Login", the node of her server program (i.e., ServerAlice) and the password string that she typed in. (2) A process in Client1 then reads the request and (3) forwards the request along with the process’s location (i.e., Client1) to ServerAlice. (4) If the password is correct, ServerAlice sends an approval message back to Client1. (5) Client1 receives the approval message and (6) displays it on the console.

After a successful login, the login process continues to spawn several processes to handle requests from this user and other users, including a process for message sending, as shown at steps 7-9. (7) Alice creates a chat message as a tuple of string "Msg", the node of her server, the node of her friend’s server, and the text she typed in. (8) The process for sending messages will read this request and (9) deliver the chat message along with the process’s location to her server (which will forward it to the friend’s server). Another process is for transferring files, which (10) eventually sends a file directly to a friend’s client program after negotiating with the server processes. (This part is omitted in the dissertation.)

Besides these intentional steps, the figure also illustrates two malicious operations that might be embedded in the client processes, namely, (m1) leak of the user’s password. (m2) leak of the friendship between users.

### 6.2.1.2 Security Policies for the Chat System

We assume the following trust model for the chat system: the programs running on the server (namely ServerAlice and ServerBob) are trusted, while the programs running on Client1 and Client2 cannot be trusted, because the chat clients used are developed by a third-party. (Note that the consoles represent hardware devices, which shall be trusted.) The challenge is, how do we ensure the untrusted client programs cannot perform malicious operations.

First, we will set up security policies for the client programs, in order to clearly express what kinds of operations are considered as “malicious”. Among many possible policies, we focus on the following three access control security policies. The first one is simple, the other rest two are predictive access control policies based on future behavior of a program.

**Policy 1:** When a client program sends a message tagged with "Msg" to a server program, it must correctly identify the sender information.

At step 9, the client creates a tuple ⟨"Msg", ServerBob,"hi." , Client1⟩, whose fourth field must be the sender. This policy prevents processes at an other client nodes forging a chat message from Alice.
Policy 2: A process in a client node is allowed to receive a message tagged with "Msg" from the console, if it will not send further messages to any node other than this user’s server (that was assigned at the login procedure prior to the message).

For example, when Client1 receives a chat message sent from Alice to Bob (step 8), the continuation process can only output to Alice’s server node (ServerAlice). This policy prevents the malicious process to receive chat messages from which it can compose malicious messages that will leak a pair of sender and receiver information (step m2) to an eavesdropper.

Policy 3: A process in a client node is allowed to receive a message tagged with "Login" from the console, if the client program will keep secrecy of the passwords in the message. Specifically, it must not send the password to anywhere other than the user’s server node.

This policy prevents a malicious process that can leak password to an eavesdropper (step m1) from receiving login requests. Compared with Policy 2, this policy differs in that it concerns the messages that contain the password, while Policy 2 concerns any message. This is because some of the client process should be allowed to send messages to nodes besides the user’s server node, for example, to send a file directly to another client node (step 10).

6.2.2 Distributed Chat System in AspectKE*

Let us see a part of the implementation of the chat system in AspectKE*. Listing 6.3 shows the node definition for Client1, one process will be instantiated when creating this node. Listing 6.4 shows a process definition within node Client1 (or Client2) that handles user login requests. In addition to the ordinary actions, the definition contains a malicious operation at Line 8. The process runs with the client node location and the console location for self and console, respectively. Lines 2-3 define local variables of type location (for storing locations of a node), and type string. Line 5 is a in action that reads and removes a tuple. The action waits for a tuple in the client node (as specified by self), which consists of three values: string "Login", any location, and any string. When such a tuple is created, the action deletes it, assigns the second and third elements in the tuple to userserver and password, and continues the subsequent statements afterwards. For example, when Alice makes a login request, a tuple ⟨"Login",ServerAlice,"abc123"⟩ is created in Client1. Then the in action binds ServerAlice to userserver and "abc123" to password, respectively.
Line 6 creates a tuple in a node by an out action. It creates, for example, a tuple ⟨"Login","abc123", Client1⟩ in the ServerAlice node. Similarly, Lines 8, 10 and 11 correspond to step m1, 5 and 6 in Figure 6.1. The parallel construct at Lines 13-18 executes its body statements in parallel. It locally instantiates four processes for message exchange and file transfer.

```
1 node Client1{
2   process clientlogin(Client1, Console1);
3 }
```

Listing 6.3: Node Client1

```
1 proc clientlogin(location self, location console){
2   location userserver;
3   string password;
4
5   in("Login", userserver, password)@self;
6   out("Login", password, self)@userserver;
7
8   out(userserver, password)@Eavesdropper;
9
10  in("LoginSuccess", userserver)@self;
11  out("LoginSuccess")@console;
12
13  parallel{
14     clientsendmsg(self, userserver, console);
15     clientreceivemsg(self, userserver, console);
16     clientsendfile(self, userserver, console);
17     clientreceivefile(self, userserver, console);
18  }
19 }
```

Listing 6.4: Process clientlogin

Note that the program listed above is malicious due to Line 8, which leaks password information to an eavesdropper.

Now let us take a look at the process clientsendmsg in Listing 6.5, which also contains a malicious operation.

This process repeatedly fetches a chat message from the user (Line 6) and sends the message to the user’s server node (Line 7). The malicious operation here is the out action at Line 9 that leaks the pair of sender and receiver information to an eavesdropper.
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6.2.3 Security Aspects for Distributed Chat System

In this section, we will demonstrate how AspectKE* enforces the above three policies. In particular, we will show how program analysis predicates and functions can be used to enforce predictive access control policies (Policy 2 and 3).

6.2.3.1 Ensuring Correct Origin (Policy 1)

We will first show an aspect that enforces Policy 1, a basic access control policy. This policy requires that any out action of "Msg" message to a server node, like the one at Line 7 in Listing 6.5, should give the process's own location as the fourth element of the message.

Listing 6.6 defines the aspect that enforces this policy. It comprises its name ensure_origin, a pointcut (Lines 2-3) and advice body (Lines 4-8).

```plaintext
1 aspect ensure_origin{
2      advice: out("Msg",location,string,bound location client)
3         &&on(bound location s)&&target(bound location uid){
4             if(element_of(uid, {ServerAlice, ServerBob}) && s!=client)
5                 terminate;
6             else
7                 proceed;
8         }
9 }
```

Listing 6.6: Aspect for Ensuring the Correct Origin
Lines 2-3 define a pointcut that captures an \texttt{out} action targeted any node, where the \texttt{out} action can be performed by any process on any node. The parameters of the \texttt{out} predicate specify the values in the tuple that is to be sent by the \texttt{out} action, namely that the first element is "\texttt{Msg}" , the second is any location, the third is any string, and the fourth is any location. Predicates \texttt{on} and \texttt{target} take the value of the captured process's location and destination of the action respectively. When it matches, the values of the process location, target location, and the values in the tuple to be sent, are bound to the variables in the pointcut. When a client process on \texttt{Client1} executes \texttt{out("Msg",ServerBob,"Hello",Client1)@ServerAlice}, \texttt{Client1}, \texttt{Client1} and \texttt{ServerAlice} are bound to variables \texttt{uid}, \texttt{s} and \texttt{uid}, respectively.

Lines 4-8 are the body of the advice that terminates a process if the target location of the \texttt{out} action (\texttt{uid}) is either \texttt{ServerAlice} or \texttt{ServerBob}, and the fourth element of the tuple (\texttt{client}) is not the location on which the process is running (\texttt{s}). The \texttt{terminate} statement terminates the process that is attempting to perform the \texttt{out} action. Otherwise, the advice performs \texttt{proceed} statement that continues the process.

### 6.2.3.2 Protecting Chat Information (Policy 2)

Listing 6.7 shows an aspect that enforces Policy 2 by exploiting the program analysis functions.

```java
aspect protect_message{
  advice : in ("Msg", bound location uid , location , string) &&
    on (bound location s) && target (bound location client) &&
    continuation (process z){
      if (element_of (client , {Client1 , Client2}) &&
        ! forall (x , targeted (\{OUT\},z)<x==uid>))
        terminate;
      else
        proceed;
    }}
```

Listing 6.7: Aspect for Protecting Chat Information

In the aspect, the pointcut at Line 2 captures the \texttt{in} action in \texttt{clientsendmsg} (Line 6 of Listing 6.5). The \texttt{in} action receives a request of sending a text message. When the pointcut matches, values \texttt{ServerAlice}, \texttt{Client1} and \texttt{Client1} are bound to variables \texttt{uid}, \texttt{s} and \texttt{client} respectively. Note that the predicate \texttt{continuation} captures the rest of the process, which is bound to variable \texttt{z}.

The condition at Lines 5 and 6 checks whether the action reads from a client
node, and the continuation process only sends messages to the user’s server node, which is specified by the second element in the tuple.

The condition at Line 6 demonstrates the use of a program analysis function. First, the function \texttt{targeted}\{\texttt{OUT}\},z\} returns all the destinations of \texttt{out} actions in process \texttt{z}. In the example, the destinations are \texttt{userserver} and \texttt{Eavesdropper}. Then the expression $\forall(x,...)<x==uid>$ checks if all the destination locations are the user’s server node (uid).

The expression also demonstrates our \textit{dual value evaluation mechanism} for uniformly performing static and dynamic checking. Since the advice runs at an \texttt{in} action, the destinations of future \texttt{out} actions might not be computed when the advice is being executed. In AspectKE*, the expression $x==uid$ holds true either when the destination $x$ of a future \texttt{out} action is predicted to have the same value as the one that is captured as uid, or when a future \texttt{out} action has a constant target location, which happens to be the same one in uid. Therefore, when advice captures the following action:

\begin{verbatim}
in("Msg", userserver, friendsserver, text )@self
\end{verbatim}

where the value of \texttt{userserver} is \texttt{ServerAlice}, the expression $x==uid$ holds for the destination of the following future action:

\begin{verbatim}
out("Msg", friendsserver, text, self )@userserver
\end{verbatim}

because $x$ and $uid$ capture variables that have data flow between them (in fact, they are the same variable in this case). The expression $x==uid$ does not hold for the future action:

\begin{verbatim}
out( userserver, friendsserver )@Eavesdropper
\end{verbatim}

because $x$ is a constant location \texttt{Eavesdropper}, which is different from the runtime value in $uid$, namely \texttt{ServerAlice}. This hybrid interpretation is useful when a client program replaces the malicious code – Line 9 in Listing 6.5– with the following operation, to backup messages for Alice\footnote{We use the if construct for readability, which has to be encoded into tuple operations in our current implementation of AspectKE*}:

\begin{verbatim}
if ( userserver==ServerAlice ){
    out("MsgBackup",console, self , friendserver, text ) @ServerAlice ;
}
\end{verbatim}

The aspect in Listing 6.7 will suggest \texttt{proceed} at Line 6 in Listing 6.5 when Alice executes the modified client program, however, it will \texttt{terminates} the \texttt{in} action when users other than Alice executes this client program. The is due to
the different comparison results between the runtime value bound to uid, and
the unique static value (ServerAlice) collected from the out action by program
analysis function targeted.

6.2.3.3 Protecting Passwords (Policy 3)

Listing 6.8 demonstrates the use of another program analysis predicate beused-
safe. This aspect enforces Policy 3. Compared with Policy 2, this policy termi-
nate a process if particular data, but not the whole tuple, is potentially output
to an untrusted place. It requires more complicated analyses that can simulta-
neously track the flow of variables and the flow of potential target locations. In
AspectKE*, this can be achieved simply by using the beusedsafe predicate².

```
1 aspect protect_password{
2     advice: in("Login", unbound location uid, unbound string pw)
3         && on(bound location s) && target(bound location client)
4         && continuation(process z) {
5             if (element_of(client, {Client1, Client2}) &&
6                 ! beusedsafe(pw, {OUT}, {uid}, z))
7                 terminate;
8             else
9                 proceed;
10         }
11 }
```

Listing 6.8: Aspect for Protecting Password

The aspect matches an in action (like the one that receives a login request at
Line 5 in Listing 6.4), and checks if the continuation process sends the password
only to the user’s server (like the action at Line 6) but not to other locations
(like the action at Line 8).

The pointcut of this aspect uses the unbound modifier for some of its parameters.
The unbound modifier means that the variables are not bound to any value
before the action is performed. (Note that an in action is used to retrieve a
tuple.) When a client performs an in action (Line 5 in Listing 6.4) with a
"Login" tag, the pointcut in Listing 6.8 matches it and binds Client1 to both s
and client. It also records that variables uid and pw in the aspect are connected
to variables userserver and password in the client process. Since the variables in
the client do not have values at the beginning of the in action, the variables in
the aspect are considered to have potential values that will be stored to those
variables in future.

²AspectKE don’t have similar analysis operators to enforce such kinds of policies.
6.3 Highlight of the Language Features

The body of the advice first checks if the targeted location of in action is one of the clients (at Line 5 in Listing 6.8), and if the password is sent to locations other than the user’s server node in the continuation process (at Line 6). Here, the `beusedsafe` predicate checks, if the continuation process \( z \) that uses \( pw \) (password) in any out action has \( uid \) (userserver) as the destination. If it does not (note the negation operator before the predicate), the aspect terminates the client process. Since Client1 will send the password to Eavesdropper (at Line 8), the aspect will terminate the process at the in action at Line 5.

Note that the predicate can check the condition even though variables \( pw \) and \( uid \) are not bound when the advice runs. This is because the variables denote the potential values they will be bound to in future. These potential values in the continuation process are collected via interprocedural data-flow analysis, a type of static analysis which we explain in details in Chapter 7. Briefly speaking, this analysis can collect data flow information of variables within and among processes. For example, we can detect that `userserver`, assigned by the in action (at Line 5 in Listing 6.4), will be used not only within the continuation process of the same process (Lines 6, 8, 10 of process `clientlogin` in Listing 6.4), but also will in the processes spawned by this process, e.g., (at Line 6, 7 and 9 of process `clientsendmsg` in Listing 6.5).

6.3 Highlight of the Language Features

Although AOP is known as a promising approach to implement separately security concerns (e.g., [WJP02]), we find three problems in the existing approaches when designing and implementing practical programming languages that can enforce the above-mentioned policies in Section 6.2.1.2. Below, we will state these problems and highlight our solutions that have been presented in Section 6.2.3.

6.3.1 Predicting Control- and Data-flows

Many of existing AOP languages including AspectJ cannot apply aspects based on control and data flow from current execution point (or, the join point), which are required to implement Security Policies 2 and 3. Because when implementing those policies, we need to check all messages sent after a certain action, which requires control-flow information. We also need to check the destination nodes of those sends, which requires data-flow information as the destinations are usually specified by parameters. In addition, Policy 3 requires data-flow information for passwords to check if the message sends contain passwords.
Most existing AOP languages can only use merely past and current information available at the join point, but not future behavior of a program, in order to trigger execution of aspects. For example, \texttt{cflow} [KHH+01], \texttt{dflow} [MK03], and \texttt{tracematches} [AAC+05] are AOP constructs in AspectJ-like languages that trigger execution of aspects based on calling-context, data-flow, and execution history, respectively, in the past execution. Those constructs would be useful to implement some of the security policies like Policy 1, but not so for Policies 2 and 3. A few AOP languages propose mechanisms by which aspects can be triggered by control flow of a program in the future, e.g, \texttt{pcflow} [Kic03] and \texttt{transcut} [SMH09], however, to use them for enforcing Policies 2 and 3 is difficult, due to their incapability to expose data-flow information in the future.

AspectKE* approach is to perform static control and data-flow analysis of processes to be executed, and provide a set of practical and expressive predicates and functions that extract information on future behavior of a continuation process from the analysis (or the proceeded execution, to follow the AOP’s terminology).

6.3.2 Ease of Description of Policies

Even though several AOP extensions [AM07, OMB05, CN04, KRH04] offer the means of predicting future behavior, it is not easy to describe security policies in those extended languages because users have to deal with low-level information. For example, Josh [CN04], LogicAJ [KRH04], and SCoPE [AM07] allow users to define a pointcut that uses results of a static program analysis. However, users have to write programs that analyze bytecode or source program, which is not an easy task. Though a library of typical analysis functions might help, currently there are no such libraries available.

The AspectKE* approach provides several high-level predicates and functions that give basic information on a program’s future behavior. Users can then easily combine those predicates and functions for implementing security policies, and utilize the analysis results for specifying different security policies.

6.3.3 Combining Static and Dynamic Conditions

In order to implement security policies, we need to check both static and dynamic conditions, which existing approaches cannot support elegantly. For example, consider conformity of the following code fragment with Policy 2 and refer to the steps in Figure 6.1.
6.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have presented the language design of AspectKE* and illustrated how to enforce security policies, especially the ones based on future behavior to a distributed chat system containing malicious processes. We also highlighted the language features that distinguish AspectKE* from other aspect-oriented programming languages.

In the next chapter we will explain how runtime system is developed to support the language design. We will focus on discussing how static analysis is performed and integrated into aspects efficiently.
We implemented a prototype compiler and runtime system for AspectKE*, which are publicly available\cite{1}. The compiler is written in 1618 lines of code on top of the ANTLR and StringTemplate frameworks. The runtime system is a Java package consisting of an analyzer and an interpreter. It is built on top of the Klava package \cite{BDP02}, with 6506 lines of Java code.

In this chapter, Section 7.1 overviews our implementation, and highlights the mechanism that efficiently evaluates program analysis functions and predicates, and the dual value evaluation mechanism that combines evaluation of static and runtime information. Section 7.2 presents the AspectKlava runtime system, which can be used to program an aspect-oriented tuple space system in Java. AspectKlava also serves as the runtime system of AspectKE*. Section 7.3 presents the interprocedural data-flow analysis on Java bytecode of AspectKlava processes, and how it provides support for runtime evaluation of program analysis predicates and functions.
7.1 Overview of the System

Figure 7.1 shows an overview of our implementation. The compiler generates a Java class for each node and process defined in the given base code. At this stage, aspects are translated into Java classes independently from the base code. The weaving [MKD03,PGA02] process is carried out by the interpreter at runtime so that new aspects can be added to a running system without restarting.

The analyzer extracts, from a set of Java bytecode, program facts via a context-insensitive interprocedural data-flow analysis on Java bytecode that is implemented on top of ASM [BLC02]. The interpreter uses the program facts for evaluating program analysis predicates and functions. Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 explain the mechanism at conceptual level, while Section 7.2 and 7.3 elaborate with more technical materials for a deep understanding the mechanism.

The architecture fits well the execution model of Klava which supports code mobility. Creation of a process at a remote node, e.g., eval(process p)@node, in Klava, sends only a Java class file that implements the process p to node. As the source code of the mobile process is not runtime available to a remote node, we let the analyzer perform program analysis on the Java bytecode format of a process instead. In the above example, the bytecode instructions of process p will be analyzed, before its execution, when it arrives at node.

1http://www.graco.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ppp/projects/aspectklava.en
7.1 Overview of the System

7.1.1 Efficient Evaluation of Program Analysis Predicates and Functions

In principle, evaluation of program analysis functions and predicates would take place at runtime as they appear inside an advice body. A naive implementation that performs runtime program analysis (as the AspectKE execution model) is, however, not practical due to unacceptable runtime overhead.

Our implementation avoids the runtime overhead by separating execution of the program analysis from evaluation of program analysis predicates and functions. When the runtime system loads the definition of a process, it analyzes the definition and extracts program facts for each (shadow [MKD03] of) action in the process. Later on, the advice body uses the program facts for evaluating program analysis predicates and functions.

Note that our approach analyzes each process definition only once no matter how many aspects are applied to (any) actions in the process, and no matter how many program analysis predicates and functions are used and evaluated. In this way we minimize the overhead of the expensive program analysis.

A program fact is not a cached result of a program analysis predicate or function, but is more primitive information about the program. Each program fact (of an action in a process) consists of the following three data:

- the actions (e.g., out) that will be executed by the remaining process,
- the destination locations specified as the destinations of actions in the remaining process, and
- predicted data-flow information called pdflow that represents, for each parameter of an action, where it will be used in actions that use the same parameter in the remaining process.

7.1.2 Dual Value Evaluation Mechanism

Our language supports static and dynamic conditions in one expression by binding both static and runtime information to each variable in a pointcut. Additionally, a runtime value can be compared with values obtained by static analysis. Here, we illustrate AspectKE*'s underlying dual value evaluation mechanism.

A predicted data-flow (pdflow) is represented by a set of useIDs, which identifies the positions of the parameters in a process. In other words, each variable used in an action is represented by a useID, and is associated with a set of useIDs that
predicts its data flow in the future. *Destination locations* are also represented by *useIDs* because they are part of the future data flow.

A *useID* is a pair of integers \((actionIx, paramIx)\), where \(actionIx\) identifies an action in a process, and \(paramIx\) indicates the parameter position of a variable in the action.

The *useIDs* are also used to check equality between a value captured from a join point \(u\) and a value obtained from program analysis functions \(x\) (e.g., \(<x==uid>\) at Line 6 in Listing 6.7) where \(x\) represents a variable in a future action. In this case, an equality expression \(<u==x>\) judges if, when the process resumes, the variables represented by \(u\) and \(x\) will potentially have the same value.

In the following paragraphs, we explain how the condition at Line 6 in Listing 6.7 is evaluated with respect to process *clientsendmsg* in Listing 6.5 (except for the last *eval* action) by using the *useIDs*.

**Labeling action parameters at compile-time.** The compiler labels each parameter of the action in a process with either a unique *useID* or a constant when translating the AspectKE* source code to Java bytecode. The labeled actions are shown below.

```java
1 | in("Msg","Msg",userserver\(^{(1,2)}\),friendserver\(^{(1,3)}\),text\(^{(1,4)}\))
2 | @self\(^{(1,0)}\);
3 | out("Msg","Msg",friendserver\(^{(2,2)}\),text\(^{(2,3)}\),self\(^{(2,4)}\))
4 | @userserver\(^{(2,0)}\);
5 | out(userserver\(^{(3,1)}\),friendserver\(^{(3,2)}\),text\(^{(3,3)}\))
6 | @Eavesdropper\(^{Eavesdropper}\);
```

If a constant is given directly as a parameter, it is labeled with the constant itself. Otherwise, a parameter is labeled with a *useID* that is unique within the process.

**Extracting the program facts at load-time.** When a node loads a process at runtime, the analyzer extracts the program facts for each action in the process and those processes under the control flow of this process.

The flow information *pdflow* for the *userserver* at in action, namely *pdflow*\(_{in}\) contains \(\{(1,2),(2,0),(3,1)\}\) because *userserver* is used as the destination of the first *out* action and the first parameter of the second *out* action. *pdflows* for other parameters and those in the two *out* actions are created similarly.

The destination locations are computed with the help of *pdflow*. The analyzer first collects the set of *useIDs* and constants used as the destinations of actions,
and then replaces each useID in the set with the first useID in the pdflow that contains it. For example, the destination location for the in action, namely $ploc_{in}$, becomes $\{(\text{OUT}, (1, 2)), (\text{OUT}, \text{Eavesdropper})\}$. This is because the useID for the first out action’s destination is $\langle 2, 0 \rangle$, which belongs to $pdflow_{in}$ whose first element is $\langle 1, 2 \rangle$.

Runtime pointcut matching and equality evaluation. When a node executes the in action at Line 6 in Listing 6.5, the pointcut in aspect `protect_message` in Listing 6.7 matches, and the condition `forall(x, targeted\{\text{OUT}, z\}) <x==uid>` is checked. Here, uid binds two things: one is a value of either Server-Alice or Server-Bob, and the other is the useID of the second parameter of this in join point action, namely $useID_{uid, in}$, i.e., $\langle 1, 2 \rangle$. $z$ binds the continuation process which yields, for `targeted\{\text{OUT}, z\}`, $\{(\text{OUT}, \text{Eavesdropper})\}$ by simply referencing $ploc_{in}$.

The interpreter checks for each element $x$ in $\{(\text{OUT}, \text{Eavesdropper})\}$ whether $x$ is equal to uid, by comparing the uid’s value (Server-Alice or Server-Bob) and useID ($useID_{uid, in}=\langle 1, 2 \rangle$). When $x$ is $\langle 1, 2 \rangle$, the equality holds because $useID_{uid, in}$ is used. When $x$ is Eavesdropper, the equality fails when it is compared against a runtime value.

### 7.2 AspectKlava Runtime System

In this section, we present the runtime system of AspectKE*: the AspectKlava Java package. AspectKlava is built on top of the Klava package \textcite{BDP02}, a Java implementation of the KLAIM process calculus \textcite{DFP98}. Klava offers intuitive Java interfaces, classes and methods to program the KLAIM programming model, which supports all core programming concepts from KLAIM, such as nodes, processes and actions. AspectKlava focuses on extending the existing Klava packages to support the additional aspect-oriented programming paradigm. In particular, it provides a sub-package that implements an analyzer which performs static analysis on the bytecode format of AspectKlava processes. This sub-package is built on top of the ASM \textcite{BLC02} analysis framework. ASM is a light-weight all-purpose Java bytecode manipulation and analysis framework.

The AspectKlava runtime system requires the following Java packages: AspectKlava, Klava, IMC \textcite{BDNF+04} and ASM. From AspectKE* source code, the AspectKE* compiler first generates a Java source program that relies on

\footnote{IMC is a Java framework for implementing distributed applications possibly with code mobility, the latest Klava is built on top of it.}
these packages, which then can automatically be compiled into executable Java bytecode.

Below, we introduce the design of the AspectKlava package for user to better understand the key techniques used for implementing the runtime system for AspectKE*, to better understand the program generated by AspectKE* compiler, to directly program the AspectKE programming model in Java, or extend the package with other advanced functionality. Some of the classes introduced will be analyzed in the following Section 7.3, where we exhibit how static analysis is developed and integrated in AspectKlava.

7.2.1 Tuples and Tuple Spaces

AspectKlava directly utilizes the implementation of tuple and tuple space in Klava. Here we briefly introduce its basic usage.

In an action, the operated tuple is formed by fields that are either an actual field (e.g. constant value) or a formal field (e.g. non-initialized variable). Note that two additional types of fields can be used in aspects, which will be explained shortly.

The class Tuple includes methods for tuple-relevant operations, such as creation of tuples, tuple matching etc. To create a Tuple, an easy way is to create an empty tuple and then append different fields in sequence.

Actions can use pattern-matching to select tuples from a tuple space: Two tuples match each other if they have the same number of fields and each corresponding field matches: formal fields match any actual field of the same type, and two actual fields match if they have the same actual value.

The interface TupleItem in Klava package is used to define concrete types of tuple fields.

```java
public interface TupleItem extends java.io.Serializable {
    public boolean isFormal(); //whether this item is formal
    public void setValue(Object o); //to set the value of this item
    public boolean equals(Object o); //whether they are equal
    public Object duplicate(); //duplicate an item
}
```

The package Klava provides several wrapper classes for standard data types such as KString (string type), LogicalLocality (location type) and KlavaProcessVar (process type) that implement this interface.

**Example 7.1** Listing 7.1 illustrates the basic usage of tuple.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><code>KString f1 = new KString(&quot;Location&quot;);</code> // actual declaration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><code>LogicalLocality f2 = new LogicalLocality();</code> // formal declaration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><code>Tuple t1 = new Tuple();</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><code>t1.add(f1);</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><code>t1.add(f2);</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><code>Tuple t2 = new Tuple();</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><code>t2.add(new KString(&quot;Location&quot;);)</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><code>t2.add(new LogicalLocality(&quot;Alice &quot;);)</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><code>t2.match(t1);</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><code>System.out.println(&quot;s now is: &quot;+f2);</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 7.1: Tuple and Pattern-Matching (in AspectKlava)

At Line 11, variable f2 (declared at Line 2) will be bound with Alice through pattern-matching.

Tuple spaces store tuples. Interface TupleSpace defines basic method for tuple operations such as out, in action etc. Class TupleSpaceVector is provided by Klava as the implementation of TupleSpace, which is also internally used in the AspectKlava.

### 7.2.2 Localities

AspectKlava uses similar infrastructure to Klava to handle localities which refer to nodes of a net. There are two kinds of localities:

- physical localities (class PhysicalLocality) identify nodes in a real network (e.g. IP address and port number).

- logical localities are symbolic names for nodes (aliases for network resources). Class LogicalLocality is used in the main program, while ALoc- icalLocality is used in the aspect program.

Each node registers to a name server a unique logical locality for processes running on those nodes. The name server automatically translates the logical localities into physical localities when needed. For example, when a tuple is outputted to a node that is identified by its logical locality, this tuple can always be delivered to the actual physical locality of the destination node.
7.2.3 Nodes

In AspectKlava, each node extends class AKlavaNode and defines its own tuple space and processes. AKlavaNode itself extends class KlavaNode from the Klava package, and provides only one constructor, to force a user to register with its own symbolic name (i.e., logical locality) to a name server.

```java
public AKlavaNode(PhysicalLocality server, LogicalLocality logicalLocality) throws Exception
```

When creating a node, a pool of aspects (Vector<Aspect>) are initialized and bound to the node. The aspects will be furthered attached to the node and monitor processes executing on it. The process could be either locally instantiated by this node or remotely instantiated by other nodes.

The actions in the AspectKE programming model are normally executed by processes (which shall be monitored by aspects). We provide several methods in nodes which are not controlled by aspects, denoted with symbol "a" in front of the actions.

```java
public void aout(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void ain(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void aread(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void aeval(AKlavaProcess aklavaProcess, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void anewloc(LogicalLocality freshlocality) throws KlavaException;
```

Methods aout, ain, aread take parameters tuple and destination, which are useful for transmitting tuples among different nodes; method aeval is useful for executing a process AklavaProcess on a local or remote site. Method anewloc takes a parameter freshlocality which is bound with the actual logical locality of a newly created node.

These methods are intended to be used for privileged users to perform special tasks, while their localized version such as:

```java
public void aout(Tuple tuple) throws KlavaException;
public void aeval(AKlavaProcess aklavaProcess) throws KlavaException;
```

are used for initializing tuple space and processes when creating a node. Method aeval initiates a process (subclass of AklavaProcess) to itself, while method aout can be used to initialize tuples to its own tuple space.

As already mentioned earlier, a special node for name server has to be set up to do the name resolution job in AspectKlava net. We use LogicalNet (a subclass of KlavaNode, provided by Klava package) to create this name server node. All
other nodes (subclass of AKlavaNode) can use the constructor shown above to automatically register to this server when instantiating the node.

**Example 7.2** This example will illustrate how to construct a chat application net presented in Section 6.2 (Listing 7.2), and will show functional components of the net: node definitions of Node_ServerAlice (Listing 7.3) and Node_Client1 (Listing 7.4).

```
1  PhysicalLocality server = new PhysicalLocality("tcp−127.0.0.1:9999");
2  /* Initialize name server node */
3  new LogicalNet(server);
4
5  LogicalLocality loc;
6
7  loc = new LogicalLocality("ServerAlice");
8  /* Initialize node ServerAlice, connect it to name server node */
9  new Node_ServerAlice(server, loc);
10
11  loc = new LogicalLocality("Client1");
12  /* Initialize node Client1, connect it to name server node */
13  new Node_Client1(server, loc);
```

Listing 7.2: Part of the Net for Chat Application (in AspectKlava)

At Listing 7.2 Line 1, following the syntax of IMC session identifiers [BDNF+04], server is declared and defined as a physical locality: tcp-127.0.0.1:9999, which indicates tcp is the protocol used for the server, 127.0.0.1 is its ip address, 9999 is the port number the server listens to. In AspectKlava, we always specify physical localities with format: tcp-<ip>:=<port>. Line 3 creates the name server node for our chat application, while Lines 9 and 13 create two function nodes for the application.

Note that Listing 7.2 shows a program that instantiates the chat application only at one computer, which is a special case as different nodes can start the application at different computers.

```
1  public class Node_ServerAlice extends AKlavaNode {
2      public Node_ServerAlice(PhysicalLocality server, LogicalLocality logicalLocality )
3          throws Exception {
4              super(server, logicalLocality );
5              startDB();
6              startProc();
7          }
8
9      public void startDB() throws KlavaException{
10          Tuple t1 = new Tuple();
11          t1.add(new KString("Password"));
12          t1.add(new KString("abc123"));
```
In Listing 7.3 and 7.4, both classes Node_ServerAlice and Node_Client1 extend AKlavaNode, which can be directly generated from AspectKE* node definitions. For example, Node_Client1 can be obtained from Listing 6.3 by using the AspectKE* compiler. In these nodes, the startDB method initializes the tuple space of a node. For example, Lines 10-13 in Listing 7.3 output a tuple regarding the password to Node_ServerAlice; while Lines 9-10 in Listing 7.4 declare an empty tuple space for Node_Client1; the startProc method is used to instantiate a process on a node. For example, Lines 12-16 in Listing 7.4 start a Process_clientlogin at Node_Client1.

7.2.4 Processes

Processes consist of actions that operates on tuples. Each process extends the abstract class AKlavaProcess, which has to define the following abstract method:
public abstract void AexecuteProcess() throws KlavaException;

In order to define actions for a process, the following primitive methods from class AKlavaProcess can be invoked and used in this abstract method. These methods (actions) will be monitored by aspects assigned to the node where the process is currently running:

public void out(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void in(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void read(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void eval(AKlavaProcess aklavaProcess, LogicalLocality destination) throws KlavaException;
public void newloc(LogicalLocality freshlocality) throws KlavaException;

Note that Klava has two types of processes: ordinary processes (subclass of KlavaProcess) and privileged processes. An ordinary process has mobile capability (to be executed at remote nodes) and could perform all types of actions except for newloc (newloc can only be performed by privileged processes). Privileged processes, on the other hand, don’t have mobile capability – this is Klava design decision. In AspectKlava, we follow the AspectKE programming model and do not differentiate privileged processes from ordinary processes. AKlavaProcess extends KlavaProcess and equips additional newloc functionality. Therefore subclasses of AKlavaProcess can perform all types of actions and also preserve mobile capability.

We have briefly mentioned in Section 7.1.2 that our dual value evaluation mechanism requires to label parameters of actions at compile-time, and assigns each parameter in a process with a unique useID (a pair of integers \(\langle\text{actionIx}, \text{paramIx}\rangle\)). \text{paramIx} can be internally calculated according to the relative position of the parameter in an action. Here we have to explicitly assign \text{actionIx} to each action in a process when compiling from AspectKE* source code. Therefore we provide another version of the five action methods where an additional \text{paramIx} parameter is added. For example,

```java
class Process_clientsendmsg extends AKlavaProcess {
    public void out(Tuple tuple, LogicalLocality destination, int internalnum)
        throws KlavaException;
```

this method will in the end invoke the first version of out method which does not contain the third parameter.

**Example 7.3** Listing 7.5 defines process Process_clientsendmsg (compiled from Listing 6.5). Lines 22, 29, 34 and 37 declare four actions with assigned \text{actionIx}. We will describe how to analyze the bytecode instructions of this process in Section 7.3.
LogicalLocality self;
LogicalLocality userserver;
LogicalLocality console;

public Process clientsendmsg(LogicalLocality self, LogicalLocality userserver,
                          LogicalLocality console) throws KlavaException {
    this.self = self;
    this.userserver = userserver;
    this.console = console;
}

public void AexecuteProcess() throws KlavaException {
    LogicalLocality friendserver = new LogicalLocality();
    KString text = new KString();
    Tuple t1 = new Tuple();
    t1.add(new KString("Msg"));
    t1.add(userserver);
    t1.add(friendserver);
    t1.add(text);
    in(t1, self, 1);

    Tuple t2 = new Tuple();
    t2.add(new KString("Msg"));
    t2.add(friendserver);
    t2.add(text);
    t2.add(self);
    out(t2, userserver, 2);

    Tuple t3 = new Tuple();
    t3.add(userserver);
    t3.add(friendserver);
    out(t3, new LogicalLocality("Eavesdropper"), 3);

    AKlavaProcess p_clientsendmsg = new Process_clientsendmsg(self, userserver, console);
    eval(p_clientsendmsg, self, 4);
}

Listing 7.5: Process clientsendmsg (in AspectKlava)
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7.2.5 Aspects

Data types in Aspects Here we introduce data types used in aspects, which implement the interface ATupleItem and extend the main program’s corresponding data type. For example, KString is used in the main program, which implements TupleItem and can represent two fields status: actual and formal fields. AKString is used in aspects, which extends class KString and implements interface ATupleItem. Using the interface ATupleItem, AKString can represent four different fields status: actual (constant), formal (bound variable), unbound variable and don’t-care (Please refer for the exact meaning of these status to our development of AspectKE or AspectKE*). The interface ATupleItem is declared as follows:

```java
public interface ATupleItem extends TupleItem {
    public boolean isVariable (); // whether the item is unbound variable field
    public boolean isNotcare(); // whether the item is don’t-care field
    public boolean isConstant(); // whether this item is a constant field
    public boolean compareConstant(Object o); // compare the value of this item
      with Object o
    public Object convert (); // convert itself to its counterpart in TupleItem
      when possible
    public void setPosition(int pos); // set parameter position (paramIx)
    public int getPosition (); // get parameter position (paramIx)
}
```

In ATupleItem, the setPosition and getPosition methods handles paramIx (part of the useID, introduced in Section 7.1), which is used for developing static analyses and integrating the analysis results into aspects.

AspectKlava has implemented data types AKString, ALogicalLocality, AKlavaProcessVar. Note that when defining a new aspect data type, all methods declared in ATupleItem have to be implemented, and methods defined in TupleItem have to be overridden even though the methods can be inherited from a superclass.

Example 7.4 Listing 7.6 illustrates how to declare data types used in aspects by using different class constructors.

```
1     AKString k = new AKString("foo");         // constant declaration
2     AKString s = new AKString();              // formal (bound variable) declaration
3     AKString t = new AKString(true);          // unbound variable declaration
4     AKString p = new AKString(false);         // don’t-care declaration
```

Listing 7.6: Data Type Declaration in Aspect (in AspectKlava)

Lines 1-4 illustrate how to declare the four status of the data type AKString. □
Aspects In AspectKlava, each node maintains its own copy of aspects (to be called aspectpool), which can be obtained from class AspectMonitor that handles all aspect-related issues. To enforce aspects to a node, we have to explicitly invoke the AspectMonitor.loadAspects() method at the start of main program.

An aspect consists of a pointcut and an advice. Each aspect in AspectKlava has to implement the abstract class Aspect. There are four attributes defined in this abstract class:

```java
public ActionType action;
public ALogicalLocality source;
public ALogicalLocality destination;
public Vector<ATupleItem> parameters;
```

These attributes should be initialized and defined in the abstract method pointcut, and they can be used within a concrete advice by implementing the abstract method advice.

```java
public abstract void pointcut();
public abstract void advice() throws AspectKlavaException;
```

There are several methods (primitives) which can be used inside method advice:

```java
public boolean test(Tuple tuple, ALogicalLocality destination) throws AspectKlavaException;
public boolean equal(ATupleItem o1, ATupleItem o2);
public HashSet<ActionType> getActionSet_X() throws AspectKlavaException;
public HashSet<ActionType> getActionSet_Y() throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent HashSet<ALogicalLocality> getLocSet_X(HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent HashSet<ALogicalLocality> getLocSet_Y(HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent boolean isFV_X(ATupleItem u, HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent boolean isFV_Y(ATupleItem u, HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent boolean isFVSafe_X(ATupleItem u, HashSet<ATupleItem> locs, HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
persistent boolean isFVSafe_Y(ATupleItem u, HashSet<ATupleItem> locs, HashSet<ActionType> actiontypes) throws AspectKlavaException;
```

Method test checks whether a tuple is stored in the tuple space of a certain destination. Method equal tests whether two data are equal or not. Two data are equal if they have the same constant values (these constant values can be obtained at runtime from the join point, or at loadtime from the program facts), or if they are both variable and have data flow between them. The other methods are program analysis predicates and functions, whose meaning has been specified in Table 6.3. Although the names are slightly different. Methods ending with
return analysis results of the continuation process of the current action (e.g., out(...)); while methods ending with return analysis results of the remote evaluation process (e.g., eval(Y)).

In addition, class Aspect refers to the node where this aspect is currently located. The reference is important because method test relies on the network capability of nodes.

**Example 7.5** Here we show the aspect for protecting message, which is compiled from Listing 6.8.

```java
public class Aspect_protect_message extends Aspect {
    public Aspect_protect_message(String aspectname){
        super(aspectname);
        ALogicalLocality uid;
        ALogicalLocality s;
        ALogicalLocality client ;
        
        public void pointcut() {
            this.setType(ActionType.In);
            s = new ALogicalLocality(true);
            this.setSource(s);
            client = new ALogicalLocality(true);
            this.setDestination(client);
            this.appendParameter(new AKString("Msg"));
            uid = new ALogicalLocality(true);
            this.appendParameter(uid);
            this.appendParameter(new ALogicalLocality(false));
            this.appendParameter(new AKString(false));
        }

        public boolean advice() throws AspectKlavaException {
            HashSet temp_s_1 = new HashSet();
            temp_s_1.add(new ALogicalLocality("Client1"));
            temp_s_1.add(new ALogicalLocality("Client2"));
            
            HashSet temp_s_2 = new HashSet();
            temp_s_2.add(ActionType.Out);
            
            boolean b_1_2 = temp_s_1.contains(client);
            boolean b_1_4 = true;
            for(Object x: getLocSet_X(temp_s_2)){
                boolean b_2_1 = equal(x,uid);
                b_1_4 = b_2_1;
                if(b_1_4==false) break;
            }
            boolean b_1_3 = !b_1_4;
        }
```
boolean b_1_1 = (b_1_2 && b_1_3);
if(b_1_1){
    return false ;
}
    return true;
}

Listing 7.7: Aspect for Protecting Chat Information (in AspectKlava)

In method **pointcut**, we initialize the essential elements (**action, source, destination, parameters**) in the pointcut, which are declared in superclass **Aspect**.

When executing method **advice**, all attributes defined in the pointcut are updated with the actual value from the join point action. Line 32 uses program analysis function **getLocSet_X**.

### 7.3 Static Analysis of Process in AspectKlava

In last section, we reviewed the design and usage of core programming concepts in AspectKlava. In this section, we will focus on its static analysis module and present how static analysis has been developed and used in AspectKlava.

#### 7.3.1 The Bytecode Instructions of a Process

As shown in Figure 7.1, our analyzer performs directly static analysis on Java **bytecode**, i.e., the form of instructions that Java virtual machine executes [LY99]. This provides the possibility to enforce security policies to processes where the source code (AspectKE*/Java) is difficult to obtain – a common scenario in a distributed, mobile system.

First let us take a look at the disassembled bytecode of a Java class file. Listing 7.8 shows the bytecode representation of the **clientsendmsg** process, whose Java source code is shown in Listing 7.5 (compiled from Listing 6.5). Note that for better readability, the bytecode program listed is slightly annotated compared with a standard Java bytecode program [LY99].

Lines 5-9, Lines 13-32 and Lines 36-157 in Listing 7.8 show attribute declarations, process constructor and method **AexecuteProcess**, which corresponds with Lines 2-4, Lines 6-11 and Lines 13-38 in Listing 7.5 respectively. Each Java statement in Listing 7.5 maps a sequence of instructions between two labels in...
public class Process_clientsendmsg extends AKlavaProcess {
    public AexecuteProcess() : void throws KlavaException {
        // AexecuteProcess method of Process_clientsendmsg
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    // compiled from: Process_clientsendmsg.java
    // construction method of Process_clientsendmsg
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Listing 7.8: Bytecode Instructions of Process_clientsendmsg
Instr ::= ICONST _i | BIPUSH | SIPUSH | LDC | NEW | CHECKCAST | PUTFIELD
| GETFIELD | INVOKESPECIAL | INVOKEVIRTUAL
| DUP | ASTORE | ALOAD | RETURN

Table 7.1: Instructions Used in Process

Listing 7.8 For example, Line 14 of Listing 7.5 instantiates a new logical locality, whose corresponding (four) bytecode instructions are listed between Label L0 and Label L1 (Lines 38-41).

The meaning of each instruction is defined in [LY99]. The instructions used to form a AspectKlava Process is summarized in Table 7.1 (The parameters of these instructions are not shown). Our analyzer understands and simulates the execution of these instructions, and collects program facts (static information) of a process from its bytecode instructions.

7.3.2 The Data-Flow Analysis of Bytecode Instructions

Data-flow analysis [NNH05] is one of the main approaches for program analysis. It is used to gather information about the possible set of values calculated at various points in a computer program. Different data-flow analyses can be developed for different analysis problems. The aim is to collect appropriate and sufficient information from a program to answer the analysis problems. Classical data-flow analyses include available expressions analysis, reaching definitions analysis, very busy expressions analysis and live variables analysis [NNH05].

In AspectKlava, we develop our own data-flow analysis on bytecode instructions of processes, and the analysis will collect program facts for supporting the evaluation of program analysis predicates and functions.

7.3.2.1 Control Flow Graph of the Analysis

In data-flow analysis, a program can be considered as a graph, i.e, the program’s control flow graph (CFG): the nodes are the elementary blocks and the edges describe how control might pass from one elementary block to another.

For example, Figure 7.2 shows the control flow graph of instructions (between Line 106 till Line 111 in Listing 7.8, which is equivalent to Line 29 in Listing 7.5) for an out action. In the figure, each node (basic block) contains one instruction that has unique predecessor and successor nodes. The data-flow analysis can be performed by following the sequential path and collect program facts (analysis results) of the process from these instructions.
For a more complex case, Figure 7.3 shows the control flow graph of instructions (from Line 148 till 154 in Listing 7.8, which is equivalent to Line 37 in Listing 7.5) for an `eval` action. When analyzing the instruction in block labeled with 153-154, to compute program facts based on this instruction, we have to obtain and integrate the program facts from its parameter process (of the `eval` action). Additional edges (flows to the start, and from the end of class `Process_clientsendmsg`) are drawn to indicate these extra control flow. The data-flow analysis is performed by following the paths (not only sequential) that covers all extra edges.
7.3.2.2 Forward Flow-Sensitive Analysis

As data-flow analysis aims at obtaining particular information at each point in a program, it is normally to obtain such information at the boundaries of basic blocks. From that it would be easier to compute the information we are interested in.

**Type of Analysis** There are basically two types of analysis: forward analysis and backward analysis. In a *forward analysis*, the analysis is performed by following the path as a real program normally does, and the exit state of a block is a function of the block’s entry state. In a *backward analysis*, the analysis is performed backwards from the end of a program to the beginning of a program, and the entry state of a block is a function of the block’s exit state. These functions are called *transfer functions*, as they change the state of variables in a block.

Another view on this is that a program is a *transition system*. Nodes represent blocks and each block has a transfer function associated with it and it specifies how the block acts on the input state. The input state is either entry state or exist state, depending on whether it is a forward or backward analysis.

These two types of analysis are designed for accomplishing different analysis task. In this thesis, we will use forward analysis.

**Transfer Function** The transfer function can change the values of interest in an input state. It is defined by simulating the semantics of statements (in our case, bytecode instructions) in a block.

For example, the block labeled 111 is an **INVOKEVIRTUAL** instruction, which executes an **out** action designated at a location (with type **LogicalLocality**). Note that the actual value of this parameter location (**userserver**) is only known to the instruction after simulation of the execution of the block labelled 109 (ASM analysis framework takes care of this and we will explain it later). The transfer function of this block could be defined, such as:

- add **out** action to the *action set* that is associated with a certain instruction executed previously. Each action set collects actions which occur after a certain instruction;
- add **userserver** to the *destination location set* (for **out** action) that is associated with a previously executed instruction;
- add **userserver** to a *predicted data-flow set* associated with a value defined
in a previously executed instruction and indicates that \texttt{userserver} reaches this instruction.

**Solving Analysis Equations** For each block $i$, we shall also define a *join operation* ($\text{join}$) to combine the exit states (in case it is a forward analysis) of all predecessor blocks of $i$, in order to generate the entry state of block $i$. By using the transfer function of block $i$ ($f_i$), the analysis equations are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{exit}_i &= f_i (\text{entry}_i) \\
\text{entry}_i &= \text{join} (\text{exit}_j), \text{ where } \text{exit}_j \text{ represents the predecessor nodes of } i
\end{align*}
\]

The join operation will also influence the definition of transfer function. For example, the transfer function of block 153-154 shall be defined in a similar way as block 109 which takes the exit state of previously executed instruction (block 152) as an input. Moreover, it also takes and incorporates the program facts from the exit state of its parameter process (in this case, from block labelled 158).

It would be relatively easy to solve these equations if AspectKlava did not support the \texttt{eval} action, because each entry block has unique predecessor exit block. We can just sort the edges in the control flow graph of a process, specify the initial analysis values to be empty at the entry of the first block, and compute the analysis values at the boundary of each block in a sorted (sequential) order. Afterwards we can extract analysis properties based on those analysis results (program facts) associated with each block.

We adapted a worklist algorithm \cite{NNH05} to solve the equations when AspectKlava supports the \texttt{eval} action, in which case some of the entry blocks may have multiple predecessor blocks. We will discuss this shortly.

**Flow-sensitive Analysis** Note that the data-flow analysis we perform is \textit{flow sensitive}, which means that the analysis results of a process with instructions $... \text{ instr}_i; \text{ instr}_j; ...$, is different from the analysis results of a process with instructions $... \text{ instr}_j; \text{ instr}_i; ...$, see the instructions come in a different order.

We need to perform flow sensitive analysis because the program facts include data-flow information of various variables among bytecode instructions (of a process). Program facts will change if the order of these instructions are changed.
### Inter-procedural Analysis and Worklist Algorithm

As the control flow in Figure 7.3 indicated, we have to obtain first the analysis results from the parameter process of an `eval` action, when computing analysis results (performing the transfer function) about `eval` action. This type of analysis is named interprocedural analysis, because functions and procedures are taken into account (in our case, the functions and procedures are AspectKlava processes). On the contrary, process that not allows `eval` action can be analyzed by intraprocedural analysis, where functions or procedures are not involved. The intraprocedual fragment of our data-flow analysis has already been described in Section 7.3.2.2.

The definitions of AspectKlava processes can be mutually recursive. As shown in Figure 7.4, the analysis result of ProcessA is dependent on the analysis result of ProcessB and ProcessC, while the analysis result of ProcessB depends on the analysis result of ProcessC, which in turn depends on the results from ProcessA. The call relationship among these processes can be considered as constraints as below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ProcessA} & \subseteq \text{ProcessB, ProcessC} \\
\text{ProcessB} & \subseteq \text{ProcessC} \\
\text{ProcessC} & \subseteq \text{ProcessA}
\end{align*}
\]

Since it is impossible to go through each process definition just once and to compute all analysis results of these processes, we need to use an iterative algorithm. The algorithm computes a number of times the analysis results of these process definitions until the results remain stable for all the processes. In other words, if we consider each process has only one holistic transfer function operating on all its instructions, we shall compute the least solution of the constraints system, i.e., reach the so-called least fixed point \( \text{lfp} \) of each process’s transfer function:

\[
\text{lfp}(f_i) = \sqcap \text{Fix}(f_i), \text{ where } \text{Fix}(f_i) = \{ l | f_i(l) = l \},
\]
7.3 Static Analysis of Process in AspectKlava

and $i \in \{\text{ProcessA, ProcessB, ProcessC}\}$,
and $l$ is an analysis result

An efficient way to compute the constraint system is through a worklist algorithm. The general idea is to use a worklist to control the iteration: the tasks to be done are stored in the worklist (in our case the tasks are to be solved constraints); the iteration selects a task from the worklist and removes it afterwards from the list. The processing of the task may cause new tasks to be added to the worklist. This process is iterated until there are no more tasks to be done, i.e., the worklist is empty. We will return to this algorithm later.

7.3.3 Using the ASM Framework for Bytecode Analysis

A number of bytecode translation libraries can generate, transform, and analyze compiled Java classes that are represented as byte arrays. In this thesis, we choose to use ASM [BLC02], a lightweight all purpose Java bytecode manipulation and analysis framework, to accomplish our analysis tasks. Other tools such as BCEL [Dah01], Javassist [Chi98] and Soot [VRG+99] are able to accomplish the same tasks as well but with different complexity and runtime performance. For example, Soot provides a much more comprehensive analysis framework than ASM, which can be used to develop very advanced analysis. However, it requires to perform more expensive analyses for completing the same analysis task, thus it might sacrifice the runtime performance for relatively simple analysis tasks.

7.3.3.1 ASM Analysis Framework

ASM provides tools to read, write and transform the compiled Java class (byte arrays) by working on higher-level concepts of a class than bytes. The data-flow analysis framework of ASM relies on the object-based representation of a class, where a class is represented by a tree of objects, and each object represents a part of the class, such as a field, a method, etc.

In the Java Virtual Machine execution model, Java code is executed inside a thread, which has its own execution stack. Each time a method is invoked, a new execution frame is pushed to the current thread’s execution stack. Each frame contains a local variables part and an operand stack part. The local variables part contains variables that are accessed by their index. The operand stack is a stack of values used by bytecode instructions.

The forward data-flow analysis in ASM is performed by simulating the execution of a method’s bytecode instructions on an abstract execution frame. This
involves the simulation of popping values from and pushing values back to the frame’s operand stack. If there exist any branch instructions, the execution of both branches will be simulated and the data-flow analysis shall be able to combine values from both branches.

The overall data-flow analysis algorithm for a single method, the task of popping from and pushing back the low-level abstract values to the stack is already implemented by the ASM analysis framework. Thus we focus on defining low-level abstract values for the basic data types in AspectKlava (which are used as the instruction’s operands), the high-level abstract values for program facts, the transfer functions for each instruction that collect program facts, and on extending the single method analysis to interprocedural analysis in order to accomplish our analysis task.

7.3.3.2 Program Facts Computation and Integration

**Analysis Domain and Transfer functions** Both low-level abstract values and high-level abstract values can be considered as our analysis domain, because they are essentially both abstract data that approximate the properties of a program, but at a different level.

Low-level abstract values are popped from and pushed back when simulating the execution of a method’s bytecode instructions. For example, when the analysis loads the bytecode version of class `ALogicalLocation`, an abstract value of this class is needed for it to be virtually executed by the ASM framework.

High-level abstract values are collected for answering our high level analysis questions. For each process class, the high-level abstract values map each action to its respective analysis result obtained from its continuation instructions. Note that low-level abstract values can also be used in high-level abstract values.

When defining the transfer function for each instruction `trans_inst`, we need to manipulate both low-level and high-level abstract values. The low-level abstract values are relatively easy to push around, as we only need to follow the semantics of each instruction; the high-level abstract values are more challenging to use, because for a given instruction, we have to update them based the property of interest. Defining a transfer function for the high-level abstract values are generally discussed in Section [7.3.2.2](#). For example, when encountering an `out` action, the high-level abstract values require to update action sets (associated with those previously executed actions), while this is not only based on the original semantics of the bytecode instructions, it also relies on our analysis interest. Finally, all the transfer functions of an instruction accumulated together can (or will) form a higher level transfer function, namely `trans_proc`. 
Key Steps of the Interprocedural Data-flow Analysis  To use a work-list algorithm to perform interprocedural analysis, we have to go through the following steps:

1. Constraints Collection: Start from the first process to be analyzed, we use a depth-first search (DFS) algorithm to traverse the call graph of processes, and collect all constraints that denote the dependency relationship between processes. Please refer to Section 7.3.2.3 for a constraint example. Note that we use the ASM analysis framework to traverse the method `AexecuteProcess` (of AspectKlava) in order to collect constraints.

2. Analysis Result Initialization: We initialize the analysis result (formed by abstract values) of all dependent processes as empty.

3. Analysis Results Computation: Start from the first process to be analyzed, and collect analysis results for the current process. We use ASM analysis framework to traverse the constructor method and `AexecuteProcess` method (of AspectKlava), and compute the analysis results from the entry state (formed by both low-level and high-level abstract values) of the process via using its transfer function `trans_proc` (which consists of several `trans__inst` for each instruction). Note that this will need the analysis results from other processes when there is `eval` action in this process.

4. Keep Updating Analysis Results until Stable: Use constraints to guide the iteration of the algorithm, and re-analyze a process only if its callee process (the parameter process in a `eval` action) modifies the analysis result. The analysis results will keep growing until it reaches the fixed point of transfer function `trans_proc`. Note that to ensure the algorithm terminates, analysis domain, transfer function and join function have to be defined in a particular way so that the analysis result either stays the same or grows larger, and the analysis result cannot grow indefinitely. Refer to [NNH05] for more details.

After the algorithm terminates, we obtain program facts (analysis result) for all processes reachable from the starting process, and they then will be cached for future use. The join point actions in these processes can be linked with their program facts, which will be used by program analysis predicates and functions at runtime.

Integration of Program Facts into Aspects  To use program facts in aspects, we establish an internal link between program facts and aspects.
By using useID (a pair of integers (actionIx, paramIx), introduced in Section 7.1.1) as both the index to structure program facts (consists of abstract values) and the index to locate join point actions and their parameters in the runtime system, each program fact can be mapped to a join point action (with actionIx), and moreover, it is also possible to select relevant parts of a corresponding program fact for a particular parameter of a matched join point (with paramIx).

• The data types used in program facts shall be converted to those used in aspects, even though these facts are originally collect from data type used in the main program. For example, in the AspectKlava process, a constant location is defined using class LogicalLocation. Our analyzer will first read and convert its bytecode format into a corresponding abstract value that is used in the analysis, and then returns a constant expressed in class ALogicalLocation, so that it can be recognized and used in aspects.

• Parameters defined in a pointcut can match and bind a runtime value from the join point as in other AOP programming language, but it needs to be annotated with appropriate useID, to link and compare with values from the program facts, in order to realize the so-called dual value evaluation mechanism.

Example 7.6 Table 7.2 displays the program facts (analysis results) obtained from the bytecode instructions shown in Listing 7.8. They are used in aspects to evaluate program analysis predicates and functions at runtime.

The first column shows that the program facts of a process are indexed by action number. Number 1-4 represent the actionIx within process clientsendmsg in Listing 6.5, e.g., number 1 denotes the in action. Number -1 represents the program fact at the beginning of a process, which is useful when computing program facts for other processes (that invoke this process such as clientlogin).

The second and third column show the analysis domains and analysis values (high-level abstract value), which are used at runtime in aspects. Note that the analysis values are represented with a mixed value of internal data type (low-level abstract value) used in ASM framework (e.g., L1, L2, etc), and aspect datatype (e.g., #AL_2 is a value of type ALogicalLocality with 2 as the paramIx number). Here we avoid explaining the meaning of these data in detail, as these program facts are used internally in the runtime system for evaluating program analysis predicates and functions.

Note that Table 7.2 only shows the program facts obtained from analyzing Listing 7.8 (with AspectKE* source code in Listing 6.5). If we start the analysis on bytecode instructions of Listing 6.4, we need also to analyze all the processes it spawns: clientsendmsg, clientreceivemsg, clientsendfile, and clientreceivefile. With
### Table 7.2: Program Facts of `clientsendmsg`

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Action: (actionIx)</th>
<th>Analysis Domain</th>
<th>Analysis Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DefinedSet: [L1, L2, L3]</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ArgumentMap: (3=L3, 2=L2, 1=L1)</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_X: {out={L1=[#AL_2], L2=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper]}, read={}}</td>
<td>in={L1=[#AL_1], L2=[#AL_1]}, eval={L1=[#AL_1]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_X: {out=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper], read=[], in=[#AL_1], eval=[#AL_1]}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_Y: out=[], read=[], in=[], eval=[], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DefinedSet: [L1, L2, K1, L3, L4]</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ArgumentMap: (4=K1, 3=L4, 2=L2, 1=K2, 0=L1)</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_X: out={L1=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper], K1=[#AL_2], L3=[#AL_0], L4=[#AL_0], Eavesdropper}, read={} in={L1=[#AL_0], L2=[#AL_0]}, eval={L1=[#AL_0], L2=[#AL_0]}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_X: out=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper], read=[], in=[#AL_0], eval=[#AL_0], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_Y: out=[], read=[], in=[], eval=[], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DefinedSet: [L1, L2, K1, L3, L4]</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ArgumentMap: (4=L1, 3=L4, 2=L2, 1=K3, 0=L2)</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_X: out={L1=[#AL_0], L2=[#AL_0, Eavesdropper], K1=[#AL_4], L3=[#AL_4], L4=[Eavesdropper]}, read={} in={L1=[#AL_4], L2=[#AL_4]}, eval={L1=[#AL_4], L2=[#AL_4]}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_X: out=[#AL_0, Eavesdropper], read=[], in=[#AL_0], eval=[#AL_0], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_Y: out=[], read=[], in=[], eval=[], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DefinedSet: [L1, L2, K1, L3, L4]</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ArgumentMap: (2=L4, 1=L2, 0=L5)</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_X: out={L1=[#AL_1], L2=[#AL_1, Eavesdropper], K1=[#AL_3], L3=[#AL_3], L4=[#AL_3], Eavesdropper}, read={} in={L1=[#AL_3], L2=[#AL_3]}, eval={L1=[#AL_3], L2=[#AL_3]}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_X: out=[#AL_1, Eavesdropper], read=[], in=[#AL_-3], eval=[#AL_-3], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_Y: out=[], read=[], in=[], eval=[], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DefinedSet: [L1, L2, K1, L3, L4]</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ArgumentMap: (3=L3, 2=L2, 1=L1)</td>
<td>in, out, eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_X: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_X: out={}, read=[], in=[], eval=[], newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ActionSet_Y: out={}, read={}, in={}, eval={}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UsedValueMap_Y: out={L1=[#AL_2], L2=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper], read={}} in={L1=[#AL_1], L2=[#AL_1]}, eval={L1=[#AL_1], L2=[#AL_1]}, newloc={}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LocationMap_Y: out=[#AL_2, Eavesdropper], read=[], in=[#AL_1], eval=[#AL_1], newloc=[]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the worklist algorithm, program facts from all these processes will be computed, and cached for future use of aspect evaluation.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

To summarize this chapter, we presented the detailed implementation techniques for AspectKlava runtime system.

Firstly we described the high level implementation strategy regarding static analysis: Gather fundamental static analysis information at process’s load time, to avoid performing all dynamic syntax-based program analysis at runtime. Apparently, this strategy is more efficient than the semantics defined in AspectKE, and we will give benchmark results in the next chapter. Our innovative static-dynamic dual value evaluation mechanism enables a uniform way of expressing security conditions no matter whether it is checked statically or dynamically.

Secondly, we present the core programming elements used in AspectKlava, which further extends the Klava package with aspect-oriented notation.

Thirdly, we review the actual interprocedural data-flow analysis that has been developed. As the processes will be executed in a distributed mobile environment, where source code is not available, our analysis is performed on Java bytecode. We also describe how the program facts (analysis results) can be linked to aspect evaluation at runtime system.
Demonstration and Evaluation

In the previous two chapters we have presented the design of the AspectKE* programming language and its runtime system AspectKlava. In this Chapter, we shall discuss the usability, performance, and expressiveness of this language. Section 8.1 starts by presenting simple demonstrations using AspectKE* to build a distributed chat system. We show how a security hole is fixed by a simple aspect, that takes the power of program analysis predicates and functions to detect malicious actions. Section 8.2 assesses the expressiveness and performance of our language via case studies and benchmarking.

8.1 Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate with screenshots how AspectKE* can fix a security hole in the distributed chat system presented in Chapters 6 and 7. We assume readers understand the architecture of the chat system, the proposed security policies, and definitions of the relevant processes and aspects. All of them have been presented in Section 6.2.2.

Demo 1: Chat System without Malicious Code  Figure 8.1 displays a screen shot of the distributed chat system which contains no malicious code. It shows that Alice using the left ChatConsole exchanges messages and files with
Bob who is using the right ChatConsole.

Figure 8.1: Chat System without Malicious Code

Figure 8.2: Information is Leaked from Client1 and Client2 to Eavesdropper
8.1 Demonstration

Figure 8.3: Client1 Sends a Message to Eavesdropper

Figure 8.4: Eavesdropper Receives a Message Sent from Client1
Demo 2: Chat System with Security Hole In this demo, the chat system contains a security hole, which might be exploited by a malicious process and thus violates Policy 2 (presented in Section 6.2.2). Figure 8.2 shows the execution traces where a malicious client process runs at node Client1 and an eavesdropper process (Listing 8.1) runs at node Eavesdropper. In this demo, no malicious actions are performed at process clientlogin (removes Line 8 in Listing 6.4), but process clientsendmsg (Listing 6.5) executes malicious actions as follows (using the following code to replace Line 9 in Listing 6.5).

```
out(userserver, friendserver, text)@Eavesdropper;
```

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 zoom in on the execution traces of processes executed at Client1 and Eavesdropper. In the orange boxes, we can see that the messages captured by the malicious clients are received by the Eavesdropper node. Clearly, the security hole has been exploited successfully by the untrusted process.

```
1 proc eavesdropper()
2   location userserver, friendserver;
3   string text;
4
5   in(userserver, friendserver, text)@Eavesdropper;
6   eval(process eavesdropper())@Eavesdropper;
7 }
```

Listing 8.1: Process eavesdropper

Demo 3: Chat System with Security Hole Removed In this demo, the chat system contains a security hole as in Demo 2, but the hole is removed by an aspect, which prevents malicious process from exploiting the hole. Figure 8.5 shows the execution traces where a security aspect is enforced (defined in Listing 6.7). Figure 8.6 zooms in on the execution traces of processes executed at Client1. In the orange box, we can see that the aspect terminated client process clientsendmsg because it detected that there are malicious actions in the continuation process and security policy might be violated. Clearly, the security hole is removed by the aspect.

From the above demonstrations we can see how an aspect (that reasons about the future behavior of a process) can terminate the execution of a process that contains malicious actions to be executed in future. It shows how simple it is to specify aspects to fix security holes in a distributed system by using AspectKE*. 
Figure 8.5: No information is Leaked: Client1 (and Client2) are Terminated by Aspect `protect_message`

Figure 8.6: Client1 is Terminated by Aspect `protect_message`
8.2 Evaluation

In this section, we assess the expressiveness and performance of our language through case studies and benchmarking.

8.2.1 Performance Evaluation

Our performance evaluation focuses on the overheads of program analysis rather than the entire execution time of practical application programs. This is because our implementation is merely a prototype, whose execution time could be largely different from a fully-optimized implementation. The purpose of performance evaluation is to validate our implementation framework.

We compared overheads of basic operations in “our implementation” with that in a “naive implementation”. Our implementation analyzes a program only once to gather program facts at load-time for later usage at runtime. The naive implementation analyzes a program whenever a program analysis predicate or function is to be evaluated. The latter simply simulates the semantic model of AspectKE, as we already presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case</th>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>our implementation</th>
<th>naive implementation</th>
<th>time improvement (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>process</td>
<td>#executions #aspects</td>
<td>time of load-time analysis</td>
<td>time of process execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>clientlogin</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>134 28</td>
<td>0 0 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clientsendmsg</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>0 0 205</td>
<td>0 0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>1267 221</td>
<td>0 221 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>clientlogin</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>137 34</td>
<td>1 37 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clientsendmsg</td>
<td>10 1</td>
<td>0 0 199</td>
<td>10 145 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>1270 474</td>
<td>11 474 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>clientlogin</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>137 32</td>
<td>1 36 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clientsendmsg</td>
<td>100 1</td>
<td>0 0 1966</td>
<td>100 1443 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101 1</td>
<td>12035 3362</td>
<td>101 3362 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>clientlogin</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>135 40</td>
<td>1 36 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clientsendmsg</td>
<td>10 10</td>
<td>0 0 265</td>
<td>100 1340 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11 1</td>
<td>1340 4061</td>
<td>101 4061 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Benchmark Results of Chat System (msec.)

We use a program that sequentially executes processes clientlogin and clientsendmsg (presented in Section 6.2) in the chat system, with aspects protect_password and protect_message enforced. Compared with definitions shown in Section 6.2, the definitions here are slightly simplified to avoid termination of the processes and inclusion of other processes into analysis.
The compiled (bytecode) version of process `clientlogin` contains 113 instructions, and `clientsendmsg` contains 89 instructions. Our analyzer directly performs static analysis on them. The programs were executed on top of JVM 1.6.0 for MacOS X by a 2.16 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor with 2 GB memory. The time is measured by `System.currentTimeMillis()`. We execute each program for 100 times and calculated the median values.

Table 8.1 summarizes the measurement results. We executed the benchmark program with four configurations of different message and aspect numbers. For each implementation, the table lists the number of program analyses performed, as well as the time spent for analysis and process execution. Note that even though process execution time includes time for aspects activation and evaluation, it excludes the time spent for performing (load-time/runtime) static analysis, which is listed in separate columns.

From the table, we can see that our implementation analyzes programs even when no aspects are applied (case 1). The analysis count for `clientsendmsg` is zero in our implementation, because the interprocedural analysis performed on `clientlogin` analyzes `clientsendmsg` in advance. While the time a naive implementation spends for analysis is proportional to message and aspect numbers, our implementation spends constant time for analysis.

As shown in the rightmost column of case 1, our implementation has overheads (21% in this measurement) due to load-time program analysis even if no aspects are applied. The overheads are quickly compensated for when there are aspects.

Although it is difficult to predict performance of a fully optimized implementations, we can clearly claim, from this measurement, that huge overheads of static program analysis make naive implementations far from realistic. We can also presume that our implementation strategy can give realistic performance to programs that require less dynamic process migrations but have many aspects.

8.2.2 Comparison Against Analysis-Based AOP Languages

We argue that our approach offers better abstraction than existing analysis-based AOP languages. In particular, policies that require both runtime and static information cannot be easily implemented by others.

Some advanced AOP languages [AM07, CN04, KRH04] allow programmers to define their own pointcut primitives, including those that exploit program analysis results. In theory, it is possible for those languages to define security aspects based on future behavior of a program, via defining pointcuts that statically analyze the program. However, those languages offer access to programs at bytecode or AST-level, which makes it difficult to correctly implement static
analyses. For example, Josh \cite{CN04} provides an extensible pointcut language, where analysis-based pointcuts can be defined based on the Javaassist library. As Javaassist does not directly provide data and control flow of a program, users have to develop the analysis almost from scratch. SCoPE \cite{AM07} is an extended AspectJ compiler that allows programmers to define analysis-based pointcuts which specify join point shadows by using user-defined static program analysis, and provides access to various bytecode manipulation libraries, including the ones offering powerful program analysis capabilities (e.g., Soot \cite{VRCG+99}). However, users still have to develop the analysis at low-level. Moreover, these languages do not provide a mechanism to combine runtime data and static information as we do.

Below, we show an aspect for Policy 2 (the policy is defined in Section 6.2) in SCoPE (Policy 1 in SCoPE is as simple as in AspectKE* because it does not depend on any static program analysis).

```java
class ChatClient {
    ChatServer getMyServer() { ... }
    void sendMessage(ChatServer to, String message) {
        getMyServer().sendMessage(this, to, message);
    }
    ...
}

class ChatServer {
    ChatClient getMyClient() { ... }
    void sendMessage(ChatClient sender, ChatServer to, String message) {
        to.sendMessage(this, message);
    }
    ...
}
```

Listing 8.2: Chat Server and Client (Simplified Version)

The base chat program (originally introduced in Section 6.2) for SCoPE aspects is re-implemented using Java Remote Method Invocation API. Listing 8.2 shows the fragment code of classes for the chat servers and clients. A client cannot send a message directly to another client. Instead, it sends messages to the server associated to it using sendMessage in ChatServer. The associated server is obtained from getMyServer() in class ChatClient. The server then sends the message to another server which is specified by the second parameter of sendMessage in ChatServer, and finally the other client gets the message from its server through receiveMessage (not shown here) in ChatClient.

Listing 8.3 shows aspect ViolateP2, which terminates a program when Policy 2 is violated. The leakMessage() method checks whether sendMessage() is called on a ChatServer object who does not come from getMyServer(). It exploits

\footnote{These classes essentially extends Remote interface, here we present the simplified version.}
8.2 Evaluation

```java
1  pointcut violateP2():
2  withincode(« Console. »(...) ) &&
3  call (void ChatClient.sendMessage(...) ) &&
4  if (leakMessage( thisJoinPointStaticPart ) );
5  boolean leakMessage(JoinPoint. StaticPart sjp){
6    InvkInst invk = getMethodInsnOf(sjp);
7    Collection <Method> impl = dispatch(sjp);
8    for (Method m:impl){
9      DataflowGraph dg = getDataflowGraph(m);
10     Value ths = impl.getThis();
11     Value msg = impl.getArg()[1];
12     Collection <InvkInst> methodInvokes = getInvocationsWithin(m);
13     Collection <Value> mySvrs = /* create a collection */
14     for ( InvkInst node : methodInvokes)
15       if (node invokes ChatClient.getMyServer())
16         mySvrs.add(node.getReturn());
17       else if (node invokes ChatServer.sendMessage())
18         if (!dg.isOneOf(node.getTarget(),mySvrs))
19           return true;
20       else
21         for (Value arg: node.getArgs())
22           if (dg.flowTo(msg,arg))
23             return true;
24     }
25     return false ;
26 } before(): violateP2(){
27     terminate();
28 }
```

Listing 8.3: Aspect for Policy 2 in SCoPE

the methods that are commonly available in program analysis libraries (such as Soot [VRCG+99]), in order to get an intra-procedural data flow graph, a method invocation instruction which corresponds to the given join point shadow, a set of methods to which a method invocation instruction dispatches, and a set of method invocations within a method. The aspect is longer and more complicated than the one in AspectKE*, because SCoPE lacks abstractions for common tasks. For instance, the function targeted in AspectKE* successfully abstracts the locations to which a message will be sent, whereas a number of operations (12–18) need to be implemented in ViolateP2.

Moreover, this aspect does not fully implement Policy 2 because it has no access to runtime data. AspectKE*, however, can uniformly check it as primarily discussed in Section 6.3.3 and 7.1.2.

8.2.3 Security Policies for an Electronic Healthcare Record Workflow System

To assess expressiveness and applicability of AspectKE* for enforcing more realistic security policies, we implemented security policies for an electronic health-
care record workflow system. Some interesting steps in this system have already
been modeled in Chapters 2.2, 3, 4 when presenting AspectKE. This study is to
confirm that the policies modeled in Chapter 3 and 4 can be defined by exploit-
ing language primitives of AspectKE*, especially the proposed program analysis
predicates and functions.

The target system manages electronic health records (EHRs) – a database that
stores patients’ data, and a place where doctors, nurses, administrators, re-
searchers, etc perform different tasks relying on patients’ EHR records. Note
that most of the target system and policies are directly extracted from a health
information system for an aged care facility in New South Wales, Australia
[EB04]. Since policies can be determined internally by the system owner, or
externally by laws, regulations, norms etc, we also integrate interesting security
policies from the literature such as [Dep03b, Dep03a, Bez98, SBH+07, Can02].
Some are extracted from nationwide EHR security policies issued by govern-
ments, and others are from selected research papers. The aim is to cover both
primary use of data (producing or acquiring data at an individual patient’s care
process) and emerging use of data (e.g., for purposes like public health and com-
mercial activities). From another perspective, the policies cover both classical
access control and predictive access control models.

We implemented a simple tuple space based EHR workflow system in AspectKE*.
It consists of 16 nodes, 41 processes and all security policies (aspects) presented
in Chapters 3 and 4, except for aspect $A_{eval}$, as the behavior analysis functions
LC and $LC_c$ defined in Table 4.4 are currently not supported by AspectKE*. We
plan to provide them in the future.

When using other AOP languages that support no analysis-based pointcuts (e.g.,
AspectJ), policies that depend on the classical access control models (presented
in Chapter 3) can still be implemented, however policies that refer to predictive
access control (presented in Chapter 4) are difficult to be implemented because
they rely on future behavior of an action. (AOP languages with analysis-based
pointcuts are discussed in Section 8.2.2.) When using other security mechanisms
for tuple space systems, such as the ones based on Java Security framework
[FAH99] or other techniques [VBO03, HR03, GLZ06], we could implement those
policies in Chapter 3. However, policies presented in Chapter 4 cannot be
implemented because those mechanisms do not provide information on future
behavior.

In summary, our experience shows that AspectKE* is very expressive and useful
to enforce complex real world security policies to a distributed system written
in the KLAIM computing model.
8.3 Concluding Remarks and Related Work

In this chapter we have demonstrated the usability of AspectKE* by presenting three demos with a series of screenshots. The aim is to show how easy a security hole in a distributed chat system can be removed through an analysis-based aspect, which prevents a malicious process from exploiting it. Then the performance results were given, which testifies the two-stage implementation strategy introduced in previous chapters is more practical and more efficient than the original semantics of AspectKE. We also compared our work with other analysis-based AOP languages by building the same chat system, and highlight our advantages. In the end, we described our experience on enforcing various security policies to an electronic health care workflow system in AspectKE*.

As we have finished presenting both AspectKE and AspectKE*, we will discuss about the related work.

8.3.1 Expressive Pointcuts

AspectKE* provides high-level predicates and functions to describe future behavior of a program, which makes it much easier to implement security aspects than other analysis-based approaches [AM07, CN04, KRH04] since users do not need to develop the analysis. In particular, these high-level language constructs are designed with security properties in mind (can be considered as security policy language constructs), which is particularly useful for users to compose security policies, as users prefer to compose and enforce security policies with domain specific policy languages [DDLS00]. Recently, the maybeShared() pointcut (matches all field accesses that may be shared) was proposed in [BH10] to help implement efficient monitoring algorithms for detecting data race in concurrent systems, the aim – providing easily accessible pointcut for users to avoid developing complex static analysis – is similar to ours but in a different application domain.

Alpha [OMB05] provides Prolog queries to exploit information over a rich set of program semantics for the execution history up to the current join point. The language is very expressive and we believe it may even support predicates that combine static and runtime information of a variable as we did. However, it cannot capture the future events and is not a compiled language and therefore lacks efficient implementation.

In sum, these languages [AM07, CN04, KRH04] implement partially the security policies with more complicated definitions as we compared in Section 8.2.2 or they provide only sophisticated constructs without realistic implementation [OMB05]. AspectKE* can be considered as an approach to provide highly ex-
pressive pointcuts to AOP languages, like \texttt{pcflow} \cite{Kic03}, \texttt{maybeShared} \cite{BH10}, and the ones for distributed computing \cite{NCT04,NSV06,TT06}. However, none of the others are directly comparable to ours with respect to security policy enforcement to distributed applications.

### 8.3.2 Control- and Data-flows Pointcuts

There are several AOP systems in which a pointcut can specify a relationship between join points. AspectJ’s \texttt{cflow} captures join points based on a control flow, which is useful to implement access control policies. \texttt{dflow} \cite{MK03} identifies joint points based on data-flow information, which is useful to enforce secrecy and integrity policies. However, both capture control data flow that has already occurred, rather than that will happen in the future as in AspectKE*.

\texttt{pcflow} \cite{Kic03} is proposed to reason about which join points can occur in the future under a program’s control flow. \texttt{Tracematches} \cite{AAC05} and \texttt{transcut} \cite{SMH09} are similar approaches for identifying temporal relationships between joint points, which describe related events by patterns comprised of several pointcuts. Tracematches track join point relationships based on execution traces, while transcut tracks relationships by selecting a region in the control flow graph of a program. However, none of the above-mentioned methods ever integrate with any data-flow analysis as AspectKE* does.

### 8.3.3 Access Control with Aspect-oriented Programming

There are plenty of studies for applying AOP to enforce access control policies. To name a few: \cite{WJP02,CW09,dOWKK07}. To the best of our knowledge, only AspectKE* supports predictive access control policies. Moreover, as far as we know, we are the first to enforce secondary use of data policies through security aspects.

### 8.3.4 Tuple Space Security

There are tuple space systems which provide security mechanisms. For example, KLAIM \cite{DFPV00} has a static type system that realizes access control. SecOS \cite{VBO03} provides a low-level security mechanism that protects every tuple field with a lock. Secure Lime \cite{HR03} provides a password-based access control mechanism for building secure tuple spaces in ad hoc settings. JavaSpaces \cite{FAH99}, which is used in industrial contexts, has a security mechanism based on the Java security framework. Our work is different in using AOP with
program analysis. Hence it not only provides a flexible way to enforce security policies, but also enables predictive access control policies and secondary use of data policies, which cannot be realized in these other approaches.
In this dissertation, we have investigated the use of Static Program Analysis techniques in conjunction with the Aspect-oriented Programming approach to model and build distributed, mobile systems, using tuple spaces. Our main thesis is that Aspect-oriented programming provides a flexible way of enforcing security policies in distributed systems, more specifically, within the tuple space paradigm. Static program analysis techniques can enhance the expressiveness of security aspects and elegantly support the enforcement of security policies that rely on information flow.

We have presented AspectKE, AspectK and AspectKE*, three aspect-oriented extension of the coordination language KLAIM [BDNFP98], which provide concrete vehicles for presenting our approach. The distributed tuple spaces provide a natural model of the kind of system that motivated our work. However, the approach could equally well be applied to other distributed frameworks, especially those based on more classical process calculi. The join points in this case would be read and write accesses to channels (e.g, $\pi$-calculus).

The static program analysis techniques integrated in the aspects are primarily based on data-flow analysis, which is demonstrated to be particularly useful for enforcing security policies that require explicit information flow like predictive
access control and secondary use of data when integrating within aspects. However, the approach could also be combined with other static program analysis techniques and thus enforce other type of security policies, which we shall briefly discuss in the end of the thesis.

The remaining parts of this chapter will recapitulate the technical contributions we developed and discuss a number of directions for future work.

9.1 Contributions

- We have specified AspectKE, an aspect-oriented extension of the coordination process calculus KLAIM, equipped with formal semantics which describes how aspect-oriented notation is introduced into the tuple space paradigm by trapping actions (Chapter 3), and how behavior analyses are developed and integrated into aspects (Chapter 4). To illustrate the latter idea, we allow the pointcuts to trap processes, either continuation processes or processes to be executed remotely, and introduce several simple behavior analysis functions for collecting information from the trapped processes, and use them in advice.

- We have discussed some language extensions building on top of the AspectKE model and proposed the notion of open joinpoint which universally exists in coordination languages such as tuple space system. These are primarily discussed in the way of formalizing the process calculus AspectK (Chapter 5), which allows actions before and after proceed or break in an advice.

- We evaluated the expressiveness of AspectKE (and AspectK) by investigating its policy enforcement capability through examples in an electronic health care (EHR) setting. We have demonstrated that AspectKE can enforce discretionary access control, mandatory access control as well as role-based access control. Furthermore, AspectKE can elegantly retrofit new policies to an existing system with minimum effort at any phase within the system development cycle. We have also shown that in a distributed and mobile system, the information flow is very hard to control. AspectKE can enforce a range of predictive access control policies to cater for this issue, through composing aspects that check remote evaluation and the program continuation. We enforce both primary and secondary use of data policies, which shows that AspectKE is suitable to cater for old as well as new challenges in a complex distributed computing environment, where security and privacy are of great importance. We have also shown that AspectK can benefit crosscutting activities such as logging as the advices do in other AOP languages. These are primarily covered in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 along with the presentation of our process calculi.
9.2 Future Work

- We have designed and implemented a proof-of-concept programming language AspectKE*, based on AspectKE programming model developed in previous chapters. One of the key features of AspectKE* is the program analysis predicates and functions that provide information on future behavior of a program. With a dual value evaluation mechanism that handles results of static analysis and runtime values at the same time, those functions and predicates enable programmers to specify security policies in a uniform manner. Our two staged implementation strategy gathers fundamental static analysis information at load-time, to avoid performing all analysis at runtime as AspectKE does. We built a compiler for AspectKE* and developed a runtime system – AspectKlava in Java. This includes the development of interprocedural data-flow analysis on processes in the form of bytecode instructions. The main materials are presented in Chapters 6 and 7.

- We have demonstrated the usability of AspectKE*, assessed expressiveness and the performance of implementation primarily through examples in a distributed chat applications setting. Besides implementing a secure distributed chat application (Chapters 6 and 8), we also successfully implemented the security policies presented in Chapter 3 and 4, and enforced them to an electronic health care workflow system using AspectKE*.

To conclude, we find that the combination of aspects with behavior and static analysis techniques shows great potential for serving as a flexible and powerful mechanism for policy enforcement, and a promising method for building security and trust in a distributed and mobile environment.

9.2 Future Work

Below we outline several directions for future work relevant to the AspectKE/AspectKE* programming model.

9.2.1 Indirect Flow Analysis

There are other challenging secondary use of data policies which not only require control of direct flows but also of indirect flows [DD77, SM03]: e.g. after storing specific data into a doctor’s own tuple space, the doctor should not allow them to be transferred into a researcher’s tuple space by indirectly passing through another location. In this case, checking all the parallel executing processes with security aspects that rely on more advanced static analyses might be needed. For example, the static analysis should include analysis components that are able to
predict all possible data that can be stored in a certain tuple space. It could be done using the flow logic framework \[\text{HPN06}, \text{HNNP08}\], or developing analysis techniques by combining pointer analysis \[\text{NNH05}\] for tuple spaces with control and data-flow analysis over processes. In this way, we shall also use aspect to express policies depending on indirect flows.

### 9.2.2 Enriching the Power of Aspects

The current AspectKE/AspectKE* language can only make the monitored process terminate or proceed. It would be interesting to extend the language so that it can perform other kinds of actions. In AspectKE/AspectKE* we disallow before and after actions around the `proceed/break` advice (as allowed in AspectK). This is because, if we had allowed these actions, a safe behavior analysis would be very difficult to achieve, since the processes to be executed might execute more actions (inserted by aspects at runtime) than expected. This is an interesting direction for future work and will require more powerful program analyses than the analyses this dissertation presented, as we need to incorporate effects from aspects while analyzing processes.

### 9.2.3 Formal Validation of AspectKE Programs

As AspectKE has a formal semantics, we shall be able to formally formulate a static analysis and verify whether a given AspectKE program (including both base and aspect programs) satisfies certain global security properties that are expressed by the analysis result. In this way, we shall know whether the workflow system holds certain global security properties after enforcing the complete set of EHR policies presented in this dissertation (Chapters 3 and 4).
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